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CRAF'IXR VI 

CxlNsuLTATIONS AND COMkERTS OF AGENCIES, ORGAWIZATIONS AND PERSONS 
ON'IBE DEISAND~~EDFoREsppLANWITHFoREsTS~CEREspONsEs 

A. ~IXJCi'ION 

This chapter describes the process used in receiving and responding to public 
connnents on the DEIS and Proposed Forest Plan. Public participation activities ;i;iic-~; ~~t~~~i~s 
and the conments received are summarized. Comment categories and a table of - ---- =----- -.- - --_ “I 
respondents which indicates how individual comnents were grouped are included. nts were aroud are included. 
Categorized corsnents and responses are included for most comments that were .-_ --.-..-..-s that were 
received. Comments from government agencies and elected officials are reprinted 3!l officials are remrinted 
along with responses. 

B. SIB= OF PUBLIC PARTICIPATION ACXMTIES 

The process of identifying issues, concerns, and opportunities that were 
analyzed and used to guide development of the EIS and Plan are discussed in 
Appendix A to the EIS. 

The proposed Plan and Draft EIS were filed with the Environmental Protection 
Agency and made available to the public on July 26, 1985. More than 225 copies 
of the Draft EIS and Plan and more than 500 copies of the separate summary of 
the documents were distributed to individuals, groups and agencies during the 
conrnent period. News releases were prepared and distributed to newspapers that 
serve the area which discussed both release of the planning documents and the 
schedule of open houses that were held on the Plan. Copies of the EIS, Plan and 
Appendices were also available for review in public libraries in Challis, Arco, 
Mackay and Idaho Falls and university libraries at Idaho State University, 
University of Idaho and Boise State University. 

Open houses were held in Challis, Mackay, Salmon, Pocatello, and Idaho Falls. A 
number of discussions were held with individuals to answer questions and 
clarify points. Meetings also occurred with several of those who coramanted on 
the DEIS to answer questions and discuss concerns. These discussions and 
meetings occurred with organization representatives and officials or 
spokespersons for Indian tribes, state agencies and federal agencies as well as 
individuals. The deadline for submission of written conments was October 25, 
1985. The schedule for preparation of the Forest Plan and the final EIS was 
such that it was possible to include all written comments received by November 
29, 1985, even though some of the conxnents were received after the comment 
period closed. 
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C.SDMMARYOFlBEaMMEWISRECEXVED 

'Ihe Challis IQtional Forest received 633 separate letters on the Proposed plan 
and DEIS. Fifteen individuals also attended open houses that were held during 
thecomnentperiod. 

Several letters were very detailed and expressed concern about various 
resources and management proposals made in the Proposed Plan or identified in 
the various alternatives in the DEIS. In analyzing the comts received it was 
apparent that many of the responses resulted from Maho Conservation League 
Alerts that were circulated to league members and news stories instead of 
personal reviews of the planning documents. Several individuals who reviewed 
copies of the document swmnary suggested that additional information be 
included in the final documents that was already contained within the full 
draft dcclrments. 

BecauSe the set of draft documents released for public review was so intense, 
technical, comprehensive and voluminous, many cormenters expressed 
rmsunderstandings and confusion. Although much of the required data is by 
nature very technical, many conments were used in the effort to simplify and 
clairify the more confusing parts of the final documents. 

Decisions made in the FEIS and Selected Land and &source Management Plan are 
based on five factors: 1) law, 2) technical information, 3) resource 
capability, 4) professional judgement and 5) public input. Within the other 
four factors public input influences decisions where Forest management has the 
option of using one of several different emphases. Public input is an ongoing, 
changing factor. 

The use of public ccnanents is not strictly a vote-counting process. The 
decisionmaker evaluates the content of each conunent relative to legal and 
technical constraints and professional judgement. 

As described in 40 CFR 1503-4, conments about the Proposed Plan or DEIS were 
treated in the following ways: 

1. Ccnments offering technical corrections or pointing out inconsistencies 
have been used to revise the final documents. 

2. Ccaments resulting from misunderstanding of what was meant in the documents 
indicated areas where the Proposed Plan or DEIS needed clarification. 
Corrections were made in the final documents, or the a correction was not 
rrrade was explained in the response to the CCmnent. 

3. Comments requesting clarification or questioning some part of the analysis 
process were clarified in the final ducrmmnt package, or answered in the 
response to them. 

4. Many coarse&s required adjustments to the text of the DEIS and Proposed 
Plan, such as typing errors, omissions, incorrect nunbering and/Or 
statement inccnsistancies. 
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Coammnts suggesting changes in the Plan direction, outputs, and land management 
prescription assignments were carefully considered by the forest management 
team. Much of this input was adopted. Where feasible, management direction was 
revised or added in response to the comnent. The responses to comments that 
follow indicate where suggested changes were made, or the reasoning for not 
adopting the suggested change. Many comments requesting changes in the Proposed 
Plan did not result in any modification. There are several reasons why a 
favorable response was not possible in each case: 

1. A suggested change may be beyond the Forest Service jurisdiction or legal 
bounds. For example the Forest Service cannot establish or remove 
wilderness designation. 

2. A suggested change may be beyond the scope of the EIS. The purpose of the 
FEIS is to disclose the effects of emphasizing different activities on 
different parts of the Forest, not to describe every detail of how these 
activities will be conducted. 

3. Each suggested change must be considered in light of other comnmnts 
received on the same subject, as well as other needs and uses of the 
National Forest. Some responses did not consider the consequences of a 
requested change on other resources or interests. Multiple use management 
involves a series of compromises. The intent of the Forest Plan is to 
produce the best mix of uses on the Challis National Forest for all 
citizens of the United States. Changes made in response to public connaent 
are designed to meet the established purposes of the National Forest 
system. 

Oral input on the draft Forest Plan was obtained from the several public 
meetings and discussions with various individuals and groups. Views expressed 
were: 

1. Resentment that environmental organizations were conducting a letter 
writing campaign in an attempt to sway the Forest Plan in favor of more 
wilderness. Some contacts said they could have retaliated but chose not to 
do so. 

2. A perception that the Forest is being closed to motorized travel even 
though OF67 use is one of the fastest growing recreation activities in 
IdahO. 

3. There is local support for maintaining the current level of grazing and 
timber harvest on the Forest in order to help retain local businesses and 
stabilize the local economy. 

4. There was some disappointment that we were proposing any additional areas 
for wilderness designation. Leaving many areas in an unroaded and 
mdeVelO&Xd state was supported. There was also disappointment that more 
areas were not proposed for wilderness designation. 

5. Support for keeping all areas open to a variety of multiple uses. Desire to 
keep the maximum area open to mineral activity. 
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D. CONI'EW ANALYSIS 

This content analysis summarizes the major subjects raised by the commenters on 
the proposed Forest Plan. The purpose of this overview is to give a sense of 
what is being said by the public. Summarized specific consents are included in 
the public coxnaent and Forest Service response section. 

1. General 

w of the conments received expressed a desire to keep the Forest the way it 
is, this came from cormenters who perceived the Plan as a significant change in 
mgmt direction, rather than organized, qgdated, monitored resource 
management. A concern was expressed that the Forest would change drastically 
tomorrow if the plan was implemented. Some of the conmnts suggested that the 
Plan was written for political reasons and does not represent adequate 
protection for the Forest. 

Several manenters focused on the 50 year projections that were given in the 
DEIS and not on the 10 to 15 year length of the plan before a major revision 
would occur. They often expressed concern over projected events in the fifth or 
later decades. Cements suggested that additional information be included 
especially maps showing in detail where various activities had occurred in the 
past or were proposed for the future. some comaenters interpreted direction 
given within a resource activity discussion as setting an over all Forest 
emphasis priority. 

Concern was expressed that too much emphasis was placed on PNV as a selection 
criteria. Many cementers stated a preference for an alternative other than the 
Forest Service preferred alternative. Mst of these expressed support for 
Alternative 3 although creating an additional alternative with a "Public use 
emphasis" was also suggested. Many conments also suggested that goals, 
objectives, standards and guidelines be modified in a way that was perceived to 
be more beneficial to a specific resource or activity. 

2. Recreation 

Comnenters expressed a desire that those specific activities which they were 
involved in should receive added emphasis. Comeenters wanted both more areas 
open to off-road vehicles and more areas closed to off-road vehicles. Several 
cements suggested that trail maintenance be given increased emphasis. Some 
were interested in having additional facilities provided for developed 
recreation including on-Forest trailer dump stations. Several persons expressed 
a desire that emphasis be placed on identifying and preserving cultural 
resources on the Forest. A few believed that the operation of Custer and the 
Dredge should receive emphasis, but were concerned that the use of a 
concessionaire for operation of these facilities might lead to inappropriate 
comrcialization that would detract from these sites. 
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3. Wilderness 

Connnenters supported both more wilderness and less wilderness. Some expressed a 
concern that all undeveloped unroaded areas that they now think of as 
wilderness must be included in a proposal for legislative Wilderness 
designation. They felt that these areas would disappear if not given a formal 
Wilderness designation. The areas that had significant support for Wilderness 
designations were: Boulder/ White Clouds, Lemhi Range, Pahsimeroi ~fOountainS~ 
Pioneer Mxintains, King Mountain, Diamond Peak and Dorah Peak. 

Reasons given for supporting additional Wilderness designation included: 
economic importantance; need to save roadless areas: uniqueness; protect entire 
ecosystems; important for wilderness type uses: for multiple uses that 
Wilderness offers; protect natural scenic beauty; aesthetics: reduce recreation 
pressure on currently designated Wilderness areas in the surronding area; 
important for tourism and recreation uses (hunting, fishing, hiking); don't 
want area ruined: protect watershed and water quality; protect key wildlife 
ranges; valuable for a variety of wildlife and habitats; protect fish habitat 
especially anadromous fish habitat; keep area as is , in natural state; protect 
for future; important to surronding conununities; wild and rugged, one of the 
last wild places; provides solitude; protect resources and wilderness 
qualities; strong public support; meets all requirements of the Wilderness Act: 
protect riparian areas; protect from damaging uses: protect from mining 
activities; and protect from logging and road building. The Lemhi Range 
Roadless Area was also supported because it was recoarcended for Wilderness 
designation in the RARE II Final EIS. 

Reasons given opposing additional Wilderness designation included: restricts 
access to public lands to only a few people; good areas for off-road vehicle 
use are hard to find: and eliminates many resource uses including tinber 
harvest and potentially valuable mineral activity. 

4. Wildlife 

Because of the values identified for wildlife related activities during the 
planning process, wildlife should receive greater emphasis. Ccaments expressed 
concerns that wildlife did not receive adequate emphasis in areas of conflict 
between wildlife and domestic grazing. Riparian areas were mentioned frequently 
as sites of adverse affects on wildlife habitat. It was suggested that specific 
forage allocations be made for wildlife use especially in areas such as key 
winter ranges. Concern was expressed about the potential for disease 
transmission from domestic livestock to wildlife especially bighorn sheep. 

Several comaenters expressed concern over the impacts of roads on various 
wildlife species. Many conments expressed the opinion that designation of areas 
as Wilderness would have the greatest benefit to wildlife. 

Management of habitat for threatened and endangered species was a concern of 
several individuals. In areas of potential wolf recovery habitat the ability of 
the Forest to provide adequate protection was questioned given the potential 
for reduced budgets. Concern was expressed over the selection of management 
indicator species (MIS). Some ccamenters felt other MIS were more appropriate 
to monitor certain habitats or the methods of monitoring were inappropriate. 
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5. Fisherie_s 

Many cormnenters expressed concerns that water qality and stream conditions 
needed to be protected to maintain or improve fish habitat. Coannsnts 
concentrated on the need to insure that adequate habitat was available to 
support increases in the number of anadromous fish that are expected to reach 
the forest. Ccrsnents also discussed the importance of the Forest as anadromus 
fish spawning and rearing habitat to meet Indian Treaty rights to take fish 
both on Forest and down the Cclurrbia River system. 

6. RiParlan 

Many connnenters were concerned about the condition of and protection of 
riparian areas. The importance of these areas to the well being of wildlife and 
fish was stressed. Many of these coannents expressed concern over imcts or 
potential impacts to these areas from grazing, mining, roads or recreation. 

7. Tinber 

Several comaenters expressed ccncern that restrictions applied to tin&x sale 
activities in order to protect other resources were too lenient while one 
respondent felt that the restrictions were much too strict. I&ad construction 
and water guality were the two areas of greatest concern. Scane coimnenters 
mentioned past failures in regenerating tinber sale areas. 

Corrments addressed concerns with timber sales that were offered below cost and 
that failed to return all costs to the Federal treasury. The increase in 
projected sale vobnes from 3 million board feet (MMBF) per year during the 
first decade to 10 MMEP at the end of the fifth decade concerned several 
comnenters who mentioned that this represented more than a 3-fold harvest 
increase. Several coxunents stated that the values assigned to tinber were old 
and did not reflect costs or returns in the current depressed market. 

8. Ranqe 

Several corsnenters were concerned with grazing administration especially in 
areas of perceived conflict with wildlife and fisheries such as riparian areas 
and key habitat areas. General concern was expressed about range condition. 
Apparent poor appearance of certain specific areas was also mentioned. Current 
levels of grazing on the Forest and projected increase in grazing levels during 
the later decades generated several comnents. 

The value assigned to grazing was felt to be too high relative to values for 
non-conmodity resources. 
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9. Minerals 

Some connnenters felt that minerals received too much emphasis in the Plan and 
that greater restrictions should be placed on mineral activities. One stated 
that no mining should occur on the Forest. Several cornrenters were concerned 
about potential impacts to water guality, potential for destroying wilderness 
values, increased access creating adverse impacts on wildlife and reclamation 
work not being completed because of the depressed minerals market. 

10. Water Quality 

High water quality was recognized as a valuable resource on the Forest. &Vera1 
coamenters expressed a desire to see water guality requirements strengthened to 
reduce the potential for sedimention in streams. Concern was expressed that 
activities such as mining, logging, livestock grazing, road construction and 
vehicle use should be controlled so that water quality will not decrease. 
Several connnenters viewed road construction and maintenance as major threats to 
water guality. 

11. Fire Manacement 

A few conmenters identified a need for fire management plans Forestwide. 
Several conmenters were concerned that fire suppression which used heavy 
equipment had the potential for doing greater damage than fires which were 
allowed to burn. Some stated that areas burned by wildfire should be considered 
in determining the need for vegetation manipulation projects. 

E. CDMMEWl GXXJPINX AND LIST OF PERSONS, OIGANIZATIONS AND AGENCIES 
wm coNMENrED 

The FersQns, organizations and agencies that conmented on the DEIS and Proposed 
Plan are listed on the following pages. Because the 600+ responses received 
were too voluminous to print economically, only those letters received from 
government agencies and officials are printed along with individualized 
responses. Father than respond to all other letters individually, major points 
from each letter were summarized along with similar points from other letters, 
these points were grouped by major topic and a response was prepared for each 
of the major points. The listing of responses show the topics in which each 
respondents major points were discussed. Some judgement was required in 
preparing the groupings. For example a specific comment which deals with 
wildlife use and livestock grazing in riparian areas may be grouped under 
wildlife, range or riparian. Each of the groupings identified should be 
reviewed to determine how a specific comment was addressed. Copies of all 
letters received are on file in the Challis National Forest Supervisor's office 
and can be made available for public review during normal business hours. 

In order to gain a more complete understanding of any issue, responses to 
letters received from government agencies and officials should be reviewed. In 
many cases a mOre specific or slighty different question was asked in these 
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. letters and the associated response provides insight into an issue that is 
greater than that obtained only from the surmnarized consents and responses. 

1. Categories Used For Grouping Conmmts (identified by letter code): 

Category Letter Code 

Wildlife and Fisheries Management (A) 

Wilderness Proposals, Roadless Management 
and Research Natural Areas (B) 

Soil, Water and Air Ranagement cc, 
L.* 

Timber Management CD) 

Recreation and Lands Managemsnt (El 

Roads and Off-Road Vehicle &magement 03 

Fire kanagemnt W 

Minerals Nanagement U-0 

Range Kanagement and Pesticide Use (1) 

DSIS and Forest Plan: Document Content and General Comments, 
Management Direction and Monitoring, Alternative 3 (J) 

RiparianKanagement (K) 

Hydroelectric Proposals (L) 
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2. List of Persons, Organizations and Agencies Who Commented 

The following persons, organizations, and agencies cemented on the draft EIS 
and Forest Plan. They are listed in alphabetical order and indexed by 
category or categories were their comrmts and similar conmmts are addressed: 

CATEYZORY CODE 
NAME ABCDEFGHIJKL 

AAKER, IxmALD 
ABmNEzHY.PmER 
ADELMAN, DONNA 
ADLER, SAM 
AFFQLTER, QUINCE 
AHO, MARGARHC 
AITKEW, BRUCE 
ALBEF?i-SON, IGUISE L. 
ALLEN, EmJIm 
ALLEN, JOHN W. 
ALLISON, LOIS 
AMERICAN WILDERNESS ALLIANCE (FRITZ, PAUL) 
AJlSXG~S, JOYCE 
ANDEISON, PETER 
ANDERSON,ROBERl'M. 
ANDERWN, TODD W. 
ANIDA. DIANA SUE 
ANIti PLANT HFALTH INSP. SERVICE 
a,- 
ASSiXIATEDLOGGINGa3NpRAcroRs (JENSEN,D%ALD) 
AUDUE?ONsoCIElY (COLE, PEl'E) 
AUSTIN, BRUCE 
AXLINB, KEZ'IH 
AYLWARD. PAUL 
BACH, JR. WILLIAM K. 
BAGGElT,JEFF 
BAILEY, JEFFZEY S. 
BAIRD, DENNIS 
-,= 
BAKER, RAY 
BALDWIN.CAROL 
BARD, l3XW.D M.D. 
BARRY, JOHN 
BARRY, WARRENANDAU"lA 
BAFmlmr,ROBERTw.11 
BASH?W,CAFWE 

X xxx 
x x 
X 
X 

xx@ x 
XXJ x 
xx xxx 

X ,x x 
xxxxxx 
x x x x x 
xx 
xxxxxx 

X 
xx x 

X xx 
xxx) x 
xxx: xx 

No-CoMMENr 
X 

x 
X 
X 
X 

x x 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

X 

X 
X 

X 

xxx,xxxxxxxx 
xxx,xx xxxx 

X” 
xx x X 
xx 
xx x xx 

X X 
xx xxx x x 
xx xx xx 
xx x X 
xx X 

X 
xx, X X 
xxxxx X 

x-xx xxx 
xx xxx 

X X 
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NAME ABCDEFGHIJKL -----_-_____-- ---- ___---__------- ----- ---I_ 
BATCHELDER, R. A. 
EAZOVSKY,JOHN 
BEAVEN,JANE 
BEiCKSTWM,MARIA 
BELLWANCE,MWSHA 
BELtAVAN&E,LEE 
BENNFPT,ROBEF?I'&JENNY 
BBRENSON,JANET 
BERG=,LINDA 
BERNON,BEN 
BEUMSLER, T. R. 
BEZDEKA,SIEVE 
BISHOP, JEAN E. 
BLAINE CQUNI'Y ooMplISSION 
BLAIR, CHARLES 
BLAKESLEE, GINNY 
BICQM, J. E. 
BLOOM. REBECCA 

xx x x 
X 

xx xx x x 
xxxxx x 
xx x 

X X 
x x X 

xx x xx 
xxxxx X 

X x x 
xx xx X 
xx X 
xx X 

PEPSI ALAN) xxxx xxx 
xxxxxx x x 

X 
X 

xx x x X 
BLcm; RICHARD x x X 
BONLER,BELINDA 
BONNEVILLE cO.SFORTSNAN'SASSN. (HUEBN!&M. F.) X:XxX xxx 
BxmR,PAT 
BOPP, KEVIN 
-I= 
BcmLER, BRUCE 
BOWLER, PETERA. 
BOYER, JEFFREYK. 
ECfLSlDN, MICHAEL 
BRADSN,ByIlDN 
BRAGGA, CHARLES 
BRAY, RICHARD D. 
BRITIDN, JIM 
m, M?fm-m 
BRamING, ART 
BUFFINGION, BETSY 
BUREAUOF LANDMANAGEMEW (HASZIER, CHARLESJ.) 
BURGESS, JACK 
BURKE, JOHN A. 
BURNELL, PAYLLIS A. 
BURNS,SWNLEYM. 
BURWN,ORDEN 
BUSCH,JOANNE 
BUSHELL, LINDA 
CACCIOLONE, CaRoL 
CAN3, JACQUIE 
CAR333,TERRYF.H. 
CAREY,RANDYL. 
CARLsoN, BRENT A. 

x x 
xxxxx 

X xx 
xx xx 
xx xxx 
xx xx 
xx xx 
xxx x 
X xxx 

X 
xx 

x x 
xxx 

xxxxx 

x x 
x xx 

xx 
x x 

xx x 

xx 
X 
X 
X 

xx 
xx 

X 
X 

X 
X 

xx 
X 
X 

X xxx 
xx x X 

X X 
xx x xx 

X X 
xx xx xx 

X xx X 
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NAME ABCDEFGHIJKL 
----~------l_~-~~~~ --mm--- 

CARLSON, KEITHANDMARILYN 
CARLSON, KEN 
cAIu?EY, PHIL 
CARNEY, SUE 
CARPER, RENICE 
CARROCK, JACK C. 
CARSON, M. E. 
-IGHJ!, KATE 
CASE, JOEL T. 
CASEY, WILLIAM 
(sflmFe.LINDSEY 
cJH?mDiti,AsA&m,wANaA 
CHE&%FtONUSA (FLFSCHE,LISA) 
CHISHOLM,WILJ.JAMK. 
CHIZUM, PATRICIA 

X xxx 
xx 

X 
X 

xxx x 
X 
X 
X X 

xxxxxx 
x x 
X 

xxxx x 

xxxxxx 
X 

cHoU,JEREMY X 
CHRIsrENsEN, RImIDA X xxx 
CLINKENB~. ROBEtKJ?L. X 
COSUR D'ALEiNi3 WLDF FED(GAINE, V.R./SCHNIDER, CLIFF)X X X X X 
CfJFFMAN,JENNA xx x 
COLFaM?iN,E&V xx 
COLLINS, JO ELLEN 
COLLIS, WENDY 
CXXONE, TERESA 
COLUMBIARIV. ~-TRIBALFISHCOMM(WAPA~, 
CONNXLY, M. K. 
cooR,JEFF 
coOK,JR.JEFF 
coopER, ROGERL. 
CO-, LILA J. 
CRAETREE,Sl'EPHEN 
CRAET,JOAN 
CRAIG, CONNIE 
CRANDALL,DAVIDL. 
CRANDELL, CHRImINE AND (25) OJJHERS 
CXiWFORD, DON 
-RD, TIM 
CF@K,JEFFREY 
CROSBY, MIKE 
CURRAN, JIM 
CUmIS, RIcmRD L. 
alSlxRCOUm!YcoMMIss1ONERS 
LIWKERY, JAMES S. 
nwRrSHEILA 
DAVENFOR!l',DAVID 
DAmm, PATRICIA 
BWEY, l??mY 
DAVIS,DENNIS 
mVIS,JEiNNIFER 

X 
X xx 

xx X 
T.S.) XXXXXX 

x xxx 
X xxx 
X xx 

xx xx 

X:: 
xx xxx 
xx x 

X X 
X xx 

xxx xx 
xxxxx 
xxxxxx 

X 
x x 
X xx 
X 
x x 

xx x 
X 

xxx x 
x x x 
X 
x x 

xx 
X 

X 
X 
X 

xxxx 
X 
X 
X 

x x 
xxx 

X 
X 
X 
X 

xx 
X 
X 

x x 

xxxx 
x x 

X 

X 

X 
xx 

X 

x x 
xxx 
x x 

X 
x x 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
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NAME ABCDEFGHIJKL 
s---v- --- ---_-____-----______l______l 

DAVIS,MICHELE X 
DAY,ERNIE xx xx x xx 
DELANEY,HELEN xx X 
DEL0RY, PFPER x x x 
DEVERY, STEPHEN X X 
DIXON. JERRY X X 
DIXON; ROSS X 
DOAN, DONNAM. X 
DOEBPABONNEVILLE POWERADM (mlRRELL,ANfHONYR.) 

X 

x x 
lxmt, GLENNA X xx 
DOWNING,Gt&NNFAYANDJOANK. xx xx x x 
DREW.CHARLES x x 
DUDLEy,RAVE, MRANDMFS. 
DUKE,BETH 
DURBIN, MARLENE 
DeBREE, MARK W. 
DaJoHN, lx3uGLw w. 
DeNIRo, ELIZABETH 
EASON, AIAN L. 
EAspERvJMlD,BILL 
EDEN, WILLIAM 
EGNATZ, ANDREA 
EKLJJND, KEN 
ELLIS, ROBERT W. 
-,EARL 
ENVImNMENl'AL PRfYI!EC!l!ION AGENCY R-10, 
ERICKSON, LILL 
FENN,STANLEY 
FEREDAY, JEFFREY C. 
FINCH,STEVE 
FISHER, ERIK 
FITZSIMMDNS, NANCY 
FLORENCE, KRISrINB 
FORD, PAT 
MRsr~cAM)IDAC. 
FosrER, ANDREA 
FQsrER, BRmr 
FRANKEL, THOMAS 
FRAULUL, MYRNA 
FRISELLA,JANEl' 
FRITZ, JANE 
FRUSTEIN, MICAH 
FUNK,JAMESANDMAFIt3i 
-t- 
GAMBLES,MARIE 
GANLT,GAMEWELLE. 
GAPAN, LEEANN 

X x x xx 
X x x x x x 

X xxx X 
xx xxx xx 
xx xxx 
xx x x 
xxxxxx x x 

x x 
X X xx 
xx X 

X x x 
x x X 
X 

(BUND,R.S.)X X X XxX:X 
xx xx xxx 

X xxx xx 
xxxxxx X 

X xx 
xx x x X 
xx x 
xx x X 
xxxx xxx 
xx x X 

x x X 
xxxx x xxx 

X xxx X 
X X 
X x x X 

xx xx X 
xx x X 

x x X 
X xx xx 

xxxxx x x 
xx xxx x x 

x x x x 
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NANE 

----v-----w- -- ------ 

GARDNER, OLIN 
GWJUITE,DALEANDHEL.EN 
GAU. MAXINEG. 
GEHiKE, CFKCG, J. 
GEHRKF#,PAmLA 
GIBBONS, HOPE &  GIBBONS, MANLEY A . 
GLAcuJM, ELLEN 
GFs.H?m,cAROLYN 
GRAmHAN, srm  
-N, DENNIS 
-,W ILLIAMANDMXRSHE&DAVID 
GREER,LINm  
GRlxiAS,NoRMANP. 
GROBERG,JENNIFW 
GROLL, Sl 'ACIE S . 
GUERNSEY. RCXXR L. 
HA=;STEPHSN,CAROL, ANNIE,URSUIA 
HAGEN, EVEZG3T 
HALL,GLENNE. 
HALL,JULIE 
HALL,!IOM A . 
HAMANN, mYNE 
HilMILrnN, NICHAEL 
HmLYN,CINDY 
HANmY,PAlTY 
HANSON WES, GERlTE AND (3) CYlWiRS 
HANSON, F tOBEiRTD. 
HiWiRIGKJ!, J. C . 
H?WFtIGlW.,PATRICIA 
mRDY, GAENEY 
H?GU?SER, DXUI'HYJ. 
HARRIS, KEivmm E. 
HARRIS, SARAH J. 
-,Lou 
HARTLEY,LAURIE 
-D, IU2BEKC 
HATCHERSON, M ICHAEL 
HAWKES, JUDE 
HAYFS,WILLIAMS. ANDWORIEG. 
-,- 
HELLw,- 
HENDEXSEXi ,HILL,RULONANDARD%TH 
HENSLEE, PAUL 
HIGGINS, ALEX 
mLL,ADRIANA. 
HILL,ImmEs 
HINNEN, M ICHAEL 
BOBBINS, RICH?iRU 
HOBDEY, c. SanT 
HOLIJLND, DAWDJ. 

ABCDEFGHIJKL 
.---- I_- 

xx xxx x x 
xxxxxx X  
xx xx xxx 
xx x xxxx 
x xxx X  
xx x X  

X  xxx x x 
xx x X  
xx xxx x x 
xx xx xx 
xx xx X  
xx x x X  
xxxx xx 
xx x X  
xx 
xx xxx 

X  
X  

xx x x xx 
X  

X  xx xx 
xxxxx X  

X  
xxx X  

x x x x 
xx 

X  
xx xxx x x 
xxxxxx xx x 

X  X  
x x X  
xxxxx X  

Exxx xx 
xxxxx xxx 

X  
x x X  
X  X  
X  xx X  

xx xxx x x 
xxxxxx xxxxx 
xx 

x x 
xx x 
xx x x x x 

., 

xjtxxx X 
xx x x x 
xx x xx 

x x X 
X X 

X xx X, 
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t@ME ABCDEFGHIJKL 
--- -----I-- - ------------------ 

HXLY, LISA X X 
Ha&f, mRY xx X 
HooDERp'1L, ARDNJY X 
I%3URIHAN,TINA X xx xxx 
HUiARD, G. SWIT X X 
HUB=, LX3XLAS E. xx x X 
HUGHES, CHRLES X 
HUMNEL, KAY xxxxxx x x 
ID ENVIRONMENTAL CouNcIL (HAUSFATH, ALAN R.) xxxxx xx 
IDNAT.AREASCOORD.CONMITTEE @m, CHARLES) X X X 
ID NAT. RES. LEGAL FouNaATION (STiXtKLEY, EDWIN A.) X xxxx xxx 
ID OUPFI'ITER & GUIDE ASY32IATION (SIIQNDS, GRANT) X X X 
ID~~DEPPOFHEALTH&WELFARE(SrOKES,LEEVJ.)X XX xxx 
ID STATE DEFT. OF FISH & GAME (OZNLEY, JERRY) xxxxxxxxxxx 
IDSTATEHWIORICAL SCCIETY (GREBN,THOW!SJ.) X X 
IDAHO CONSERVATION LF,AGUE (KRIS, CAROL) 
IDAHOPEZ'F0LEUMcouNcIL(ANDYANDERSON) 
IDAHO SPORTSMEN'S 03ALITION (MITCHELL, Rf3N) 
IDAHO STATE-GOVERNOR @WNS,JOHNV.) 
IDAHO TRAIL MACHINE ASSN (COLLINS, CL?iRK L.) 
IDAHO WILDLANW DEFENSE COALITION 
IRVING, MICHAELJ. 
ISAAcSON,~L 
JAcoBs,JERRY 
JAHN,GWG 
JAYNE,JERRY 
JOCHIN, I(ENNETH J. 
JOHNSON,CONNIE 
JO-N, KIM A. 
JONES,DAvE 
JONES, PAT 
JONES, TERRY 
KAUFFM'iN,JENNY 
KEARNEY,JOHN 
KEELAN, ALEXIS 
KEENER, KEITH ANU 
KELLER, JOHN 
KELLER, NARK 
KELLER,PAMELA 
KELLY, PATSY A. 
KIDD, LAWRENCE A. 
KIKEL,JOANNE 
KINCANNON. LINW 
KING, MIN. 
KIN&JOHN 
KITJ?AMS,WALTSRH. 
KI'JTRICK, J. A. 

xxxxxxxxxxx 
X x x x 

xxxxxxx xxx 
xxxxx X 

X xx 
X X 

xx xx 
X X 
X :: 

xx xx xx 
xxxxxxxxxx 
xx xx xx 
xx xx x x 
X XE 

x x 
xx xx 
xx x x 

x x 
X 
xxx 

xx x 
X 

xxxx 
xx xx 
xxxx 
xx x x 

X X 
X 

x x 
X 
‘L X 

xx x 

xxx 

X 
X 

X 

xxx 
x x 

xx 
X 
X 

x x 

X 
x x 

X 
X 
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NAME ABCDEFGHIJKL 

KLEIN. GEORGE M. 
KLE3Ji;BARBARAJ. 
KN?eP, BREm 
KOLEWNER, RICHARD 
KOSHUJTA, CHERYL R. 
KRANZ, JAMES W. 
KRENZ. D. 
KRIZ,~cAiOL 
KRfXS,RQBERT 
KLIRTZ, GENEANUB?GBARA 
KUSLEIKA, LINDA 
LALSIN, AL 
L!-wBREcBT, KEITH 
LX&JOHN 
LEi'YXNE,SYLVIA 
LEAVFiLL,JEANA 
LE?mLlL, WILLIAM 
LEE, CONNIE 
LEFNER#LARRY 
LEMLY, RICHARD S. 
LESLIE, AUBRBY 
LESSLSR, EVEXXN 
LILBURN, BFsIU! 
LILBURN, PAMEL?! 
LINAN,LouELa 
LINDBLWM, JAMS.5 
L!zNHART,cARoL 
LIFOVAC, PEmR 
UXXIX3N,HENRY,Q33DNow, 
LORE& ANDm 
LOWE, JOSEPHINE KERR 
LuCAS,clAuDIA 
LUCIBR, ImRA?&E 
LUFKIN, ELISE 
LlJXCEX, KOBEXU? S. 
LYcKmN,c;RM; 
LYDIG. DEAN A. 
mti, CHARLES 
MAKFX, GARY 
M'iRLER, MEulDY & KKMPSKI, 
MmLm, AMY 
I”L%RLm, GUY 
WRR,B. 
MARsHw,JOHN 
MATHER,KRIsrINE 
MATHEWS,DAVID 

x x 
xx X 
xxxxxx 

x x x 
xxxxx 
xx x 

x x 
xxxx x 

X 
xx xxx 
xxxx x 
xx x 
xx xx 

X 
xxxxx 

X 
xxxxxx 
xx x 

X 
X 

xx x 
X 
X xx 
x x 
x x 

xx xx 
X 

xxxxxx 
VAL xxxxxx 

x x 
X 
X 

xx xx 
xx 

xxxx 
xx xx 
xx xx 

KBITHJ. 

X 

x x 

x x 
xx 
X 

X 
X 

xx 

X 
xxxx 

X 
X 

xxx 

X 

X 

X 
xxx 

X 
X 

X xx 
X 
X 
X 

x x 
X 

xx 
X 

x x 
xx 

X 
x x 

X 

X 
X 

X 
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NAME ABCDEFGHIJKL 
-------------- ---1-1---- __-- 

MATI'ESON, MXLIEY. 
MATTHEWS, LAURIE L. 
MAXEN, A. 
MAXEY, MELODY 
MW3X!LD,M.R. 
MFm,smPHBN 
MEDBERRY, MIKE 
MELLON, S- 
MIGEL,DAUCHY 
MILGARD, BRUCE 
MILLER, B. B. 
MILLER, LJAXE 
MILLER, WARBEN N. 
MILLER, WEsrERLY 
NILLIMAKE,GAIL 
MINER, GRIXXRY F. 

MINNICK, mm c. 
MIFANS,LISA 
MLADENKA, GFa? 
XX+2E, NQION C. 
MXNIE, S. M. 
EIMIRE, CEIRIslY 
MXEWIT, AMIE 
b0REl'INE,ELSIE 
MXR.ISSEY, ARDIE 
IKSER, mm 
MXJWAIN SI'm INvEsTMENpaclRp (ALLEN?) 
MULLINS, WILLIAM 
MIJNTER, ANDY 
MURPHY, PAT 
McCAWHY, PATRICK 
McXUE, J. C. 
McCUE JR., J.G. 
M-,JOHN 
McIXXALD,LOIS 
MclXWELL, M. F. 
McELHANoN, CLIFFORD 
MCGEE, PATTI 
M&X"lN,JR.JOHN 
MclXlXRE, MARK AND JOY 
MCKEAN, THOMW Anus 
McKENZIE, JAN 
McIUXXKE, GLEN MRS. 
Mt?NNNRA, DEBBY 
NAUXH,IRENF,M. 
NAVA, MQIA G. 
NEZ PEXXTRIBE (RUEBmJ.) 
NICHOLSIN, BRAIW 

xxxxxx X 
xx x x xx 
xx x X 
xx X 

X X 
xx xx x 
xx x x X 

X X 
xx X 

xx x X 
X X 
X X 

xx x X 
X 

xxxx x X 
x x 

xx x xx 
x x X 

x x X 
xx x X 
xx xx xxx 
xx xx xxx 

X X 
xx xx x x 

X 
x x X 

xxxxx x 
x x X 

xx xxx X 
xx xx xx 
xx xx 

x x X 
X X 
X X 
x x 

X x x 
x x 

xx x X 
xx X 
X X 

xx x X 
xxx xx 
X 
x x x X 

xx xx xxx 
xxx 

X X 
x x X 



NAM!3 ABCDEFGHIJKL 

OBEE, D3LI S. 
OCHIRO, JIM 
KRCVJLEY, JANET 
OIUtORl'H, KERRY M. 
OLBUM, BINA 
OJSON, DANA 
OLSON-coopER, CHRISTINE 
ORB, SUZANNE 
ORVILL, STU 
OSEXXN, CALVIN 
OSBORN, JOHN 
OSWALT, KAREN 
UdEN.5, JEANNE 

xxxxxx 
xx x 
xxxxx 
xx 

X 
xx xxx 
xx xx 

X 
X 
X xx 

xxxxx x 
X 

xxxxxx xxx 
OYBN,PEGGY X X 
PACE, COUG x x X 
PACHOLKE, JAMES B. xxxxx x x 
PANHANDLEENVIROmwALLEAGUE (BUWELL,RO3R,W.)XX X 
PAR, RALPH X X 
PARIS, RICHARD F. xx xx x x 
PAUL, LIZ xx x x 
PAYNTER, PSNNYD. 
PEACOCK, ERICA. 
PEMBER'JllN, ANNE 
PEiNNImN, PATPY 
PETl%SEN. SUE 
PhTER,SUN, BROORE 
PcI%RsoN, LARSON 
PHILLIPS, K.L. 
PIGoTpFIT,sARA 
mER, sm 
FcmRoY, c. w. 
POMEK'Y, J. N. MRAND MRS. 
FmERoY, lm 
FcnT, NICOLA 
FOITER, DEE FORD 
EXXTS, HALEEN 
EQUND,lXlNANDLINDA 
PRESPEL, ScolT 
PRESIBN, Scorr 
PRICE, KElVINT. 
PRIcE,MIcHAEL 
PRIMUS, HEmmm 

xx X 
xxxxx xxx 

X 
xx x X 

x x xx x 
x x 
X 
x xx 

xx x 
xx xxx 

X 
xx x 
xxx xx 

x x 
X 
x x 
X xx 

X xx 
X x x 

xxxx x 
x x 

xx x 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

xx 
X 

X 

xx 
x x 

xx 
X 
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NAME 
-_ -.---- -_ --- ----.-I--------. . 

FRUSYNSKI, N?iRK 
WLCIAM, CARL?% 
PYLE, BARBARA 
RABE, FRED 
RAEBER, H ILDFGARD 
RANDOLPH, PAUL 
PAsMussEN, KEITH 
RAU, DONALD G. 
REMBELSKI, ALANE 
RENZO, Pm 
RIEDEL, M I-L. 
ROBEL, VERNON 
ROBEEti 'S,HADLEy 
ROBEX?I 'S,JAMES 
ROBINSON, MARY 
ROBINSON, ROLAND 
Rf3BNEXT, JENNIFER 
RccKYm!N01L & GAS ASSN (FRELL, ALICE I.) 
RCGERS,JOEL 
ROLE, PHILIP A. 
ROME,DAVID 
ROPE, RON 
ROSE, JOHN 
ROSE, WESLEY G. 
ROSEBERG, RALPSB. 
ROSS, JOBN 
FOSS, JOHN A.T. 

Z?JZ&I 
RUFFF.ItY .X,RICK 
RUQZR, W . 
RUNKEL,FRED 
RYDALCS,ANN 
SAAB MARKS, V ICKI 
SAS,BEJXi 
SCALES, LAURA 
SCALES, N . W . 
SCAGES. N ICK 
SCiIAEiiER, BRIAh' 
SCHAMHARSP,MARIE 
ScHARNHoRsp, BRUCE AND HoLJdY 
SCHARNHORSP, D . F. 
SCBIFFLER,BEVERLY 
SCBILLIKG,CSRISl'INE H. 
SCHNEIDER, Bm 
SCHNEIDER, S ID 
SCBULTE, M ICHAEL L. 
sm, BRADECIRD 

ABCDEFGHIJKL --.-- ----- _---- _-------- _-____ 
xx xx x x 

x x X  
X  
xx x x 

xx xx 
xxxxxx xx x 

X  X  
xx x x x 

x x X  
x x xxx 
X  

xx 
xxxxxxx xxx 
xx 

X  
xx x xx 

X  X 
x x x x x 
X  xx X  

X 
X 
X xx X  
x x x x 

X  xx xx 
xx xx X  
xx x X  
xx xx x 
xx xx 
xx x x 
xx xx 
xx x 
xx xx 

X  X 
xx xxx 
xx x 

X  
X  
x x 

xxxxxx 
x x 
X  
X  xx 

xx 
x x 
xx xx 

X  
xx x 
xx 

x x 
x x 
xxx 

x x 

X  
X  

X 
xxx 
x x 

X  
x x 
x x 

X  
x x 

X  
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NAME ABCDEFGHIJKL 
----______------_--------------------------------------------------- 

SCRIBNER,SAPA 
SEKUL?.,ANN 
SEWELL, TOM R. 
SHEEHAN, MARK 
SHEEHAN,'NlMANDSYDNE 
SHEEN, JAY 
SHERN, JOHN 
SHOKAL,RUTH 
SHOSHONE-BANNOCK TRIBES (TIMSANA, K. M.) 
SIERRA CLUB @lAUGHAN, RALPH) 
SIERRA CLUB-N. ROCKIES (XAFI'ER (JOHNSON, RICHARD) 
SILAR, CHRIsropHER 
SIMWN, DEBBI 
SIMttXDS, DAVID 
SKINNER, RICHARD A. 
SLATER, SHERI 
SMART,w1LLIAN 
SMITH, CATNERINE P. 
SMITH, RICHARD 
SMITH, SPENEN H. 
SNYDER, GERRY 
SOLOMAN, ANNE 
SORENSEN, CAROLEKING 
SORENSEN, RICK 
SPIM;EL, CLARA 
SPRYS, TOM 
rnrn,LYNL. 
SrANEK, CHIP 
EJFRONY, Rc% 
Sl'APLFIDN, MERT 
STAPP, CWUERINE 
-, JACK 
SrEvENm,EL1ZABm 
STEvENsoN, JOHN 
.5TIwAm,MELISSA 
Si'ITZIMXR, GUL 
SIa?E,LYNNE 
SIOPBL, R. 
-, J. S. 
SJWERS,DAVID 
SULLIVAN, MIKE 
SUMELL, NANCY 
SUNMERS, JACK P. 
SWAGERTY,WILLIANR. 
SwANsoN, JOHN R. 

xx x 
xx x 

x x x 
X 

xx xx 
x x 

xx 
xxx 
x x 

xxxxx 
xxxx x 

X 
x x 
xx xx 
xx x 

X 
X 

xx x 
X 

x x 
xx xx 
xx x 
xx x x 

X 

X xxxx 
xx x 

X 
xx x 

X 
xx 
xx x 
xx 

X 
xxxxxx 
X 

xx xxx 
X 
X 
xxxx 
x x 

xx x 
xx x 

xx x 
xxxxxx 

X 
X 
X 
X 

X 

X 
xxx 
xxx 
xx 

X 
x x 

X 
X 

x x 
xx 

X 
X 

X 

X 
xx 

X 
X 
xx 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

x x 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
x x 

X 
x xxx 

SWANSTRON, JEFF xxx x X 
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NAME ABCDEFGHIJKL 

TATSUlQ ROD xx xx x x 
TEIPNER, CINDY xxxxxxxxxxx 
THE NATURE CONSERWQlY (MlSELEY, BOB) xx xx 
THEILE, AKC 
THOMF'SON,JASON 
TIBBZlT, EVAN J. 
TINNO, PAM 
TINSLBY, JOEL 
TINSLEY, VICIORIA 
TOBIAS,NELLE 
ToNsEIEIRE, FRAN 
TORI?, MARK 
TRAPEN. PAT 
TRUKBLOD, ELLEN 
TUBULL, SmpT 

xx xx X 
x x X 

xx xx x x 
xx x X 
xx xxx x x 
xx xx x x 
xxxxx xxxx 
xx X 
xx xxx x x 
xx X 
xx x x 
xx X 

TULLO, DANIEL xxxxxx x 
U.S. cOl%RESS(REPRHSEWl'ATIVE STALLINGS, RICHARD H.) X X xxx xx 
U.S. DEPT. OF TRANSHlRTILTION (GREEN, M.) xx X 
U.S. FISH & WILDLIFE SERVICE (SHARE, Wm. F.) xx xxx xxxx 
U.S.DEPJ!. OF COMMERCEi (EVANS, DALE R.) X xxx x x x 
U.S.DEFT. OF INTERIOR (FOLITYKA, CHARLES S. ) xxx xx xxxx 
U.S.D.A. SOIL CONS. SERVICE (HOBDZN, STANLEY N.) 
-,- xxxxxxx xxx 
VAZZA, IGILD xx x x x 
VEGA, ElARGARFp xxx 
VIGELAND. TED X X 
VISSF%?S;cOR 
VISSSRS,alR 
WALDEN, R. C. 
WAND, -RANDJOHN 
WAF&R.ELEANOR 
WARD, T. 
-,m 
WATERS, RON 
mY,BECKY 
wEBB,PEmR 
WEBSTER, GORDON 
WFSERTHNSR,GEORGE 
wEIGOLD,Tmmx?B 
WELCH,CHFRYL 
WBLCH,JBANNE 
WKLLIN3ON,CHAR&4INS 
WENCHE, GVFLYN 
WEtNDT,RICK 
WEFSJEX, JOSEPHJ. 
WEST, Iliuia 
WEST, PHILLIP, B. 
WHEBLER,DENNIS 

xxxxxx x 
X xxx X 
X X 
xx x 
x x x 

xx X 
xx x X 
xxx xx X 
xx X 

X X 
X 

xxxx xx xxx 
x x xx 

x x x x 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
x x 

xxx x X 
X xx X 
X X 
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NAME 
_- - _~-. .-. --_ . ---- --- 

KHEELER, JOHN AND SADIE 
WHITING II, HENRY 
WIFPHORN, JULIE 
WIIxxlX,DAVID 
WILUERNESS CLJJB, - H.S. (QIOLY, ADRIENNE) 
WILDERNEsSRIVEROUI'FIlTEW ('fDNSMEIRE,JOE) 
WIJDERNESS SCCIEX'Y (ROBINSON,THOM?iSA.) 
WILDLIFE NAN?iGE&lKNl! INXWi'UTE (POOLE, DANIEL A.) 
WILKINS, CLAUDIA 
WILLARD, cATH5INE 
WILLIAE, GEORGEB. 
WILLIAMS, KmEN 
NILLIANS,RUSSEL 
WILSHIRE,THONAS 
WILSON, IQRYBLLKN 
WINI'FsR,'IODD 
WISE,RONANDMIMSI 
WITNER, SHE1r.A 
WIZNER, SHELLEY 
V~DRIVERNORDIC (VANDERBILT, ANN) 

~m~susAN 
mm: CHARLES 
vxamRD,LINDA 
WXBOIS, DEAN M. 
KXCH, ELLEN M. 
WRIGHl', NACHILE 
ViU~,G03RGE 
WL'SIT, J. L. 
wYMm,PmS 
Yosr, DOE 
Yom, sJ!uAKr 
ZAPPANI, CYNInIA 
ZAREMSKY, JEFFREY 
ZUcKBKr,JUDI 
!swEIKBL,LYNN 

ABCDEFGHIJKL 

xx x 
X 

xx xxxx 
xx xx xxx 

x x X 
x xx xx 

xxxx xx xxx 
x xx xxx 
xx x x x 

X 
X 

xxxxx X 
xx X X 

x x X 
x x 

xx xx X 
xx xx x x 

X 
X X 

xx x X 
xx xx x x 
xx xxx x x 
xx xx x x 

X 
xx xxx X 

X X 
X X 

xxxx x x 
xx xx x 
xxxxx xxxx 
xx xx xx 
xxxxxx x x 

X X 
X X 
X xxx x x 
X X 
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N?m ABCDEFGHIJKL ---__-___-_-_____--_________l___l_____l_--- 
Names on the following letters are illegible: 

(Box 1769, Ketchum, ID) X 
(1900 Warm Springs Rd, Ketchum, ID) X x x 
(Box 1666, Ketchum, ID) X xx X 
(Box 4017, Ketchum, ID) xx 
(Box 1991, Ketchum, ID) X X 
(Box 742, Homedale, ID) X 
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A. WILDLIFE AND FISHERIES MANAGEMENP 

Wildlife 

Public Comment: We urge the Challis National Forest to confer with the Idaho 
Dept. of Fish and Game in meshing the Forest Plan with the Proposed Serious 
Injury Guidelines. 

Resnonse: Serious Injury Guidelines are not in the Plan because they are 
only proposals at this time. 

Public Comment: The advice of the Idaho Department of Fish and Game is all 
that should be necessary for the line officer to base his decision on. 

Response: The Idaho Department of Fish and Game is consulted on wildlife 
issues. The Forest Service has responsibility of addressing issues and 
concerns voiced by other agencies and the public. 

Public Comment: The Standards and Guidelines for wildlife are weak and do not 
represent a high level of commitment to the wildlife resource. 

Resoonse: Wildlife Standards and Guidelines have been strengthened. 

Public Comment: Maintain or improve elk habitat effectiveness to at least 75% 
of optimum. Use elk habitat guidelines to determine effectiveness anri manage 
habitat properly. 

Response: see Plan Iv-14, q. Elk Habitat Relationships for Central-II 
will be utilized when making resource decision. 

Public Comment: Avoid activity near ungulate migration routes and grazing 
areas or suspected wolf homesites during migratory periods (Sept. 15 to Jan. 
15). 

Resnonse: This will be considered on a project by project basis. 

-Public Comment: Maintain 100 yard buffer between cutting units, and/or roads 
near riparian areas in drainage bottoms and meadow complexes. 

Response: See Plan, IV-32, j and Plan, Iv-29, d, 2. and Road Construction 
Standards and Guidelines d 2. 

Public Consent: Design cutting units in an irregular shape to reduce sight 
distances. 

Resconse: Project design is determined by an interdisciplinary team on a 
project by project basis. 

Public Comment: Where feasible, lay out roads to reduce sight distances. 

Response: Refer to Timber Standards and Guidelines, item k. 
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Public Goament: Use K-V dollars to conserve or improve wolf prey habitats. 

Resronse: Plan, IV-16, q, emphasizes the use of K-V funds to enhance other 
resources which, depending on the location of the sale, could be used for 
wolf prey habitats. 

Public Comment: Inform and educate the public in key areas through newspaper 
articles, talks to school children or other interested groups, and interpretive 
signs. 

Reswnse: Currently, the Challis National Forest uses various media 
methods to inform and educate the various user groups. In the future, this 
method of education will be utilized more to its potential. 

Public Comment: Improve beaver habitat (a wolf prey species) with aspen or 
willow plantings. 

Reswnse: The Forest will support the Wolf Recovery Plan, when it is 
approved, which addresses this issue. 

Public Consent: The Challis DEIS and proposed Plan do not reflect consideration 
and coordination of anadromous fish goals and objectives with the State, other 
federal, and tribal organizations. 

Response: A Standard and Guideline has been added which requires that "All 
management activities which have a potential to significantly affect 
anadromous fish will be submitted to Federal, State, and Tribal interests 
for their review and comments." 

Public Coxment: Alternative 3 does not represent the mix of forest activities 
which benefits wildlife most. It emphasizes other coramdity resources also. 
We request that you give Alternative 3 strong consideration during your 
review. 

Reswnse: Strong consideration was given to Alternative 3, however 
Alternative 11 better met the issues and concerns derived through the 
scoping process. 

Public Comment: The Hanson Lakes area is prima habitat for mountajn goat, 
gray wolves, bobcat and lynx, and needs protection. 

Remxmse: This area is not proposed for any significant development. 

Public Coxment: Improve the coordination of activities with other agencies. 

Reswnse: Consent noted. 

Public Goamkant: Because of the Multiple Use and Sustained Yield Act of 1960, 
wildlife and fish and four other resources are to be managed and considered in 
the planning process. 

Resw 
alterZ%e. 

We agree. They all received consideration under each 
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Public Comment: Habitat for wildlife is shrinking. 

Response: The plan does not significantly or adversely affect wildlife 
habitat. 

Public.Conrment: Wildlife are not suited to having their range fenced. 

Response: Wildlife can fully utilize their habitats if ranges are fenced 
correctly. Range Standards and Guidelines reguire that fences be 
constructed and modified to allow for wildlife passage. 

Public Comment: To what extent is Forest wildlife dependent on off-Forest 
areas and is this a critical limitation to their success? 

Resnonse: Several big game species especially antelope and deer are 
dependent on public lands managed by the Bureau of Land Management for 
their critical winter range needs. In some areas this definitely can be a 
limitation to their success on the Forest. 

Public Connnent: A 20% change in population, as shown in the wildlife 
monitoring section Plan V-9, would represent serious injury and would not be 
acceptable. 

Resconse: Thai table has been changed to read lo-15%. 

PubllC CoMlnent: Technology is not available to monitor capability for the 
stringent planning goals and objectives programed. 

Resronse: Technology is available but budgets will determine levels of 
execution. 

Public Comment: Habitat diversity needs to be discussed in the effects, 
comparisons, and environmental conseguences of alternatives. 

Resconse: Because of the low level of activities that would modify 
vegetation under any alternative, habitat diversity would remain 
essentially unchanged. 

public Comment: What is the present state of wildlife habitat? 

Resronse: In Table IV-7, (EIS, lV-17), predicted and existing habitat 
capability levels are compared between alternatives. Also see wildlife and 
fish under No Action Alternative and Analysis of the Kanagement Situation. 

Public cmnnd.z: East Fork is one of your most important sagegrouse management 
areas. 

Resconse: A connnent was added (Plan, IV-82). 

FubllC comment: Under research needs in the Plan, you might mention the 
on-going cooperative USFS-RDW-IDF&G elk study in Herd Creek. 

Reswnse: This section identifies future needs not on-going studies. 
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Public Cement: Mineral leases should be denied where they will undermine 
important water, fish, wildlife, recreation, and range values. 

Response: Where other values are extremely high stipulations on leases say 
restrict or preclude any activity on the ground. 

Public Coament: Won-game wildlife species need management. 

Reswnse: We agree. The management for MIS also considers non-game 
habitat. 

Public Conmmnt: In Chapter lV, add goal to follow wildlife habitat 
guidelines. 

Resaonse: This is included in the Standards and Guidelines (Plan, IV). 

Public Comment: What is the maximum variability in funding for habitat 
restoration work? 

Resnonse: Funding for habitat improvement varies substantially. 
Alternative 9 with one structure and three acres of habitat improvement 
would cost approximately $1400 vs Alternative 4 which has 32 structures and 
1400 acres for approximately $69,000. 

Public Coaaent: The sagebrush habitat of the Pahsimeroi is home to the 
Black-throated Sparrow, where a small, disjunct population survives in the 
northwest part of the sparrows’ range. 

Response: There are no planned activities that will significantly affect 
the Black-throated Sparrow habitat. 

Public Comnant: The opportunity to observe wildlife still exists in the 
Pioneers, but at a distance because of overcrowding. 

Response: Comment noted. 

mc Consent: The fisheries and wildlife survey (Goal 3, Objective 2) should 
be described in the final documents (Plan, IV-4, Goal 3). 

Reswnse: GAWS is briefly described in the Glossary. Detailed information 
on inventory procedures is too lengthy for inclusion in the EIS or Plan, 
but is available at the Challis National Forest offices. 

Public Comment: On page N-129 of the Plan, change "Refine big game...to 
"Define and protect big game..." and eliminate 'as needed". 

Resuonse: We corrected the statement (Plan, IV-132). 

public Cbniwnt: Plan, V-9, the decrease of 10% is unacceptable because this 
would severely impact wildlife populations. 

Response: The statemant has been reworded. 



Public Coament: Increasing big game herds creates an illusion of management 
that does not exist and the EIS should state this. 

Response: We agree and have explained this in several areas including 
FEIS, m-18. 

PubllC co-t: In the management area descriptions, mountain lion, black 
bear, and game birds should be mentioned more often. 

Reswnse: Comment noted. 

Public Connnent: Add Idaho Department of Fish and Game goals to Plan 11-14. 

Response: They are incorporated by reference. 

Public Conment: NO policy is indicated for snags or species which require old 
growth dead and dying timber. 

Response: We have established some general guidelines for snag dispersal 
(Plan, Iv-18, x). In addition we have included a reference to the Challis 
National Forest Snac Wanacement Plan. 

Public Conment: Give priority to the protection and management emphasis of 
wildlife over timbar, and other comrcdity resources. 

Reswnse: The Forest Service manages for multiple uses, no resource 
receives full emphasis Forest-wide. Wildlife and fisheries resources have 
received additional emphasis in the Plan. Sufficient guality and guantity 
of habitat will be provided to meet Idaho Department of Fish and Game 
population objectives. Management area prescriptions, objectives, and 
standards and guidelines will provide for maintenance or improvement for 
wildlife habitat. 

Public Comment: Wildlife provides for greater long term public interest than 
marginal subsidized timber values. 

Reswnse: Timber to sustain local mills can be provided without 
significantly affecting wildlife values. FORPLAN shows wildlife and fish 
values much higher than livestock and timber values. 

Public Comment: Wildlife is a better economic base than the livestock or 
tinber industries. 

Reswnse: See above. 

Public Comnent: Wildlife values are too low. The value used for a wildlife RVD 
(game andnonqame) istoolow. These values should ba a $SO/WFID for deer 
hunting, $6O/WFUD for elk hunters, $85/tyFuD for small game, and $64/wFuD for 
fishing. Refer to Loomis and Sorg March 1985. 

Response: At the time of our FORPLAN runs, these new values had not been 
formalized. Therefore, RPA values were used. 
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P@&i.c Comment: If the problems on economic analysis were corrected, PORPLAW 
would emphasize wildlife even more. 

Response: At the time of our EQFfPLAW runs, these new values had not been 
released for use. Therefore, RPA values were used. PM! calculations were 
not used as a decision criteria. 

Public Consent: We are not in favor of timbering: it is needed for wildlife 
habitat. 

Response: Timber management prescribed in the Plan has little conflicts 
with wildlife. 

Public Coxment: Because other outputs are not varied enough, wildlife was 
never allowed to increase substantially. 

Reswnse: In our FORPLAN runs wildlife was not affected substantially by 
variation of other resource outputs, therefore, it was deemed not necessary 
to provide a wide range of outputs. 

Public Comment: The Plan only gives minor emphasis to wildlife, but increases 
timber harvest three times. 

Reswnse: During the ten year planning period, we don't plan to increase 
timber harvest or grazing. We are giving more emphasis to wildlife and 
fish resources. 

Public Comment: We do not believe you can increase wildlife with the projected 
increases in livestock grazing, timber production, and road construction. 

Response: See preceding response. Most big game populations will increase 
in the first few years simply because animal nurrbers are far below the 
habitats carrying capacity. Our management activities will have relatively 
little effect on overall population numbers until later decades when the 
habitat nears carrying capacity. 

Public Conment: Recreation and wildlife should be acknowledged as outputs of 
primary in-portance, with commodity uses maintained at current levels into 
future decades. 

Reswnse: Recreation and wildlife have been acknowledged as outputs of 
primary importance. Commodity uses have been maintained at current levels 
in the first decade. All activities and outputs may be revised at the end 
of the first planning period. 

Public Conmient: Consider modifications to your preferred Alternative 11 that 
will better reflect an evolving emphasis on fish, wildlife, water guality, 
improved range management, and dispersed recreation. 

Resronse: Alternative 11 reflects a change from current management to an 
increased emphasis on fish, wildlife, dispersed recreation, water quality 
and improved range management. Specific standards and guides, objectives 
and management area prescriptions will help achieve these. 
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Public Comment: The Plan is heavily weighted toward livestock and tinher, with 
little regard to wildlife. 

Response: See above response. 

public Comment: If over-grazing is reduced, carrying capacity for wildlife 
would increase. 

Response: The Challis National Forest has mre wildlife habitat than is 
presently being used. Reduction in livestock would have little effect on 
wildlife populations. 

Public Cement: Livestock should be kept out of riparian areas to leave nme 
food and cover for wildlife. 

Response: We disagree. Research conducted in the intermountain west has 
shmn that riparian areas can be successfully grazed by livestock. Where 
current grazing systems are failing to improve rmportant riparian areas, we 
will develop alternative management methods to meet riparian objectives. 
See Standards and Guidelines, Chapter IV. 

Public Cement: How will AUMs be distributed between livestock and wildlife? 

Resoonse: We provide for wildlife habitat and forage needs on an 
allotnent by allotment basis. The allotment interdisciplinary team 
determines specific objectives to meet soil and water, vegetation, wildlife 
and other resource needs based on range and other information available. 
See also Range and Wildlife Standards and Guidelines and Goals and 
Objectives. 

Public Consent: In Plan, IV-14, there should be utilization guidelines 
established for key wildlife areas. 

Rescmse: The extreme variability of various wildlife species needs for 
various key areas and various allotments dictates that standard utilization 
rates would not necessarily fit all situations across the Forest. We 
encourage the Idaho Department of Fish and Gam as their time permits, to 
join allotment muagenmt plan interdisciplinary teams and help develop 
objectives and specific utilization rates for specific key wildlife areas. 

Public Cement: Management Area 9 has a significant increase in grazing use. 
This Management Area supports an important elk herd. Row are you going to 
resolve the conflicts which are sure to arise? 

Resuonse: Grazing increases are not planned in the ten year period 
covered by the Plan. 

Public Cormtent: What guidelines will be used to mitigate livestock/wildlife 
conflicts? Simply stating they will be mitigated does not state management 
direction on how they will be mitigated. See Plan, N-143 
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Response: Normally an interdisciplinary team will prescribe specific 
mitigation measures. Plan, IV-4, Goal 2, Objective 4, states: place 
priority on improving essential fish and wildlife habitats. Range, Goal 2 
states: manage all allotments to maintain suitable range in satisfactory 
condition and improve suitable range that is less than satisfactory 
ecological condition. Riparian Objectives will guide the interdisciplinary 
team so that mitigation measures are developed that meet these objectives. 
Guidelines such as the Elk Habitat Relationships for Central Idaho and sage 
grouse guidelines will be used. Also see Plan, IV, Standards and Guides 
section. 

Public Conment: It seems that wildlife have a disproportionately small share 
of forage but contribute more to PNV than cattle even with the inflated grazing 
value used. 

Resnonse: We disagree. All wildlife habitat needed to meet Idaho 
Department of Fish and Game population objectives have been provided for in 
the Plan. We agree that wildlife gives higher PNV. 

Public Comment: Possibly consider making allowances for winter maintenance of 
wildlife by ranchers, following the increase of the grazing fees to current 
market rates. 

Resnonse: Connaent noted. Current laws and regulations do not provide for 
this. 

Public Conanent: Your proposal to triple the timber harvest and to subordinate 
wildlife to livestock grazing is one that any independent private analyst and 
planner would reject out of hand as illogical. 

Resnonse: There is no increase in timber harvest planned in the 10 year 
period covered by the Plan Wildlife has not been subordinated to livestock 
grazing. The Plan provides habitat for continued increases in wildlife, 
but only allows for present levels of livestock grazing. 

Public Comnent: Acreage burned by unplanned fires should be deducted from 
acreages of identical habitat scheduled for controlled burning or spraying in 
order to maintain an adequate amount of sagebrush for sage grouse, antelope and 
mule deer. 

Response: Natural fire occurrences are considered in meeting our 
objectives. 

-&bl=ic Comment: Harvest timber for wildlife objectives only. 

Resnonse: The Challis National Forest will manage approximately 96,000 
acres for timber production, which may provide benefits to wildlife. Other 
acres may be treated for wildlife or other resource objectives. 

Public Comment: Harvesting 660 acres in Sawmill Canyon will severely impact 
big game habitat. Fully implement the Elk Habitat Relationships for Central , 
Idaho -- Reduce the size of clearcut to 26 acres. 
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Response: We disagree. The Plan contains standards and guidelines 
directing the use of Elk Habitat Relationships for Central Idaho. Our 
management direction for Sawmill Canyon states that we will provide big 
game security needs. 

Public Comment: Monitoring and wildlife studies done for timber cutting should 
be charged to timber budgets. 

Response: Forest Service policy requires that monitoring is paid for by 
the benefiting program. 

Public Comment: Plan, IV, Wildlife Standards and Guidelines needs to be 
quantified and specific. Eliminate soft and non-binding words - "weasel 
words". 

Resnonse: Statements have been strengthened. 

pub&j& Comment: Improve standards and guidelines on Snag Management. 

Response: Because of the very small amount of acres programed for our 
timlxx harvest program, we prefer to have some general guidelines with the 
wildlife biologists and the silviculturists working together on the ground 
to design specific snag management requirements. 

Public Comnent: The costs of wildlife procedure and mitigations burden the 
entire timher nmnagement program. 

Response: The Forest Service is required by NEPA, WFMA, regulations and 
policy to use an Interdisciplinary Team to develop and evaluate mitigation 
measures. 

Public Comment: Wildlife should not restrict re-entries for tir&er harvest 
with uneven-aged management. 

Response: We agree. 

Public Comment: Timber harvest can help meet wildlife goals. 

Resconse: We agree. 

public Conmmnt: Greater emphasis needs to be placed on presenting old growth. 

Response: Forest management in the first decade has little effect on 
number of old growth areas. 

public Comment: With the loss of so much habitat in the west for our big game 
animals every effort should be made to presence the unroaded areas that still 
exist. Areas should be managed as "Roadless" because of their wildlife values. 

Resnonse: Most roadless areas will remain essentially unchanged through 
the first decade. Our proposed development activities will not have a 
significant effect on wildlife habitat or populations in the next 10 
years. See Appendix C, DEIS. 
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Public Comment: Wildlife habitat should bs protected from road building and a 
travel plan should be part of the Plan. 

Resconse: Road construction proposals will be assessed by an I.D. team 
(including a wildlife biologist). Many factors and impacts are considered 
and weighed prior to a decision. Impacts on wildlife habitat will possibly 
occur. 

The Forest Travel Plan is not included as part of a ten-year Forest Plan as 
it needs to be reviewed annually and updated as needed (See ORV Standard 
and Guideline 11). 

Public Comment: In Chapter III of the Plan, add a paragraph to 3 which 
addresses the issue of road management vs. wildlife security areas and types 
and amounts of consumptive WFUDS that can bs provided under various levels of 
road closures. 

In Chapter IV add goal 6, "Develop and implement a cooperative road management 
program to protect and/or improve fish and wildlife habitat, and to maintain 
non-motorized WFUD opportunity". 

Response: We feel that we will be able to maintain non-motorized WFUD 
opportunity and protect big game security through Standards and Guidelines 
under timber and ORV's, and Objective 6, under Goal 2 in Facilities (Plan 
IV-lo). We are proposing few miles of new road each year for the first 
decade. 

Public Connnent: Use road closures to mitigate wildlife needs. 

Resnonse: Road closures, whether seasonal or year round, will be used to 
mitigate wildlife conflicts with other resources. See Standards and 
Guidelines for road management. 

Public Covanent: The Idaho Fish and Game Department should determine which 
roads are to be closed for wildlife. 

Resnonse: We will coordinate closely with the Idaho Department of Fish and 
Game on all road closures. See Standards and Guidelines for road 
management. 

Public Comment: On Plan, IV-169, you state that access will be created for 
fuelwood gathering. Will there be seasonal restrictions? Access 
management as it related to big game harvest is a major concern. 

Response: Fuelwood access roads, like many roads on the Forest, may have 
seasonal closures to meet watershed or wildlife needs. 

Public Comment: You should display to the public specific effects on wildlife 
habitat if the roadless areas are developed. 

Resoonse: This information is contained in Appendix C of the EIS. Because 
future mining activities are unknown and specific locations of other 
projects are not known, it is not possible to describe more specific 
effects on wildlife. 
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hanaoement Indicator Soecies 

PubllC comment: King Mountain roadless area offers some of the best bighorn 
sheep habitat in this region. 

Resronse: We agree. 

Public Comment: Because security cover for elk is in short supply key elk 
habitat should be removed from the timber base. 

Reswnse: There is ample security cover for elk except in localized 
areas. The Plan contains standards and guidelines directing the use of a 
Habitat Relationships for&n&ral-Idaho. 

Public Comnent: The success of road closure policies must IX proven prior to 
the reading of critical elk habitat. 

Resronse: We agree that enforcement of road closures has been a problem in 
the past. Revised standards and guidelines under road management, tixber 
harvest, and off road vehicle use will help to address this problem. 

Public Comment: Elk and antelope should have equal consideration with domestic 
livestock. Currently they do not. 

Reswnse: Elk and antelope do not have equal consideration with livestock 
on every acre. In some maagement areas, wildlife are emphasized over 
livestock, in others both wildlife and livestock are emphasized. 

Public Comment: What is the quality/quantity of forage remaining for elk 
following the grazing season? 

Resoonse: This varies from year to year and area to area due to livestock 
and wildlife use patterns and weather. However, there is adequate forage 
to meet the needs of present and projected elk populations. 

Public Comment: Regeneration of Douglas-fir with lodgepole provides inferior 
habitats for elk. 

ResPonse: We generally agree, but we will meet the cover objectives as 
stated in Elk Habitat Relationships for Central Idaho, before logging 
adjacent areas. 

PubllC Comment: Bighorns should receive higher emphasis in the Plan. 

Response: The Challis National Forest will cooperate and coordinate 
closely with the Idaho Department of Fish and Came on any bighorn sheep 
transplants. We have met with the Fish and Came and agreed on transplant 
sites and are preparing environmental assessments for those transplant 
sites. We are encouraging the Fish and Came to transplant more bighorn 
sheep into available habitat as soon as possible. 
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Public Comment: Give equal consideration to elk, bighorns and goats: if we 
crowd them out they will be gone forever. 

Resronse: Habitat needs of all three are provided for in the Plan. 

Public Connnent: Mule deer are not scarce on Management Area 14. 

Reswnse: We agree. They are, however, much below potential habitat 
capabilities. 

Public Conment: Mountain goats in the Boulder Mountains need the protection of 
primitive wilderness. 

Reswnse: This area has been proposed for Wilderness. 

Public Comment: Mountain goats may not be below minimum viable on a 
Forest-wide basis. 

Response: The MVP capability level takes into account the historical range 
of nmuntain goats on the Challis National Forest. If only current range is 
taken into account, populations are not below minimum viable. This has 
been clarified in the Plan. 

Public Comment: There should be a different selection of Management Indicator 
Species. Your Management Indicator Species do not represent species which 
management plans can be built around. 

Resnonse: We disagree that management plans cannot be formulated using 
these species. Our selection process for identifying MIS has identified a 
group of plants and animals that are indicative of ecological conditions. 
Most of our animal species are on common grounds with the state fish and 
game department species management plans and can be realistically 
monitored. 

PubllC Comment: There should be an MIS identified to monitor dead and dying 
timber. 

Reswnse: This is not a significant issue. See previous statement. 

PubllC conmmnt: Pileated Woodpecker or any of the Idaho C-apartment of Fish 
and Game species of special wncern should be chosen as MIS. 

Response: Possibly the Pileated Woodpecker, or some state sensitive 
species, better represents species dependent upon "old growth", or climax 
coniferous forest, but it would be difficult to determine their population 
dynamics with our limited resources. It would be hard to equate a 
population or habitat index. 

Public Comment: There should be a discussion on the trade-offs of MIS. 

Reswnse: The Analysis of Management Situation (6/E/82) discusses 
trade-offs of MIS with management objectives. AK3 is available for review 
at the Forest Service Supervisors Office. 
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Public Connnent: How can you increase the capability for red squirrels by lo%? 

Reswnse: Old growth will increase by 10%. 

Public Comment: The discussion on wildlife habitat types or PACAS and the MIS 
associations on DEIS III-11 through III-13 is unclear. 

Response: Describing the wildlife data base in only a few pages is 
difficult. The Glossary describes PACA types. The Analysis of the 
Management Situation (6/X5/82) located at any Challis National Forest 
office contains more detailed definitions and explanations. 

Public Comnent: The implication that climax coniferous forest is not deer or 
elk habitat is untrue. 

Response: Mature conifer stands were not necessarily classified as "climax 
coniferous forest". The habitat types described were classified as 
"savanna forest, spruce-fir/forest or seral coniferous forest". One of the 
assumptions of the wildlife data base is that the animal spends 90% of its 
life occupying that habitat. If this assumption had not been made, it 
would have been impossible to delineate habitat which is most preferred by 
the species and require special management emphasis. 

Public Comment: Red squirrel populations are not tracked, but in DEIS, III-10 
you said that population objectives and populations can be established and 
tracked for Management Indicator Species. This inconsistency should be 
corrected. 

Reswnse: The statement (EIS, 111-11) reads: "They are species for which 
populations and habitat obiectives can be established, and will be tracked 
as indicators of habitat capability." Red squirrel habitat or "climax 
coniferous forest" will be tracked as acres of habitat. 

Public Comment: You have designed a system to use old growth to monitor 
squirrel populations Plan, V-9. This violates the concept of MIS. 

Reswnse: Ronitoring either populations or areas of habitat suffices the 
concept of MIS. 

Public Comment: Selection of MIS must include a discussion of criteria and an 
explanation of how each will actually be monitored. 

Reswnse: See Plan, II (Wildlife MIS Selection Criteria) and Plan, V, 
Wildlife Monitoring Plan. 

Public Comment: Add a Standard and Guideline which addresses problem of 
domestic sheep - bighorn sheep disease transmission. The Challis Plan ignores 
the responsibility toward restoring an Idaho bighorn population. Bighorn sheep 
should have priority over domestic sheep and cattle. 

Reswnse: See new Wildlife Standards and Guidelines o, (Plan, IV-14). 
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Threatened and Endanoer~ Species 

Public Comment: Further fonaal and informal consultation with the Fish and 
Wildlife Service will he necessary on project-specific cases in potential wolf 
areas. 

Reswnse: The procedure in dealing with projects occurring within the 
Recovery Plan area is to consult formally or informally with the Fish and 
Wildlife Service. This recomendation will be followed. 

Public Comment: Has it been proven that wolves and intensive grazing are 
compatible? 

Reswnse: No. Compatibility has not been determined. 

Public Cement: Threatened and Endangered Species should be protected by 
wilderness, or recovery areas should be designated. 

Reswnse: Each T&E species will have a recovery plan developed by au 
interagency team. Wilderness is not essential for the recovery of T&E 
species. 

Public Comment: Include language that the Forest will participate in 
reintroduction programs for endangered species that were indigenous to the 
Forest. The Grizzly hear should be introduced into Management Area 1. 

Reswnse: The species recovery teams will make recomnendations for 
relocation of T&E species to the Secretary of Interior for approval. The 
Forest Service and the specific Forests involved will participate in 
decisions to relocate threatened and endangered species on Forest Service 
lands. 

Public Comment: Your comitment to restoring the habitat of Threatened and 
Eudangered Species, such as the gray wolf, hinges on sufficient deer and elk 
prey base. 

Response: Management direction in the Plan provides sufficient habitat and 
protection measures for deer, elk and beaver within wolf recovery areas. 

Public Come&: Has the Plan complied with the hdangered Species Act? 

Response: Yes. The Fish and Wildlife Service has stated that our Forest 
Plan "is not likely to jeopardize the existence of the gray wolf" and will 
"not affect" the bald eagle or the peregrine falwn. 

Public Conment: Protection of Federally classified endangered plants should be 
enphasized. 

Reswnse: Currently the Challis National Forest does not have any 
Federally classified threatened or endangered plants. 
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PubllC comlent: Coordinate with miners to avoid conflicts at critical times in 
key wolf habitats. 

Response: This will be addressed when a wolf recovery plan is finalized. 
Details will be considered on a project-by-project basis in th& wolf 
recovery areas. 

PubllC comment: Evaluate both short and long term effects of potential 
developments on key wolf habitats. 

Reswnse: This will be considered on a project-by-project basis. 

Public Comment: When feasible, lay out roads as recommended in the Timber and 
Road Management Section so that sight distances are minimized. 

Response: Forest Standards and Guidelines in the Forest Plan will be 
adhered to by future projects. This includes sight distances as 
reconmended within the Elk Habitat Relationships for Central Idaho. 

Public Conment: Inform and educate users about wolf ecology and the endangered 
status of the wolf. Present information to local groups such as gun clubs, 
hunter associations, hunter safety classes, and school classes that are 
interested in the wolf. 

Response: Conment noted. 

Public Comment: Add a clause to grazing permits, timber purchase contracts, 
and outfitter and guide special use permits about wolves so that these groups 
will know - (a) of potential wolf presence in their area; (b) that killing 
wolves is illegal because of their endangered status; (c) to report sightings 
to this office; and (d) to contact this office for further information. 

Reswnse: This information will be made available as needed. 

Public Comment: Close ungulate winter range with potential wolf activity to 
sncw machines. 

Response: Wildlife and Fish Standards and Guidelines i, Plan N-13, has 
been revised to address this concern. 

Public Conment: Locate any new trails away from key wolf use areas, if their 
presence becomes known. 

Reswnse: This will be considered on a project-by-project basis on the 
wolf recovery areas. 
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Fisheries 

Public Conmmnt: The Forest must maintain its fisheries resource for its sport 
fishing value. 

Response: The Forest agrees and is wnmitted to maintaining or improving 
the sport fisheries resource. 

Public Comment: Please make a commitment in the final Plan to totally protect 
anadromous and wild trout habitats. 

Reswnse: Management Areas that contain anadromous fisheries or important 
resident fisheries have management prescriptions that emphasize maintenance 
and/or enhancement of fisheries habitat. 

Public Comment: Setter fisheries habitat management should be a long range 
primary objective. 

Reswnse: The Forest agrees. The Plan under goals and objectives indicates 
the need for irproved fish habitat management. Forest-wide standards and 
guidelines give general direction on how to improve management with 
specifics shown under individual management area prescriptions and 
guidelines. 

Public Comment: The Forest must protect its fisheries resource from the 
impacts resulting from corrsmdity uses such as road building, mining, grazing, 
timber harvesting and hydroelectric developrent, as well as non-conmmdity 
recreation. 

Response: The Forest Plan Standards and Guidelines are the basis for 
protecting the fisheries resource from commodity resource impacts. Grazing, 
road building, and minerals are the major conunodity impacts to fisheries. 
Other activities are not presently having or expected to have major impacts 
to habitat on the Forest. Interdisciplinary teams evaluating activities 
that may impact fish habitat will have a fisheries biologist as a member. 

Public Conment: Wilderness designation is necessary to preserve fisheries 
values. 

Response: Wilderness will not necessarily solve existing fish habitat 
problems on the Forest. Many conflicts with fisheries are tied to range 
and minerals which can still continue to operate in wilderness areas but 
with additional restrictions. 

Public Comment: Semi-primitive designation is preferred, as opposed to 
wilderness, to preserve the fishing opportunity. 

Response: Comment noted. 

Public Conment: Fisheries impose opportunity costs to tirrher and other 
wnmiodity use values. 
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Resnonse: Fisheries, along with other resources (water, soils, wildlife, 
recreation, etc.), impose some restrictions on timber activities so that 
their own values are not unreasonably impacted. NEPA requires that this be 
done. 

Public Comment: We believe you have not adequately reflected the dollar 
outputs of fish in wmparison with the commodity products (tinher, mining, and 
range). In short, fisheries present economic benefits. 

Reswnse: Dollar outputs for fish are based on values for fisherman user 
days (FUU's) that were set by the Resources Planning Act (RPA). The total 
output values shown in the alternatives are based on an estimate of 
expected FUU's generated by resident fish on Forest and on anadromous fish, 
generally off Forest. Almost 50% of the total benefits on the Forest were 
derived from fishery values (see Table II-7A, Alternative 11, Page II-114 
of the EIS). 

Public Comment: Establish a 25% sediment threshold as it can provide a buffer 
for potential problems in respect to fry emergence as opposed to the 30% 
threshold hold by in the plan. The "Guide For Predicting Salmonid Response to 
Sediment Yield in Idaho Batholith Watersheds" indicates that a 20% ixbeddedness 
fry emergence is about 78%, while at 30% it drops to 18% -- a 60% reduction. 

Response: The 30% is an upper limit with the real constraint being the 2% 
limit on increase over existing. Fry emergence is based on sediment levels 
in the redds, not in the stream in general. Unpublished research has shown 
that redd building by steelhead and salmon is quite effective in cleaning 
fines from gravel. A redd created in a stream with 30% fines in the 
spawning gravel, could easily reduce the fines to less than 25%, which 
would provide adequate fry emergence. 

Public Comment: Priority must be given to protecting anadromous fisheries 
habitat. Priority must be given to protecting the fisheries resource. 
Boulder/white Clouds, Marsh Cr., Bear Valley Cr., Star Hope Cr., Pioneer Mtn. 
Range, Copper Basin Area, Iron Bog Bake, Smiley Mtn., Herd Cr., Ross Fork and 
Ross Fork Basin, East Pass Cr., Bowery Peak, Jersey Peak, Big Lost River Basin, 
Lemhis, Pahsimeroi Mtns., and Borah should be protected in their entirety for 
the purpose of salmon, steelhead and resident fisheries habitat preservation. 

Resnonse: Anadromous fisheries are heavily emphasized in four management 
areas (1,3,4,5) and are emphasized along with other resources in four 
others (6,7,8,9). We are also emphasizing the anadromous fish resource 
through the goals and objectives and standards and guidelines. 

The Forest is wmmitted to maintaining or improving the sport fisheries 
resource. 

The Plan under goals and objectives identifies the need for improved fish 
habitat management. The Forest wide standards and guidelines give general 
direction on how to improve management with specifics shown under 
individual management area prescriptions and guidelines. 
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Public Consent: Table II-7 shows an increase in allotted AUM's beginning in 
the first decade and continuing through decade 5. This may lead to a direct 
conflict with fish. 

Reswnse: There is no increase in grazing in the ten year planning period 
and there is no anticipated increase in impacts to fisheries. Forest 
direction should work to reduce impacts. Projections shown through the 
five decades can change in the next planning period. 

Public Conment: Address the unconscionable act of landowners drawing off water 
for agricultural purposes, leaving salmon and trout high and dry. 

Response: State law requires that all new diversions be screened and allow 
for water needs of fish. At present there are only a few minor diversions 
on small streams that are a problem. 

Public Comment: The Forest Service must be careful not to ask more of a 
mitigation measure or technique than it can give. 

Reswnse: We agree and plan to monitor the effectiveness of mitigation 
measures to see if they accomplish what we expect. 

Public Comment: Explain how fish habitat capability can increase in spite of 
expected increases in sediment production from mining. 

Reswnse: Site specific increases in sediment from mining should be offset 
by onsite mitigation and decreases in sediment from other sources because 
of improved management techniques and sediment reducing projects. This 
should result in an increase in overall habitat capability. 

Public Connnent: Why were resource "benchmarks" developed for only three 
outputs (timber, grazing and wilderness), but not fish, wildlife and 
recreation? 

Response: These benchmarks were not required. 

Public Conment: Has the Forest adopted 
(1984-1990) or has it conducted its own 
reasonable targets? 

Response: Habitat will be provided 
State's goals. 

Idaho's Anadromous Fish Coals 
surveys and determined these to be 

under the Plan to meet or exceed the 

Public Comment: Why is the present habitat so much lower than maximum habitat 
potential? 

Reswnse: Existing populations of anadromous fish are low in wmparison to 
habitat potential due to past and present impacts from dams on the Snake 
and Columbia Rivers, commercial fishing and onsite degradation of habitat. 
As these problems are solved numbers of fish should come much closer to 
predicted habitat potential. The preferred alternative predicts habitat 
capability to reach 90% of potential by the end of the 50 years. 
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Public Comment: The final EIS should present more information about fish 
habitat and water quality conditions. 

Reswnse: A general habitat condition rating for each stream or lake on 
the Forest has not been done. Information on many areas is available in 
Forest fisheries files. All streams meet state water quality standards. 

Public Comment: Heavy fines should be imposed to companies equal to the price 
of restoration as wnnrensurate with the destroyed product. 

Response: The Forest Service does not have the authority to impose fines. 
We document damages and the wurts determine responsibility and may impose 
penalties. 

Public Comment: The Forest should adopt a monitoring plan to evaluate mining, 
tin&ring and grazing impacts on fisheries habitat. Also show how information 
derived will be used. What types of "change in management direction"? 

Response: A monitoring program will be set up to evaluate and monitor 
sediment levels on priority streams that are being or could be impacted by 
resource activities. Information collected will be used to update 
direction in Allotment Eanagement Plans, help schedule tinher harvest and 
help plan habitat improvement projects. See new Objective 1 under Wildlife 
and Fisheries Goal 4. 

Public Comment: Area analyses should be performed for any area in which 
development or resource use is contemplated near important aquatic resources or 
other sensitive habitats. These should also receive public review as draft 
BA's or EIS's. 

Response: Existing policy provides for draft review of an EIS and for a 
review of an EA prior to making a decision. 

Public Connaent: BPA projects should be clearly identified because they are 
intended as mitigation for effects on anadromous fish that occur "downstream", 
off CNF lands, and should therefore not enter into evaluations of habitat 
impacts that occur on the Forest. 

Reswnse: The Forest has not identified at this tune any fisheries 
projects in the Plan for BPA funding. BPA money is available to the Forest 
to evaluate and accomplish projects to increase anadronous fish production 
as mitigation for downstream problems created by the dams. BPA funding 
will not be used to mitigate on Forest activities. 

Public Comment: Delete the weasel phrase "where feasible" in "Protect 
anadromous fish spawning areas from disturbance by livestock and other 
activities where feasible." State that such areas will be fully protected in 
this clause. 

Reswnse: The Standards and Guidelines have been strengthened. 
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Public Come&: The EIS should state that values associated with anadrcmus 
fisheries are influenced by provisions of the Northwest Power Act, and are not 
the result of any manipulation by the Forest Service. 

Resconse: The final EIS recognizes the Northwest Power Planning Act. As 
the fish are re-established in Forest habitat the value of the Forest 
contribution to the runs will greatly increase. 
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Wilderness Manacement-Hoadless Manaoement 

The Forest received many comments on its draft management plan. Most of these 
comments supported more wilderness acreage in addition to the 160,000 acres 
proposed. The comments primarily addressed five areas that were not proposed 
as wilderness in the draft managenmnt plan: The Northern Lemhis, Diamond Peak, 
Pahsimeroi Mountains, King Mountains, and the Herd Creek area of the 
Boulder/White Clouds. There were a variety of reasons given as support for 
wilderness designation, most stressing the undeveloped nature of the land and 
its suitability for wilderness. Without doubt, each of the areas is of 
sufficient size, of undeveloped character and of inherent guality to meet the 
standards of the wilderness act. Each area has no deficiencies that would 
preclude management as wilderness. 

There also exists a strong opposition to any more wilderness from local 
connnunities, and comnodity and motorized user groups. There are also many who 
want to see the roadless areas remain undeveloped but without a formal 
wilderness classification. Opposition to wilderness from these groups has 
remained strong from the RARE II process to present. They want the areas to 
remain open to all multiple uses. Their perception is that Idaho has provided 
its fair share of wilderness and the resources of the remaining lands will be 
needed for future generations. 

The proposed land management plan for the Challis National Forest projects 
little development in these five areas. Four of the areas, the North Lemhis, 
Diamond Peak, the Pahsimeroi Mountains and the Boulder/White Clouds will remain 
essentially unroaded and undeveloped. King Mountain will be managed to provide 
a mix of resource activities and opportunities. Most of each of these roadless 
areas will still be suitable for formal wilderness designation in the next j 
planning period. 

While the forest does not propose activities in its plan which would seriously 
impact the wilderness characteristics of these five roadless areas, some 
perceive a serious threat to the integrity of them and prefer wilderness 
designation as a guarantee of protection. There evidently exists both‘a 
distrust of Forest Service plans and a fear of mining, oil and gas exploration 
and hydroelectric development that may occur in addition to Forest Service 
activities. There appears to be little that can be done in the short term to 
solve the distrust problem or to reach a fully acceptable balance of wilderness 
to nonwilderness. 

Part of the North Lemhis and Diamond Peak roadless areas have been assigned a 
management prescription for a semiprimitive nonlnotorized recreation 
experience. A few trail corridors have been left open to accormodate trail 
bike use. 

Establishment of these 5 roadless areas as wilderness would not significantly 
increase the very low level of wilderness type use that exist now. However, it 
would increase trail maintenance and administrative cost to the Forest Service 
as well as eliminate the motorized recreation use which is occurring now. 
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The Forest Travel Plan provides the Forest Service with a means of closing 
areas that receive significant damage from motorized vehicles. 

The roadless areas on the Challis NF were broken into groups based on 
wilderness values and public input throughout the planning process. 

The groups are: 

1. Those areas with the highest wilderness character end strongest public 
support. They have been recommended for wilderness. There is also 
opposition to this recommendation. The areas are: Borah Peak, portions of 
the Pioneer Mountains, portions of the Boulder/White Cloud roadless areas. 

2. Those roadless areas with high wilderness character, but both strong 
support for and strong opposition to, proposing them for wilderness. These 
areas were not supported for wilderness by the Governor, nor the Idaho 
Congressional Delegation. There are very few intrusions planned into these 
areas. They will remain virtually unchanged and will be available for 
wilderness consideration in the next round of Forest planning. A 
semiprimitive/non-motorized recreation prescription has been assigned to 
parts of two areas. These areas are: North Lemhis, Diamond Peak, 
Pahsimeroi, King Mountain, and portions of the Pioneer Mountains and 
Boulder/White Clouds. 

3. Those roadless areas with moderate to low wilderness values and low 
public support for and strong opposition to proposing them for wilderness. 
Most of each of these areas will also remain unroaded and undeveloped and 
will be available for wilderness consideration in the next round of Forest 
planning. 

The numerous public comments received on wilderness were summarized into the 
following issues: 

Public Comment: Want consideration of more wilderness classification 
especially in: Lemhi Range (Northern), Pahsimeroi Mountains, Diamond Peak, 
King Mountain, Boulder/White Clouds Peaks, and Pioneer Mountains. 

Public Comment: There is a need for more wilderness. 

Response: The Plan proposes an additional 201,000 acres for Wilderness 
designation. This is in the Borah Peak, Pioneers and Boulder/White Clouds 
areas. This would designate approximately 39% of the Challis National 
Forest as Wilderness. 

PubllC cormnent: Wilderness classification is needed for protection of 
watersheds and water quality. 

Response: Little activity is planned in the listed roadless areas that 
would affect these resources. 
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Public Comment: Your analysis does not comply with the California vs. Block 
decision. You do not present a wide range of wilderness alternatives or 
adeguate site specificity. 

Resronse: A wide range of alternatives was developed in the Forest Plan 
FEIS. Table II-4 in the DEIS shows the range of wilderness alternatives on 
a forest-wide basis. The 11 alternatives have a percentage range from 0 to 
100% and the wilderness benchmark is 100%. Each roadless area was 
reconmended as wilderness in at least one of the alternatives. If only a 
portion of a roadless area was recommended for wilderness in an 
alternative, it was reconmended for wilderness, in total, in one of the 
other alternatives. 

Data in the Forest Plan FEIS shc& the projected lo-year changes for 
resource outputs, activities, benefits and costs. These changes measured 
from the first decade of the current situation are shown for each 
alternative. 

The planning documents were developed with full public participation. They 
include sufficient information to advise the decision maker, Congress, and 
the public concerning what will happen if the area is recommended for 
wilderness or assigned to other management options through the lo-15 year 
planning period. Information indicating what activities are scheduled, 
when and where scheduled impacts can be expected for the planning horizon, 
and which lands are capable of and suitable for being assigned a timber 
prescription, is available in the planning documents and the Forest record. 

When complying with 36 CFR 219.17 in addressing the concerns described in 
the California vs. B&c. decision, the Forest Plan, FEIS, and Record of 
Decision have corrected the indicated deficiencies. Appendix C includes 
site specific discussions of the effects on koadless areas by alternative. 

Public Comment: Wilderness will provide additional recreation. 

Reswnse: Alternative 11 indicates that Primitive Recreation is the main 
objective for these areas. The same type that would occur under 
Wilderness. ORV use r.n these areas is not presently significant. 

PubllC Comment: Wilderness provides better economics, more revenue for the 
area and is cheaper to manage. 

Resnonse: Differences in management costs and revenue are insignificant 
between designated wilderness and management under Alternative 11. 

Public Comment: Wilderness will protect the land for future generations. 

Resnonse: Planned activities in Alternative 11 through the first planning 
cycle, ten years, will not preclude the vast majority of these areas being 
eligible for wilderness. 

Public Comment: Wilderness will protect the areas from timber harvest. 
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Resnonse: The tirrber harvest in the 10 year planning cycle is only 2,500 
acres within the management areas that include the listed roadless areas. 
Only part of the harvest is within the roadless area. Appendix C indicates 
roadless areas where tinker harvest will probably occur. 

Public Comment: Wilderness protects the areas from oil and gas development. 

Resoonse: Projected ground disturbing activity in the next ten years is 
low. Stipulations listed in the Forest Plan protect or mitigate these 
activities. 

Public Comnent: Wilderness protects geologic features. 

Response: Little or no activity is planned in the listed roadless areas 
that would affect geological features. 

Public Comma&: Wilderness protects unique scenery. 

Resnonse: Little or no activity is planned in the listed roadless areas 
that would affect these resources. 

Public CXnnnent: Wilderness provides unigue solitude. 

Response: Alternative 11 provides for management of these areas in their 
present undeveloped state. 

Public Comment: Wilderness protects Indian use and rights. 

Response: The preferred alternative will not adversely affect Indian 
rights. 

Public Comment: Wilderness provides better wildlife habitat. 

Response: Little or no activity is planned in the listed roadless areas 
that would significantly affect wildlife habitat. 

Public Conment: Wilderness prevents hydroelectric development. 

Resnonse: Economics of accessibility will limit this activity to the edge 
of roadless areas. Demand for this type use is not high at the present 
time. Iiydroelectric development in the first planning cycle is estimated 
to be insignificant. 

Public Comment: We have too much wilderness. We need more wilderness. We -_-- _-- 
support the Moody/Kostmayer Idaho Wilderness Act of 1985. 

Response: Comeants noted. 

Public Comment: There is a magnificent wilderness resource concentrated on the 
Challis Wational Forest and it should be protected. There is no compelling 
reason to do otherwise. 
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Rasuonse: We agree. Including the proposals in the Plan, 39% of the total 
Forest would be within designated Wilderness areas. In addition, more than 
70% of the entire Forest outside of these designated areas will retain its 
wilderness values through the lo-15 year planning period. 

Public Cement: The Idaho public has officially spoken out in favor of the 
conservationist proposal as shown by RARE II records and hearing records. 

Resrmnse: Comnent noted. 

Public Comrent: Why did you propose fewer acres for wilderness designation 
than proposed under RARE II? Why were the North Lemhis proposed for wilderness 
under RARE II and not in the Plan? 

Rescouse: At the time RARE II was conducted, the North L-emhis were in the 
Administration's Wilderness proposal: however, at the time of the McClure 
wilderness hearings, the current administration testified against including 
this area. 

Public Come&: Demand for wilderness will dramatically increase in the 
future. 

Resnonse: At the end of this lo-15 year planning period more than 70% 
(approximately 1.1 million acres) of the Forest outside of designated 

Wilderness will be available for consideration as additions to designated 
Wilderness. 

Public Comnent: Wilderness would provide economic stability into perpetuity. 

Response: The Plan provides for a variety of outputs and activities, 
including Wilderness use, that provide economic stability. 

Public Comnent: The value of oil and gas potential is inconsequential and 
cannot be used to support a no wilderness recommendation. 

Resconse: Retailed evaluation of oil and gas value has not been 
conducted. A variety of factors was considered in making the decision to 
propose or not propose an area for Wilderness designation. 

Public Corerent: The preferred alternative does not do a good job of protecting 
wilderness values. 

Response: We disagree. Including the proposals in the Plan, 39% of the 
total Forest would be within designated Wilderness areas. In addition more 
than 70% of the entire Forest outside of these designated areas will retain 
its wilderness values through the lo-15 year planning period. 

Public Cimment: A Federal court decision requires an analysis of nonwilderness 
management of roadless areas. 

Response: A comparison of the effects of management under each alternative 
is shown in EIS Appendix C. 
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Public Ccmment: The value of each roadless area as wilderness must be 
evaluated, including the benefit to state and local economics, and conservation 
and protection of wildlife, vegetation, soils, water, land stability and air 
quality. 

Response: The value of each roadless area for wilderness, as displayed in 
Apzendix C, meets the requirements. 

Public Comment: The economic, aesthetic and spiritual benefits of wilderness 
would easily offset the minimal opportunity cost. 

Response: Conment noted. 

Public Comment: Maximum wilderness is the economically superior alternative. 

Response: Our analysis shows this; however, mOre than economics was 
considered in selecting the preferred alternative. 

Public Ccnnnent: It appears your wilderness reconmendation may be mostly based 
on Senator McClure's rabid anti-wilderness position. Nowhere in the Plan is a 
good argument made that supports such a small wilderness reccmnendation. 

Resucnse: Our wilderness recommendation is based on wilderness values of 
the roadless area and public input. 

Public Ccament: Creating a wilderness area on the east side of the Forest, 
near the population centers, would be significant from a recreational, social 
and economic basis. 

Resronse: We believe that Ecrah Peak proposal meets this concern. 

Public Comment: Wilderness offers a variety of multiple uses. 

Response: Although wilderness offers a variety of uses, it does not 
provide as many multiple use options as non-wilderness designation. 

Public Gmment: Protect current "defacto" wildernesses. 

Response: This is consistent with our current management strategy. The 
Plan will not affect most of the currently unroaded areas. Slight to 
mcderate effects will occur on less than 5% of these areas. 

Research Natural Areas 

Public Conmient: Include a stipulation in the Standards and Guidelines about 
protecting RWA's from grazing. 

Resccnse: Light grazing occurs in some of the proposed RNA's. Whether or 
not this continues, will be decided in the Conmittee's establishment 
report, after consultation with all involved parties. 
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Public Comnent: RNA’s need specific Standards and Guidelines to protect them, 
prior to establishment. 

Resnonse: See the Forest-wide Management Direction Standards and 
Guidelines on page IV-12, e. Special Areas. 

Public Coament: The management direction and Standards and Guidelines for the 
proposed Smiley Mountain RNA is a good model for all proposed RN&. 

Response: All proposed RWA’s have now been recommended for establishment 
in the management direction section for each management area. 

Public Comment: Acreage figures for proposed RNA’s are inconsistent in the EIS. 

Resnonse: Corrections have been made. These acreage figures may be 
adjusted in the establishment reports. 

Public Conment: Lime Creek was incorrectly added to the list of proposed 
RNA’S. It should be Middle Canyon. 

Reswnse: The correction has been made. 

Public Connnent: Stop illegal wocd cutting up Middle Canyon, which is not 
compatible with RNA status. 

Response: We have provided direction in the Plan to protect proposed 
IWi’S. We are monitoring that area to ensure that this activity is not 
repeated. 

Public Cornrent: Designate “Jaggle Peak Ramp” (in the heart of the King Wtn. 
roadless area) as an RNA. 

Response: This proposal has been referred to the Idaho Research Natural 
Area Comnittee for evaluation. 

Public Connient: A provision should be made to recommend additional areas to 
fill the needs suggested by the Idaho Research Natural Area Coordinating 
Committee. 

R snonse: The Forest Service and other interested parties are continuing 
t: locate areas to fill those needs. 

Public Conment: The Challis NF is required to follow the National Rivers 
Inventory in designating Wild and Scenic Rivers. 

m: No waters on the Challis National Forest are on that inventory. 
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c. SOIL, mlIER Am AIR MAmmmn? 

Public Come&: The Forest should develop the non-market values (Soil, Water, 
Air) and give priority over the Market Values. 

Response: Resource priorities for site specific areas may be established 
on a project by project basis. 

Public Comnent: Protecting water quality should be a major long tenn 
management objective and stated in the Plan. 

Response: The Plan does emphasize water quality. Statement %I (Plan IV-20) 
in the Standards and Guidelines section of the Plan has been modified to 
read 'Rusure that all management-induced activities meet state water 
quality standards, and Forest water quality goals, including sediment 
constraints." 

Public Conment: The Forest should develop a stream classification system. The 
stream classifications under the Bonneville Power Administration (SPA) contract 
should be adopted. 

Resconse: The Forest will adopt a stream classification system. An 
addition was made to the Goals and Objectives section (soil, water and air) 
of the Plan. BPA stream classification has not been cospleted. 

Public Goamsnt: Instream flows are planned. Will this methodology only 
measure present surface flows. 3 Will diversion of water be considered? Will 
reduction in surface flow due to channel disturbance by cattle be considered? 
This activity can result in changes in surface flow due to soil compaction and 
evaporative losses of water from channel widening and riparian cover reduction. 

Resnonse: The methodology used for instreem flow quantification is not 
limited to only measuring present flows. Expected flows are developed for 
ungaged drainages using flow duration characteristics of nearby gaged 
streams in a dimensionless form. Actual instream flav needs are determined 
through regression techniques on channel characteristics, regardless of 
active or planned diversions. 

The concern of reduced surface flow due to channel disturbance by cattle is 
valid. Since there are no provisions to consider the effects of grazing 
activity on evaporative and seepage losses under the current instream 
methodology, it will be incorporated into the channel stability inventory 
program so potential problem reaches can be identified. 

Public Conment: Management needs to develop a detailed water quality 
monitoring system (program). 

Reswnse: The Forest has an approved water quality monitoring plan which 
is referenced in the Monitoring and Evaluation section of the Plan (V-12). 
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Public Comnent: Nanagement needs to show current water quality conditions. 
Also, existing habitat guality conditions need to bs presented. S~UJJ the 
management prescriptions to be applied to each. Conduct a study of the inpacts 
of pollution to waters such as Ralph Cavanaugh's of the Natural Resources 
Defense Council. 

Resnonse: Water quality data is limited Forest-wide to project related 
activities in which representative projects are monitored to determine Rest 
Wanagement Practices effectiveness. Fundinghasbeen inadequate inthe 
past to perform any baseline monitoring and there is no indication that 
future budgets will increase substantially. Consequently, water quality 
conditions Forest-wide are assmned to be better than the monitored water 
quality conditions located imnediately downstream of potential sediment 
delivery points. To adequately cover this concern, the statement has baen 
changed (Plan, N-21, 5, i). 

Public Comment: Conduct a study of oxygen levels in streams in relation to 
seasons of the year, temperature, stream discharge volume where the waters 
studied would be in their natural condition before being materially altered. 

Reswnse: Dxygen content, like any other parameter, will be incorporated 
into the water guality monitoring program when warranted after monitoring 
objectives are established. 

Public Comnent: How can fish habitat capability increase and water quality 
@rove when sediment also increases? If sediment yields are expected to 

/ 

increase under Alternative I (DEB, II-135 paragraph 4 [FEIS, II-13611, how can 
water quality improve (paragraph I)? 

Reswnse: The .@ll&ent leyels.tl@ appear in the EIS shy.the potential,&,,,,- 

--%? 
for roduction~amo~altematives. So when water quality improves and 
s unent increases to$&he'?mn the RPA alternative, more funds will be 

%&&able for improvement, administration and mitigation which will 
probably reduce the sediment output below the projected level. 

More importantly, the sediment output related to range and mineral 
activities are assumed not to change significantly among alternatives. 
Consequently, the sediment values proj-e&ad for each alternative does not 
necessarily reflect the water quality improvement <hat may be realized with 
an increased emphasis in range administration and improvement programs. 

Overall, the Forest-wide water guality will be improving for the 
alternatives that emphasize range, water, and fishery improvements while 
constraining commodity outputs. 

Public Coanrent: Save the Clean Water Act and Safe Drinking Water Amendments 
been fully addressed in this Plan? 

\ Reswnse: The Plan has been modified. A new provision in the Standards and 8 
Guidelines section (Plan, 11-28, IV 10, a, 5) addresses the maintenance of 
drinking water systems on the Fores="-- 

* --~- -. ? 
Public Comment: Address the risk of impacting domestic water supplies from 
Forest management activities before this resource is contaminated. 
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Reswnse: This concern is addressed in Management Area 13 of the Plan. 

Public Comment: The Watershed Condition Inventory referenced in Plan, IV-18 
should be included or summarized in the FEIS or Final Plan. 

Response: A description of Watershed Condition Inventory has been included 
in the Glossary. 

Public C!onnnent: The Forest should regulate activities to prevent stream 
contamination or develop mitigation measures. 

Response: See Plan, IV-20, 5a and Plan, IV-22, 6c and 6e. 

Public Comment: Describe the procedures which the Forest uses to protect water 
quality. The present procedure is fragmented. Discuss cumulative impads of 
mining on watershed. 

Reswnse: Protection of water quality is accomplished through Best 
Management Practices (E!MP's) and water guality provisions. Earth 
disturbing activities must meet the applicable ENP's to reduce impacts on 
water quality. As an assurance that water quality will not be impacted, 
selected management activities will be monitored and evaluated to determine 
the effectiveness of EUQ's. Cumulative impacts will be analyzed for 
construction activities within a watershed, primarily associated with 
sediment production. 

Public Corerent: To protect streams, watersheds, and water quality, lands 
unsuitable for tin&r harvest should be excluded in the tinber base. 

Reswnse: Lands unsuitable for timber production have been excluded (See 
EIS, 11-126). 

Public Comment: The DEIS should contain a thorough discussion of the adverse 
impacts to the pattern and timing of water runoff, impacts to stream drainages 
and its flow pattern as a result of tinber harvesting which alters the physical 
characteristics of these areas. 

Reswnse: The tin&r harvesting program for the Forest will not 
significantly impact the pattern and timing of runoff, relative to normal 
seasonal variations. 

Public Comment: It is satisfying to see that harvest activities are planned 
using actual sediment data as opposed to using exclusively the model (DEIS, 
IV-33). However, should y-axis of Figure IV-2 read 0.1 percent, etc? We expect 
you mean 10 percent, etc. 

Reswnse: The y-axis of Figure IV-2 is correct on identifying 0.1 percent, 
etc. As explained in the text (FEIS, N-32), the sediment yield values are 
much lower than would naturally occur at a critical reach because the 
sediment yields are projected Forestrride. Consequently, the expected 
sediment levels such as 10 percent, etc., over natural in a watershed 
setting are diminished when related to total Forest output. 
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Public Comment: Protect streams, water quality, soils, streambanks, and fish 
from cattle impact. 

Reswnse: See Forest Plan, Standards and Guideline section. 

Public Comment: Will mitigating grazing damage be effective along streams? 

Reswnse: Modification of grazing practices alone are not the complete 
answer for improving damaged streams. Stream improvement projects and 
exclosures may be required to effectively improve sections of damaged 
streams. 

Public Comment: Protection of riparian zones is of great importance in stream 
management. 

Response: Standards and Guidelines for water resources and riparian areas 
of the Plan adequately address this concern. 

Public Conment: The opportunity wsts of water quality are a burden to the 
market values. 

Reswnse: The opportunity costs of water guality are relative to demand, 
bothlocalanddownstream. The Forest does not feel the opportunity costs 
of water quality is a burden to market values. 

Public Comment: Management should maintain clean, wild and scenic rivers 
(streams) for recreation and aesthetic purposes. 

Reswnse: Rivers such as the Middle Fork of the Salmon River which are 
designated wild and scenic are maintained for recreation and aesthetic 
purposes. 

Public Cozunent: Activities producing sediment beyond existing levels should be 
prohibited. 

Reswnse: We disagree. See Plan, IV-13, 2, c. 

Public Comment: Reduce sedimentation by protecting the water quality from 
motorized traffic. 

Response: See ORV Standards and Guidelines (Plan, IV-29, d, 2. 

Public Comment: Management should classify stream level sediment beyond which 
a company may not go. 

Response: Standard and Guidelines (Plan, IV-13, 2, c) establish a sediment 
threshold limit. 

Public Coznnent: Do not use computer programs to derive estimates of sediment 
to be added to water. This is using incomplete data. Streams need to have 
sediment monitoring systems. 
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Response: Computer-derived sediment levels will be used in conjunction to 
actual sediment values established in the field. Standard and Guideline 2, 
b, (Planb N-13), requires that sediment levels be monitored for anadromous 
fish and important resident fish streams. 

/A Public Comnent: Challis National Forest's preferred alternative with the third 

\ 
highest sediment yield raises some questions regarding your conm&tment to water 
guality and fisheries resources. --__ 

Reswnse: The wmmitment to water guality is demonstrated in the support 
given to a progressive water guality monitoring program in the PJan. 

Also, specific standards and guidelines are established in the Plan which 
- set sediment threshold limits that may affect earth disturbing activities. 

Public Comment: Why did you have outputs for sediment from timber harvest and 
road maintenance, but none for road wnstruction/reconstruction? 

Response: Projected sediment outputs included road construction and 
reconstruction activities on arterial and collector systems. This explains 
the higher sediment output projected for alternatives that schedule higher 
levels of wnstruction/rewnstruction of arterial and collector systems. 

Public Cozamnt: Why are there four low (55, 57, 58, 59) sediment groups? 

Reswnse: These lau sediment groups were developed for different 
geographic areas on the forest but they all used the seme value in the 
EDPLAN model. 

L,/' Public Comment: Present a sediment ncdel depicting the combined effects of 
road building, timber, mining, and grazing. 

Reswnse: At present, the Forest does not have the capability of modeling 
sediment associated with grazing activities. Until this happens, the 
Forest will have a problem in projecting an accurate account of sediment 
production by model alone. 

Public Comment: The Forest should address the concerns expressed for 
streazbank stability and monitor those activities which impact this delicate 
area. 

SW This has been included (Plan, IV-6, Soil, Water and Air, Goal 2, 
~jecE% 1). 

Public Cnmeent: The Salmon and Pahsimeroi River drainages should have a stream 
improvement program to provide benefits in recreation, fishing and fish 
habitat. 

Resco Projects for that portion of the Salon and Pahsimeroi River 
dratiyi on the Forest are included in the Forest Watershed Improvement 
Weeds Inventory (refer to Kanagement Area Direction). 

Public Comnent: Management should make streambank stability a priority and 
provide for its protection in the future. 
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Resnonse: This is consistent with Forest Plan direction. 

Public Comment: Protecting air quality should be a major long term management 
objective and stated as such in the Plan. 

Resconse: A nanagmnent objective has been added to the Soil, Water, and 
Air section of the Plan, which addresses the protection of air quality. 

Public Conmmnt: Management needs to address impacts to air quality resulting 
from prescribed burning. 

Resconse: Se0 Plan, IV-g, Goal 3, Objective 4. 

Public Comnsnt: Shifting slash disposal from burning on-site to the same 
volume of use in wocdstoves can increase the net air quality impacts for the 
following reasons: timing of burning is changed to when temperature inversions 
are more likely, the location to woodstove burning is in concentrated areas, 
thus becoming a human health concern in addition to being a visibility issue, 
and finally, these smoke particles are small enough to penetrate deep into the 
respiratory tract where they might also be carcinogenic. 

Reswnse: This issue is outside the scope of the Plan since air quality 
standards associated to woodstove burning should be established and 
regulated by the State. 

Public Comment: It is requested, in an effort to educate the public, that 
pamphlets be distributed to discuss the association between wocdstoves and air 
pollution in relation to health concerns, and tips on woodstove operation. 
These could be distributed when issuing wood permits. 

Resrxmse: This comnent is noted, but is outside the scope of the Plan. 

Public Comment: The discussion on page II-135 of the DEIS regarding the effect 
of alternatives on sediment and water quality is vague. 

Resconse: The discussion (FEIS, 11-136) has been modified. 

Public Cmmmt: There is inadequate discussion of the effects of mitigation 
measures. These are frequently used and listed, but there is not thorough 
discussion of why the measures in fact mitigate against the damage that 
otherwise would ba caused. 

Resmnse: A more specific discussion on mitigationhasures is not 
possible because the Plan is not capable of addressing the exact location 
and schedule of most projects during the planning period. Mitigation 
measures are determined during an environmental an&ysis of specific 
projects. 

Public Conment: Protecting soil quality should be a major long-term management 
objective and stated in the Plan. 

m: l%phasis is placed On soil quality. See Plan, IV-6 Goals and 
Objectives. 
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Public Comnent: The Plan should present a thorough discussion of hazardous 
soils and slops conditions. 

Reswnse: Hazardous soils (properties other than slops or mass 
instability) are not specifically identified at this time, due to a lack of 
detailed soil inventory information on the Forest. See Plan, II-38 or EIS 
111-40. 

Public Conment: When dealing with two watersheds in implementing a management 
technique, spatial distribution of the sensitive soils should be considered 
which would dictate different management programs for each drainage using 
professional judgment. 

Response: This statement is correct. The implementation of the Forest's 
Progressive Soils Inventory, along with detailed soils evaluations on site 
disturbing activities, will help refine the process. 

Public Comment: How is natural soil productivity evaluated for an area and how 
are changes measured? 

Resmnse: Natural soil productivity is the inherent capability of a soil 
to produce a natural vegetative cover. On rangeland the unit of measure is 
pounds per acre; on timberland it is based on site index. 

A component of the Progressive Soils Inventory is the identification of 
model soil series sites (as close to the natural state as possible), and 
determination of their productive potential. Once this information has 
been obtained, Best Management Practices can be developed through the 
monitoring of resource activities. 

Public Comment: The DEIS contains inadequate information on soils. EIS, 
111-33, 34 lists the four tijor soil groups: cites the Forest's objectives, but 
lists only one source of documentation: Analysis of the Management Situation, 
August 1982. The reference to other documents is inadequate. The DEIS should 
contain the criteria and process used to assign "permissible soil loss values" 
since the Plan gives assurance there will be no irreversible damage to soils. 

Resronse: This section was rewritten (FEIS, 111-40). 

Public Cormnent: It is not possible to tell from the DEIS or proposed plan 
whether soil disturbing activities will take place on highly erodible soils. 
The statute requires assurance in this area. 

Resuonse: The Plan provides that tinber harvest is restricted to slopes 
less than 45 percent. Mass instability areas have been mapped and 
cormercial timber occurring within these delineations removed from the 
timber base. Best Management Practices will be implemented to prevent soil 
loss on highly erodible soils. Conducting detailed soil inventories, 
within project areas, will also assist in identifying highly erodible soils 
and defining mandatory mitigation measures. 

Public Conment: What are Order II vs III soil inventories? Are these done 
before roading or logging activities? 
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Response: A detailed Soil Survey (Order II) will be conducted prior to 
soil disturbing activities such as roading or timber harvest. Definitions 
are included in the Glossary. 

public Comment: Is soil productivity change due to cattle use accounted for? 

Response: The Modified Soil Loss Equation was used to develop sediment 
yield tables from rangeland impacts. The sediment model mainly displays 
impacts from timber harvesting and roading activities; grazing impacts, due 
to the lack of an acceptable methodology, have not been thoroughly 
displayed. We addressed the issue through monitoring, Best Management 
Practices and Standards and Guidelines. 

Public Conment: Prevent soil compaction due to timber harvest. 

Restwnse: A standard or guideline addressing prevention of detrimental 
compaction has been developed and incorporated into the Soil, Water and Air 
Standards and Guidelines. See Plan, page IV-22, 5, s. 

Public Conment: The Plan fails to analyze dirt bike impact to soils. 

Response: See Off-Road Vehicle Standards and Guidelines. 

public Comnent: Productivity is lost when erosive or shallow soils are 
disturbed. It is more cost effective to not develop these sites. Unstable 
batholith soils are unsuitable for timber harvest. 

Response: Mass instability areas were identified and commercial timber 
stands within these areas were removed from the timber base. 
Implementation of the Standards and Guidelines, b., c., d., and h. under 
Soil, Water and Air (see Plan, V-20-211, along with the development of Rest 
Management Practices will help assure that sensitive soils are not 
disturbed. 

Public Comment: The Forest should prohibit timber sales on steep slopes which 
result in higher risk of erosion and mass failure. 

Response: No timber harvest is planned on steep slopes or areas of high 
risk of mass failure. See Plan, IV-16, g. 

PubllC cInnnent: ‘Worst case" scenarios should be presented for proposed timber 
sales on steep slopes and their impacts on soils in terms of stability. 

Resronse: ‘Worst case" scenarios are not a requirement for the Forest 
Plan. They will be used where needed on a site specific project analysis. 
Timber Standards and Guidelines (Plan, IV-16, g) restrict tractor logging 
to slopes less than 45 percent. 

Public Conment: The DEIS should be revised to include analyses of kncwn 
mitigation techniques resulting from soil disturbing activities. 
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Resoonse: The DEIS is not the document to analyze mitigation techniques 
for soil disturbing activities. These measures will be displayed within 
each project's Rnviromental Assessment. The nuaber and type. of mitigation 
technique are dependent on the nature and complexity of the various 
projects. 

Public Connnent: The Forest should address the opportunity costs burdened on 
the market values due to soil values. 

Reszonse: If soils information is carefully utilized in the initial 
planning steps of a project, the burden on opportunity costs would have 
little or no effect due to the need for less expensive mitigation measures. 

Public Count: The following are suggested measures for reducing opportunity 
costs: allow for entire drainages to be prescribed at one time to save on the 
costs: do not allow the sediment constraints to become finalized in the Plan; 
allow for increased road gradients to lo-15 percent on acceptable soils: use 
vertical cut banks and allow for some sloughing on permanent road closures and 
delete the fertilization standards and guidelines. 

Reswnse: In drainages where significant timber lauds are located, an 
Rnvironmental Analysis will be done to evaluate emulative impacts and to 
identify opportunities to reduce costs. Sediment constraints are needed to 
protect fish spawning areas and are being retained in the plan. Road 
gradient and construction standards will be determined on a case-by-se 
basis. We have no fertilization standards and guidelines. 
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D. TIMBER MWAGMXC 

Public Con'ment: Why harvest timber in MorganCreek? 
Why harvest timber in Management Area 3? 
Why harvest timber in Sawmill Canyon? 
Why is there timber management in Furnace Creek? 
Harvest timber only around the fringes of the Lemhis, Diamond Peak, Pahsimeroi 
Mountains, and King Mountain. 
The timber program ignores the National Interest, RPA and NPMA. 

Resnonse: Both the Multiple Use-Sustained Yield Act of 1960, and the 
National Forest Management Act of 1976 (NFMA) confirmed the long-standing 
direction contained in the Organic Act that the National FOKeStS are to be 
managed for continuous production of timber. These areas have suitable 
timber lands that can be reasonably harvested and managed for timber on a 
long term sustained-yield basis in hamlony with Other resource objectives. 
The law directs that the sale of timber from each National Forest must be 
on a sustained-yield basis. 

Public Comment: The Forest Service has abandoned multiple use for logging. 
Harvest timber only to help other resources. 
Harvest timber only to enhance wildlife habitat. 
There is a lack of coordination between timber and other resources. 
Timber harvesting is shortsighted. 
Manage federal lands for all folks, not just timber interests. 

Response: The Challis National Forest is managed for all multiple use 
values. only 7,000 acres (OK less than .3 of 1 percent of the total forest 
acres) are pKOgKmd for harvest during the lo-year planning period. This 
haKVeSt provides for diversity of age class of conifer stands which is 
beneficial to wildlife. 

public Comment: Remove the Challis National FOKeSt from the timber base. 
Don't reduce the timber harvest. Don't harvest any timber. 

Resnonse: Other harvest options were considered in various alternatives 
but were not selected because they would not meet the local demand for 
sawtimber products. 

FubllC comment: Don't subsidize the timber industry with deficit timber 
sales. 

Reswnse: A deficit sale simply indicates that under particular market 
conditions the costs for the average operator may not allow him to make a 
profit on the hanresting and processing of the trees included in a 
particular sale. The sale is offered for competitive bids. FOKeSt Service 
competitive sale procedures assure that the public receives the market 
VdlUe of the tin-&K. 

Public Comment: !J!he Plan and/or the Forest Service over-emphasizes tinber. The 
Challis National Forest is logging at the maximum sustained-yield. 
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Reswnse: Kaximum sustained yield is estimated at 57 million board feet 
per year. The planned annual harvest for the ten year planning period is 
only 3 million board feet. The preferred alternative does not 
over-emphasize timber. 

PubllC coment: The Lemhis, Pahsimeroi Nountains, Pioneers, King Elountain, 
Diamond Peak, Boulder/White Clouds, Basin Creek, Borah Peak, Mackay Front, 
Antelope Creek, and Thompson Creek shouldn't be logged. They have low timber 
values. 

Resnonse: The Forest Plan, which PKO~KCWZ timber management for the next 
ten years, excludes most of these areas of concern except for small 
acreages in King Nountain, Sawnull Canyon, and Pahsimeroi Nountains. 
TimbeK to be harvested in these areas can be harvested economically and in 
balance with other resources. 

PubllC Comment: Fuelwood values in the Plan are tco high. 
The timber values in the Plan are too high. 

Resnonse: Fuelwood and timber values were used in determining present net 
value @NV). PNV was not a factor in selecting the preferred alternative, 
it was only used in comparing the alternatives. 

Public Comment: Timber harvesting only benefits a few people. 
The Plan and EIS should show what values the timber program creates OK 
enhances. 

Timber harvesting is multiple use and serves more people than wilderness. 

Response: The connnunities where the National Forests are located also 
benefit from timber harvesting. Twenty-five percent of the receipts for 
the timber sale are returned to the counties where these lands are located 
to be used for schools and roads. Timber harvest also provides local 
employment opportunities, creation of healthy, viable vegetative 
connaunities, and contributes to local and regional demands for timber 
PKCdUCtS. 

A study based on 1972 data showed that timber increased in "value added" 
nearly 17 times between the stump and delivery of finished timbeK-h3Sed 
products to final consumers. This means that every $1 million in National 
Forest timber sales generates additional economic activity worth $17 
million. 

Public Comment: An accelerated timber harvest will lower the costs of roads. 
Timber harvesting results in roads. 
Timber harvesting is a guise for building roads. 
The Forest Service should look at road costs in terms of the needs of other 
forest resources, and not just the viability of timber sales. 
Previous timber harvesting may have helped elk habitat, but this was offset by 
the KOSdS. 
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Response: Roads are charged as a cost against the immediate timber sale. 
These roads will provide access to later harvest on the sale area and to 
other timber sales in the vicinity. If their costs were amortized over the 
total volume of timber to be hauled on them, the "monetary profitability" 
of the initial sale would be improved. These roads can be managed as open 
or closed, depending on other resource needs. 

Public Comnent: The timber industry is on the decline in Idaho and Other 
resources (especially tourism) can offer a better value and replace the losses 
in the timber industry. 

ReSWnse: Conmmnt noted. 

Public Cormnent: Recognize the Timber Sale Modification Act of '84 in 
determining allowable cut. 

Resconse: The Federal Timber Contract Payment fibdifxation Act has no 
significant impact on the Challis National Forest. Only one sale on the 
Challis was turned back under this program. This Act does not determine 
the calculation of allowable harvest levels. 

Public Comment: Remove unsuitable timber lands from the timber base. 
Identify unsuitable timber lands in this Plan. 
Identify lands unsuitable for timber harvest, but necessary to meet FOKeSt 
objectives. 
Identify suitable timber lands in the Plan. 
The Challis National Forest has little commercial timber so where will the 
proposed triple harvest come from? 

Response: TimbeK Management Land Classification is displayed in Table 
IV-2, Page IV-37 of this Plan. Unsuitable lands have been removed from the 
timber production base through the land suitability screening process. 
There is no increase in timber during the ten-year planning period. 

Public Coament: Plan needs to include a map and/or schedule of the lo-Year 
Action Plan. 
The Plan should identify insect and disease infestation areas. 
The Challis National Forest needs a pest management program. 

ResPonse: A schedule of the lo-Year Tunber Sale Action Plan is included in 
the Plan, IV-221. A map shcpyling this great a detail would not be feasible 
(due to physical limitations) to include in the Plan. Annual aerial 
surveys identify areas of insect and disease populations and plans are 
developed from these surveys. 

Public Coament: Charge for fuelwocd permits. 

Resoonse: In most cases the Challis National FOKeSt charges for fuelwood. 

public Conmat: In the IGnagement Prescription for the Marsh Creek MA, you say 
that there are 5175 acres of suitable Douglas-fir tier lands; yet on the 
Preferred Alternative Nap, there are 8175 acres. 

Response: There was an error on the map. It has been corrected. 
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public Cormrent: Dogging harms wildlife. 
Remove the elk habitat areas from the tiadoer base. 
The Plan should clearly state that there are trade-offs with wildlife when 
timbsr is harvested. 
AKe there any wildlife improvements in tixrbsr? 
There is not enough data to show the impacts of logging on wildlife. 

Resoonse: In most instances, temporary displacement of some wildlife 
species during the actual logging operations is offset by the long-term 
benefit derived from the diversification of the habitat created by logging. 
Wildlife habitat may also be improved following tindzer sales using RV funds 
(Plan, Iv-17, q). 

The design of many timber sales improves wildlife habitat. The costs of 
these sales are most often counted against the income from the timber and 
not against the benefit to wildlife OK other resources. Recauseofconcern 
for other resources, leer VOlUmeS are taken from any given area at any one 
time and smaller areas are harvested within given drainages to help protect 
wildlife and other resources. 

-public Conment: Diversity is a poor reason to justify tinbsr harvesting. 
Timber harvesting accomplishes age class diversification. 

Resaonse: Diversity is but one of many indirect benefits of timber sales. 
Such benefits include vegetative management, investments in future tin&r 
growth, insect and disease control, access for recreation and firewood 
gathering, wildlife habitat improvements, employment, and income from both 
coamodity and non-conxnodity products. 

Public Comment: Timber/logging is secondary to wildlife and fish and/or soil 
and water. 

Resnonse: With proper mitigation, they are not mutually exclusive. 

Public Comment: Logging harms streams and/or fish. 

Resoonse: With proper mitigation and today's logging practices, sales to 
be offered will not degrade streams by any significant amount. Gee Soil, 
Water and Air StaKIdaKdS and Guidelines a, (Plan, IV-20). I 

Public Comment: The Challis National FOKeSt has been planting lodgepole pine 
in Douglas-fir sites. Will you also plant Douglas-fir on lodgepole pine sites 
OK where you have had regeneration failures? 

Reswnse: Planting of lodgepole pine as a nurse crop for the eventual 
natural establishment of Douglas-fir may be practiced on some harsh 
Douglas-fir sites (Plan, 11-23). Sites where regeneration failures of 
Douglas-fir OCCUKK~~ are being successfully regenerated with lodgepole pine 
which serves as a nurse crop to aid in establishment of Douglas-fir. 

Public Comment: Dogging is incompatible with recreation. 
An aggressive timber PKOCJKEUI will benefit developed recreation. 
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Resronse: Roads constructed for timber Sales often provide access for 
additional recreation opportunities. 

Public Comment: Logging impacts are unscenic. 

Response: The short term impact of logging may detract from visual 
quality. Visual guality is a consideration in timber Sale analysis 
preparation. 

Public Comment: hogging degrades air guality. 

Resconse: Degradation of air guality is very minimal and of short 
duration. 

Public Coznnent: On what econonuc factors is the future triple timber harvest 
based on? 

Resronse: Projections for increase in turber harvest in future decades 
was based on potential economic growth of the area and projections of the 
capability of the conmarcia timber lands. 

Public Comment: The range of alternatives is restrictive in timber output. 
The timber program creates disincentives for future timber industry 
development. 

Response: The range of alternatives allows for a low of 1 M&F to a high 
of 9 MMBF annual harvest in the first decade. This is a reaSOIX3ble range 
based on projections for the next 10 years. The Forest Plan is responsive 
to the public issues of meeting the needs of the local dependent industry. 
See Plan, IV-5, Timber Goal 1 and Objectives 1 and 2. 

Public Comment: Clearcutting is a major concern. 

Resoonse: only a 10 year period is now displayed in the Plan. The long 
term management allows for more cutting in later decades. Clearcutting is 
the preferred silviculture treatment for lodgepole pine. 

Public Comment: Economics of precommercial thinning should be evaluateil. 

Resoonse: Precozmercial thinning according to the stand development 
projections does show an increase in growth of the resident stand, whi CA.,,, 
an increased volume production basis, makes it an econcnnically Sound 
practice on good sites. The acres displayed in the Plan will be thinned b ' 
K-V financing (a cooperative fund collected from timber sale receipts). % 

Public Conment: 7hh-use shelterwocd or even-aged management? 

&Swnse: The silvics Of DoUglaS-fir requlKe paKtla1 shade fOK MtUG3.l 
regeneration. Shelter-wood harvest is used in the Plan to demonstrate 
yields. The silvics of lodgepole pine require openings for MtUral 
regeneration. Those openings (clearcut) are created naturally by fire, 
insects, disease or Other catastrophe which result in even-aged stands. 

Stands will havp$and spe_cifi~c~silvicultural prescriptions- 
written to utilize tl?e_fu_ll raiige3f~c~ul~ural management tiKe&ZIWXkS. _. 2 
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Public Comment: Timber values are too high. Use '85 RPA values for timber. 
Use the GAG '84 accounting methods for timber values. 

Resnonse: The values for timber used were from actual sales data for the 
1973-82 period. This data reflects an average of high and lowering timber 
values. The value used is of little importance with the very low annual 
harvest level of the preferred alternative. Timber value is only one of 
many factors used to evaluate alternatives and was not a decision criteria. 

Public Comment: Don't log old growth. 
Nanage 10% of each drainage for old growth. 
Put more en-phasis on old growth. 
Old growth and over-mature timber are not the same thing. 

Resronse: only 95,916 acres of 792,500 acres of forested land will be 
managed for timber production. This leaves the balance of 792,500 acres of 
Fore&C land primarily in over-mature and/or old growth stands. Distribution 
of old growth timber is guided by Standards and Guidelines J (Plan, N-17). 

Public Conment: Keep the timber harvest at the status guo. 

Response: The Plan maintains present harvest levels during the 10 year 
planning period. 

Public Comment: Dogging needs good mitigation and/or monitoring and/or firm 
guidelines and the Plan should identify those. 
Logging mitigations are a myth. 
The timber PKO~K~III is burdened by mitigation costs. 
Follow Elk Relationships in Central Idaho closely. 
Silvicultural needs are ignored. 
Utilize slash for firewood to improve the air quality. 
Maintain 100 yard buffer strips between cutting unit. 
In Morgan Creek coordinate timber harvest with elk needs. 
ClOSe logging roads after logging is done. 
Avoid logging in riparian areas. 
Don't log along the salmon River. 
heave buffer strips around riparian areas. 

Reswnse: The Standards and Guidelines for timber harvest on the Challis 
National FOKeSt were developed by an Interdisciplinary Team and also 

<J 
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directed by the National FOKeSt Management Act @@MA). Many of the above 
public coaznents are incorporated into the Standards and Guidelines. Timber /' Standards and Guidelines start on page IV-16. Other resource StandaKdS and 
Guidelines further direct tinber management. 

Public Comment: Follow Fish and Game re cozmendations when logging. 

Response: The Idaho Department of Fish and Game personnel are asked to 
KeVieW and provide input into timber sale activities on a sale by sale 
basis. 
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Public Conments: Low logging rate will not protect the FOKeSt from pest 
infestations. The main value of timber on the Challis National Forest is for 
cover, soil and watershed. Selective logging is preferable to clear cutting in 
order to protect soil and water. Coordinate logging roads with mining roads. 

Rezonse: Corments noted. 

Public Comment: There are too many fuelwood permits. 

Resconse: We disagree. Permits are issued to meet public demand. There is 
an adequate supply of fuelwood available on the FOKeSt. 

Public Conments: Establish a public awareness program on the value of old 
growth. The timber harvest in Sawmill Canyon can be lived with. Timber data are 
vague OK weak. Timber can be harvested from already roaded areas. 

Response: Conments noted. 

Public Comments: The Forest is approaching National Park standards, guidelines 
and objectives. The FGRPLAN runs are questionable. 

Response: We disagree. 

Public Cement: Offer timber sales of short duration in areas where a 
significant chance of resource conflict exists. 

Response: There are no long term (over three years) sales planned on the 
Challis National Forest. 

Public Conment: TimbeK management is run by mathematics and non-thinking 
computers instead of professional judgment. 

Response: We disagree. Computers and mathematics are simply tools used in 
the management analysis of resource uses and activities and are invaluable 
in identifying the most biologically, economically and socially acceptable 
mix of management opportunities. Professional judgment of an 
interdisciplinary team is used in the developrent and selection of 
silvicultural prescriptions for all management activities. 

Public Comnent: Lower the standards for logging, raise the allowable skidding 
gradient; remove more basal area on the first cut. 

Response: Gradients in excess of 45% limit'the maneuverability of skidding 
equipment which results in more damage to the KeSidUal stand needed for 
natural regeneration. Removal of more basal area in the shelterwood 
harvest of Douglas-fir would compromise the ability to naturally regenerate 
these stands. 

Public Comment: Public timber harvest conflicts with private tinber harvest. 

Response: There is very little private timber land in the surrounding 
area. 

Public Comment: There is an ample supply of timber left in Alternative 3. 
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Response: We agree. 

Public Connnent: Don't harvest timber in rOadleSS areas befOre ClaSSifiCStiOn. 

Response: No timber harvest is planned in the areas recormrended for 
wilderness and several other roadless areas with high wilderness values. 
Only part of the 7000 acres programmed for timber harvest during the 10 
year planning period extends into the edge of Other roadless areas. The 
unroaded and undevelopd areas will remain virtually unroaded. 

Public Conmmnt: Timber management is short-changed in Starhops and 
Wildhorse. 

Response: We disagree. The Plan identifies 3000 acres of suitable lands 
in management area 11 which includes Starhope and Wildhorse. 

Public Coxment: Timber is a renewable resource which should be harvested for 
the shelter and benefit of all. 

Response: Timber is a renewable resource which can be harvested where the 
public benefits outweigh the impacts on other resources, uses and 
activities. The Plan provides for a level of timber harvest to meet 
present and projected demand for the next 10 years. 

Public Conment: Wilderness proposals eliminate timber harvest which eliminates 
a potential tax base. 

Response: We agree. 

public Comment: The economically attractive lands have all been cut. 

Response: We disagree. Our Analysis has identified 95,916 acres of 
economically feasible lands for tinker management of which only part have 
previously been harvested. 

Public Conment: Why is the timber level lower under the constrained budget 
than under the reduced budget? 

Response: To be able to continue the amenity programs at a more viable 
level and still be able to meet minimal local demand for sawtinber. 

Public Comment: What are the cumulative effects of mining, grazing, and 
logging? 

Reswnse: See EIS, Chapter IV-l through IV-60. 

Public Comment: Use fuelwood "production" in timber base. 

Resoonse: There are presently two classifications of tinker accounted for 
in the timber base, Live and Dead. Dead volm offerings does not offset 
the offerings of live timber. 
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Public Comment: Timber harvest evaluations reflect the mill price of lumber 
instead of the preparation costs. 

Response: Timber preparation costs are included in the analysis. 

w The Challis Conamity is not dependent on logging. 

Resaonse: We agree; however, the local timber indust-y adds diversity to 
the economy, provides a product locally and can be a valuable tool in 
maintaining health vegetation cormunities and meting other resource 
muagenmt objectives. 

Public Comment: There are too muy fuelwocd roads. 

Response: To date, less than 8 miles have been constructed for fuelwood 
access. 

Public Conment: The Plan understates the ability of the forest to produce 
til&K. 

Resuonse: The EIS shows a wide range of ability to produce timber. 
Selecting a low output (Alternative 11) now does not preclude the 
possibility for inCreaSed outputs in subsequent planniug periods. 
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E. RJXREATION AM, DAWDS MANAGSMEX?l' 

Public Comment: Roadless areas have intangible benefits. 

Response: Appendix C of the EIS, Roadless Area Evaluation, displays 
tangible, as well as intangible, benefits for all roadless areas on the 
Forest. 

Public Come&: The Challis National Forest should recognize the economic 
potential of recreation in the state of Idaho, and should manage the lands with 
the tourist industry as a priority influence. 

Resmuse: The Plan provides recreation opportunities to meet the present 
and expecteddemand. 

Public Comment: Provide mre developed recreation. 

Resconse: For the level of visitor use predicted, the Plan will meet the 
demand. 

Public Conmmt: When will the Knapp Creek Road be closed? 

Response: The Knapp Creek Road will be closed when we revise our travel 
plan. 

PubllC comment: Change items i and j (Plan, IV-30, II RipaKiaII). In item i, 
("Discourage camping along streams, etc..."), change "Discourage" to 
Restrict". In item j, ("Restrict grazing and trampling by recreational stock, 
etc..." ), strike out "grazing" and "trampling by". 

Resoonse: Rather than restrict, OK limit, recreational livestock use and 
camping in riparian areas (even problem areas), forest-wide, we choose to 
manage area-by-area. If significant resource damage begins to occur in an 
area, we cau prohibit, limit, OK take whatever action is necessary, to 
eliminate the problem, i.e. restrictions on recreational livestock in the 
Wilderness. We have reworded the statement about recreational livestock. 
(Plaa, N-32, h and i). 

Public Comment: Recreation activities my damage ripariau wildlife habitat, 
and the Plan should address future recreation effects on aUadKOa?oUS fisheries. 
There was a concern expressed about hunter/hiker pressure on wildlife habitat. 

Response: See response above. 

Public Comment: Provide au adeguate discussion of environmental consequences. 

Reswnse: We have adeguately discussed environmental consequences in 
chapter IV of the EIS. 

Public Coiment: Substantiate the recreation nmitoring process, OK plan. 
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Response: We are confident that the program outlined will meet our needs 
(Plan, V-6-8). 

PubllC ConmErIt: Provide a detailed analysis of the outfitter industry. 

Response: A detailed analysis of the outfitter industry is outside the 
scope of the Plan. 

Public Comment: Minimize or eliminate ORV use, specifically dirt bike use. 

Resronse: Off-road vehicle use is a valid use of National Forest land. 
Restrictions or closures will be applied where unacceptable resource damage 
occurs. Specific direction is included in ORV standards and guidelines. 

Pub1 ic Comment : Wilderness areas should start at trailheads in Order to 
discourage ORV violatrons. 

Reswnse: Proposed wilderness boundaries in the Pioneer Rountains have 
been moved to the trailheads to aid administration. ORV restrictions at 
other trailheads will be considered where conflicts with wilderness use 
occur. 

Public Comment: Leave some roadless areas roadless rather than designate them 
wilderness. 

Res!xxxe: Currently roadless areas, which are not designated as wilderness 
areas will remain in an essentially unroaded and undeveloped condition. 

Public Comment: The Plan does not show enough recognition of the outfitter and 
guide industry's needs. 

Response: We feel that the outfitter and guide industry has been 
adequately considered. 

Public Coxmnent: The Forest Service should maintain wilderness guard stations. 

Response: The Management Plan for the Frank Church--River of No Return 
Wilderness directs us to evaluate intermittently-used administrative sites, 
and maintain needed sites in a manner which harmonizes with wilderness 
environment on the Challis National Forest. 

Public Cormzent: Develop RV dump stations on the Forest. 

Resronse: This is not appropriate for the low level of campground use and 
dispersed use occurring on the Forest. This service is comrcmlly 
available in surrounding coanaunities. 

Public Comment: Why is there no WFUD multiplier used in IMPMW? 

Response: The high cost of data gathering prohibited determination of a 
multiplier. 

Public Comment: Reduce available WFUD's to reduce animal harassment. 
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Resnonse: The Forest Service has little control over WFDDS. We only 
manage habitat. 

Public Comment: A drift fence is needed around Iron Bog Research Natural Area. 

Resnonse: The fence is planned for construction. 

Public Comment: Balance dispersed and developed recreation on the Forest. 

Reswnse: Outputs for dispersed and developed recreation in the preferred 
alternative meet anticipated demands. 

Public Connnent: There is a need for drinking water and developed sites for 
Sarah climbers. Presently, people are developing their own web of side roads 
and campsites at Birch Springs. 

Resronse: Development in the Birch Springs area is not presently in our 
recreation development plans. Direction for Nanagement Area #16 is to 
monitor use at the trailhead, and evaluate the need for development. 

Public Comment: The Water Trough Timber Sale is not a good idea with regards 
to recreation. 

Response: This sale is scheduled to bs offered in FY 1987. Prior to this, 
the sale proposal will be subjected to an environmental assessment. Any 
issue or concern with its impact on recreation will be fully evaluated. 

Public Comment: Dispersed recreation emphasis should be placed in 
semiprimitive areas. 

Resnonse: Dispersed recreation is emphasized on the Forest. 

Public Comment: Continue interpretation and maintenance of Custer, the museum, 
and Yankee Fork Dredge, as examples of Idaho's natural and cultural heritage. 
Develop a Plan for five years and ten years management. Budget more money for 
staff and for maintenance. Rmploy a person year round to oversee the area. 
Continue Forest Service management to prevent possible conxnercialixation (food 
and beverage sales) by concessionaires, which would result in loss of character 
and public appeal. 

Resronse: We will continue to maintain and display Custer, and the dredge, 
following direction in the Yankee Fork Comrosite Plan (Plan, IV-76). 
Reduced Forest Service budgets have made it necessary to seek concessioners 
to manage these facilities (Plan N-l). Operation will ccmply with the 
management agreement. 

public Comment: Condition of Boulder Creek, Fall Creek, Summit Creek and Kane 
Creek Trails in the Pioneer Muntains, is deteriorating from overuse and lack 
of maintenance. 

Response: We have strengthened the Standards and Guidelines (Plan, IV-11, 
b, 2), in the Forest Plan by adding the following: As a minimum keep system 
trails open, remove significant hazards, and correct conditions resulting 
in serious resource damage. 
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Public Comment: The current visual guality (beauty, pristine guality, natural, 
spectacular, unspoiled condition) of the Forest should bs maintained, because 
of economics associated with recreation and tourism, and future generations' 
needs. People come to the Forest because of beauty (clean mountains, pristine 
conditions). 

Reswnse: Visual Resource Management is a part of planning and the 
implementation of any project on the National Forest. 

Public Conment: Protect the visual quality of North Lemhi, Boulder/White 
Clouds, Pioneers, Pahsimeroi, Diamond Peak, King MountaJn, Borah Peak. 

Resnonse: There are no planned activities that will affect the visual 
qualities of these areas. 

Public Corsxent: Slash burning may reduce visual quality. 

Resnonse: True, but it is short term. 

Public Comment: Visual impacts resulting from timber harvests were not 
discussed. 

Resronse: The effects of timber harvest, as well as other forest uses, are 
sunmmrized in EIS, IV-4 and IV-5, Table IV-3. 

Public Corsnent: Emphasis on visual resources is too great. So much so that it 
impacts other resource activities and costs. 

Resoonse: Visuals are an integral part of resource management and may 
constrain or add to the cost of carrying out other uses or activities. 

Public Comment: Activities should be mitigated to meet visual resource needs, 
not prohibited, if conflicts occur. 

Response: We agree. 

Public Comment: Concern over visual quality eliminates jobs. Timber should 
not bs required to pay the extra cost of timber sales caused by meeting visual 
quality objectives. The benefiting activities should pay these costs. 

Reswnse: Visuals are an integral part of resource management and may 
constrain or add to the cost of carrying out other uses or activities. 

Public Comment: It might be better to designate the Borah Quake Area as a 
geologic area rather than an RRA, though either would probably be appropriate. 
Add direction for Borah Earthquake Area in Management Areas 16 and 17. 

Support a Borah Quake National Natural Area, and a plan to prepare for 
anticipated recreation increases there, with visitor information facilities and 
area guides. 

Response: The Forest will recommend the Borah Earthquake area as a 
Geological Area. An Earthquake Interpretive site is presently being 
plannea for this area. See Plan, IV-137 through 138, Management Direction 
for Management Area 16. 
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Public Connwznt: The Arco Pass Arch should first be designated a geologic area 
and then evaluated for reconamndation as a National Natural Landmark. 

Response: The Forest anticipates no activities or projects that could 
affect the Arco Pass Arch; therefore, no special interest area designation 
will be pursued at this time. The Forest will consider such designation if 
the need arises. 

Public Comment: The Challis Forest has so many areas of special interest that 
designation of a few of these as Special Interest Areas would add to the 
interest and enjoyment of visitors to the Forest. Suggestions: 

Landslide area in Management Area 16 (presently used as examples with 
z&al photos in at least two geologic text books). 

b. The head of Kane Creek and Sane hake in Nanagement Area 11. 

Response: The Forest anticipates no activities or proposals that could 
affect the landslide area near Carlson Lake; therefore, no Special Interest 
Area designation will be pursued. The Forest will consider such 
designation if the need arises. 

The headwaters of Kane Creek and Kane Lake will not be considered as a 
Special Interest Area. These geologic features are within the proposed 
Pioneer Mountains Wilderness and need no further special designation. 

Public Comment: The archaeological and historic properties along the Middle 
Fork of the Salmon River should ba nominated to the Rational Register of 
Historic Places in the next two years, as they are clearly eligible. This 
should be added to page Iv-46 in the management prescription of Management Area 
1. Section 10 of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended, 
required federal agencies to nominate eligible properties to the National 
Register of Historic Places. 

Response: The Forest Plan recognizes the cultural history of the area as a 
component of the Wilderness resource and provides for appropriate 
protection, interpretation, and additional research. See Frank 
Church-River of No Return Wilderness Plan. The Forest Plan, IV-49, A03 
contains additional management direction. 
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PubllC coimwnt: The statement, page IV-33, that "other historic sites will be 
allowed to deteriorate naturally and prehistoric sites would receive no special 
protection except on an emergency basis" needs to be clarified so it will 
indicate sites p& eligible for the National Register will be allowed to 
deteriorate naturally. Otherwise, you will need to seek the coranents of the 
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (following Section 106 of the 
National Historic Preservation Act of 1966) because this policy would be 
considered an adverse effect (see CFR 800) on National Register properties. 

Reswnse: The Forest will continue to pursue the option of managing 
significant historic VIS sites (i.e., Custer, Bonanza, and the Yankee Fork 
Cold Dredge) through Memorandums of Understanding with the State Historic 
Preservation Officer, the Forest Service, and interested 
concessionaire-type organizations or companies. Other non-significant 
(sites not eligible for inclusion on the National Register of Historic 
Places) sites and some significant historic sites may be allowed to 
deteriorate naturally. Prehistoric sites will be avoided, but otherwise ! 
would receive no special protection/mitigation, except as the need becomes 
apparent. In cases where significant sites are adversely affected through 
neglect or adverse effects are expected, the Forest will seek connnents from 
the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (following section 106 of the 
National Historic Preservation Act of 1966). See Plan, IV-34, d. Cultural 
Resources for revised statement. 
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F. RQAD.9 AND OFF-IIOAD VRHICLS NAWAGEZ5'E 

Public Comment: Future road building should be prevented. 

Resronse: Road building in wilderness areas is prohibited. Roads may be 
constructed in areas designated for multiple use management as required to 
support resource management needs. 

Public Comment: Restore lands to their original condition by rehabilitating 
roaded areas. 

Resnonse: See Plan, IV-29, c Road Nanagement 4-6. 

Public Comment: Maintain and enforce seasonal or year-long closures where 
appropriate. hforce Road Management Plan; close old roads and seed as needed. 

Resnonse: Plan IV-29 c, Road Management 2,4,5,6 and Plan IV-12, Off-Road 
Vehicles, 3 addresses the Forest's direction concerning road management 
which includes temporary and permanent closure as options. 

PubllC cc-: Roads open up wilderness areas, exploit the land, and open 
wildlife habitat areas to the masses. 

Resoonse: Roads are not constructed, operated or maintained to "exploit 
the land and wildlife", etc., but to provide access for users and managers 
of National Forest System hands. The National Forests belong to the 
masses. 

Public Comment: Although by comparison the actual number of miles of new road 
on the Challis under the preferred alternative appears small, the impact of 
construction and reconstruction would be, as suspected, very large. 

Response: We disagree. The impacts of constructing the numbers of miles 
or road identified in the Plan are very small. A road constructed on a 30% 
or less sideslope creates an earth disturbance 22 feet or less wide; this 
translated into 2.7 acres per mile. The planned construction of 3.0 miles 
per year would disturb a total of 8 acres. 

mc Comment: Pristine forested areas outweigh any so-called economic 
benefits of road building. Such road building to reach the scattered, low 
profitable lumber is economically prohibitive. Also, "deficit road building" 
is opposed. 

Response: "Deficit road building" will not be required to harvest the 
level of timber identified in the Plan. 

Public Conment: How are funds generated to maintain roads? 

Resnonse: Road maintenance funds come from the Federal Highway Trust Fund 
which is appropriated by Congress, and partially financed from gas taxes. 
Additional road maintenance funds come from shared maintenance agreements 
with special users such as timber operators, miners, commercial haulers, 
etc., paying a share cortrensurate with their use. 
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Public Comment: Roads will hasten the loss of fishing, hunting, recreation, 
aesthetics, water quality, soil quality, habitat quality, riparian areas, 
watershed, wildlife security areas, vulnerability of T&E species, 
salmon/steelhead resources, sediment production and its impact to fisheries and 
gray wolves and their prey. 

Response: The resource values listed are considered in the Environmental 
Analysis preceding any design or construction of a new road. 

Public Connnent: Protect the Salmon River drainage by prohibiting future road 
construction for timber, mining, etc. 

Response: The small amount of planned road construction for tinber harvest 
in these drainages will not create a significant enough impact to warrant 
prohibition. The Forest Service does not have the authority to prohibit 
road construction needed for valid mining operations. Any road 
construction in these drainages will be done with full consideration of 
water quality. 

Public Comment: Leave the access to Kent and Ryan Peaks in the Boulder 
Mountains, in its primitive state or else this beautiful area will open up to 
the 'Winnebago" masses. 

Response: There are no plans to build roads into the Kent Peak or Ryan 
Peak areas. This area is recommended for wilderness. 

Public Conment: Road development in the unsuitable timber-producing areas of 
Basin Creek, Thompson Creek, Pioneer Muntains, Borah Peak, Mackay Front, North 
Lemhis and Antelope Creek would be unprofitable and environmentally damaging. 

Resnonse: Roads will not be constructed into these areas if they are 
unprofitable and/or environmentally damaging. There are suitable timber- 
producing lands in these areas. 

Public Connnent: Protect white Clouds, Diamond Peak area, Lost River Range, 
Bellas Lakes and Broad Canyon from road building. 

Reswnse: Part of these areas are in proposed wilderness areas and will be 
protected from roading. The amount of road in the other areas 1s very 
small. 

Public Comment: Disagree with the Plan's assertion that to ac commodate dirt 
bike traffic, areas in the Pioneers will not be designated as wilderness. 

a: The Plan does not make this assertion: however, bikers represent 
a legitimate sector of the public and an effort is being made to 
accommodate their needs and recreational desires. The highest quality area 
of the Pioneer Mountains is recommended for wilderness. 

Public Conment: The Challis National Forest should permanently close and 
rehabilitate the washed-out road from Wildhorse Creek up to the proposed 
Wilderness at Fall Creek. 
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Resnonse: The trailhead in Fall Creek is scheduled for relocation and 
rehabilitation. The road will not go beyond the trailhead. The proposed 
wilderness boundary has been moved to the trailhead. 

Public Comment: Since the Plan does not show location of the sale or the 
proposed roads in the Buck Canyon areas, it cannot be supported. 

Resronse: Proposed road locations are project specific details and are not 
included in the Forest Plan. This information is available to the public 
at the District Office in Mackay, or the Supervisor's Office in Challis. 

Public Comment: Roading plans should be included in the Management Area 
Section of the Plan. The road miles planned in the Preferred Alternative map 
is very vague. 

Response: Specific roading plans are not available at this time. The miles 
planned for the preferred alternative are estimates. The actual miles may 
vary as the specific timber sale activities are refined. Specific project 
plans are outside the scope of the Forest Plan. 

Public Connnent: Low quality, high sediment producing fire roads can be 
hurriedly bulldozed into roadless areas, which once cut, cannot be or simply 
aren't closed to traffic. Therefore, you should identify intended methods of 
fire suppression and indicate for each management area, where bulldozers will 
and will not be used in the control of fires. 

Response: As a matter of policy, fire lines and fire roads are closed, 
scarified, water-barred and seeded inamdiately after the fire is declared 
controlled. Intended methods of fire protection cannot be identified until 
an "Escaped Fire Situation Analysis" is completed, which is an analysis of 
what potential a given fire has considering the existing fuel types, fuel 
moisture, present and predicted weather conditions and the terrain 
conditions. After the prediction of the fire behavior is made, then an 
analysis is done to determine suppression strategies, which could be any or 
a combination of several strategies which include 'confinement', 
'containment', or 'control'. Considerations in determining suppression 
strategies include environmental issues, economics, availability of 
fire-fighting resources, the resource and property values at stake. 
Considering all the parameters involved in this process, it would be 
impossible to write a scenario for each area on the Forest where fire might 
occur. There are just too many variables to consider. 

PubllC cormrent: In the Plan, N-10, 11. Facilities, Coal 2, Objective 3, 
change statement to read “construction of new roads will be to standard 
necessary to service identified needs and protect resources, with emphasis on 
water quality”. 

Resmnse: Additional wording is not required. Water guality is always an 
issue during the project Rnvironmental Analysts process whenever it 
applies. 

Public Comment: In the Plan N-28, c. Road Mamgement, 7, change statement to 
read “Do not allow sidecast of eroded materials from road construction or 
maintenance to enter a stream channel”. 
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Resnonse: Insertrng the word 'eroded' makes the meaning of the sentence 
less clear. 

Public Comment: Plan, Iv-29, the road construction guideline regarding design 
speed should be reworded to eliminate "compromise". The design speed will he 
detemuned by the speed the terrain will permit within the necessary 
environmental constraints. 

Response: The wording was changed. 

Public Comment: Road and site restoration costs and road maintenance through 
the next rotation associated with logging should be presented more clearly. 

Response: These are project specific issues, which are not addressed in 
the Plan. These activities are governed by the Standards and Guidelines 
(Chapter IV). 

Public Comment: Stable and unstable soils are said to be highly intermingled. 
How is this dealt with relative to logging and road building? 

Resronse: The more unstable soils are avoided as much as possible for 
timber harvest and road building. Soils inventories and classifications 
are done on each road and timber project. If a road is located through an 
area of poor soils, then better soils are imported for surfacing to reduce 
soil losses through erosion, wear and weathering. (See Plan, IV-20, 5 
Soil, Water and Air, b & h.) 

Public Comment: Are soil inventories done before roading is started? 

Resoonse: Yes. 

Public Comment: Challis Rational Forest should implement corrective actions 
from past road failures to enhance anadromous fish habitat. 

Resronse: The effects of past road construction and maintenance activities 
on anadromous fishery habitat is a priority concern on the Forest. Gne of 
the purposes of the road reconstruction program is to make road 
improvements such as mOre stable surfacing and improved drainage in order 
to protect and improve fishery habitat. 

Public Comment: The Plan states that no roads will be designed without an 
approved EA or EIS but that exceptions will be made by the Forest Supervisor. 
What, specifically will be the standards for making exceptions? How can the 
public evaluate the reasonableness of even this road construction program 
without knowing where they will be built and on what soils and slope? 

Response: Reference to exceptions to the Environmentai Analysis process 
being made by the Forest Supervisor has been deleted (see Plan, Iv-29, c. 
Road Kanagement 3). 
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Public Gnnnent: Special road construction location and limitations on the 
quantity allowed in any one year cause development cost and amortization 
periods to become astronomical in addition to the opportunity costs burdened on 
mining and ti&er due to these limitations. 

Response: The miles shown are estimates of miles needed for timher sales, 
these are not limitations. Actual miles may vary. There are not any 
estimates in the Plan for miles of new road construction for mining. 

Public Cormment: Road location constraints reduce timber outputs and income. 

Reswnse: This is true. Without constraints significant environmental 
damage can and has occurred. 

public: Road costs identified for the max tinber run of $22O/MCP 
($49/MBF) new construction are related on a 8 MHF/acre and .02 miles/acre 
harvested for new construction cost of $19,60O/mile. The 9 MHF/acre and .02 
miles/acre harvested are assmnptions. However, this cost per mile is for local 
roads which should be low standard. Obviously, past construction has not been 
to these low standard specifications, or has failed to locate the road in the 
least costly locations. Reconstruction costs of $54/McF ($12/MHF) accelerate 
this overall cost to cause the "below cost" issue to raise its head again. 
Road costs could be drastically reduced if you would: Reinstigate flag line 
road location, Fully implement low standard road specifications, Implement 
permanent road closures following timber sale activity, Reduce the clearing 
limrts to minimums, Use natural vegetation stabilization, Reduce road widths, 
Allow for increased road grades, Waterbar and outslops roads, Use vertical cut 
banks, Use road closures, Augment tinber sale roads which are built to 
accormnodate other uses, Insure all users of roads maintain the roads, Delete 
the fertilization standards and guidelines. 

Response: Many of the suggestions are already being used. These 
suggestions for reducing road costs will be considered in the future tin&r 
sales and road construction planning. Some of the re conmiendations may be 
used and some may not depending on the circumstances at each site. The Plan 
does not include fertilization standards and guidelines. 

Public Comment: Roads and trails should be maintained. 

Reswnse: We agree. 

public: Challis National Forest should build more roads to make areas, 
including wilderness, more accessible to those unable to hike into such 
areas. 

Resnonse: The Plan calls for reconstruction of approximately 120 miles of 
road. Much of this involves roads that accesses the wilderness such as the 
Sleeping Deer Road and the Heaver-Loon road. The only roads planned for 
construction are associated with timber sales or fuelwood harvest. Some of 
these may be left open if there is a specific public need. Any new roads 
associated with mining will normally be closed to the public. 

Public Conment: The Forest Service's intention to coordinate mineral with 
timber transportation in an effort to minimize road impacts is supported. 
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Resconse: Conment noted. 

Public Comment: Recreation areas should have designated rights-of-way of 
sufficient width to allow bridge replacement, roadway widening, or elimination 
of safety hazards such as bad curves. Roadway improvements within a defined 
corridor designated for highway use do not require a "4(f) determination". 

Reswnse: There are no 'designated rights-of-way' for Forest roads within 
Rational Forest lands. 

Public Cormmsnt: In the Plan IV-29, Road Management, 2, include provision of 
guality hunting as a reason for seasonal road closures. 

Response: Roads will be closed where guality hunting is a management goal. 

Public Comment: The final EIS and Plan should identify and separate dispersed 
recreation areas according to motorized and non-motorized use. This is because 
certain trails must be identified for upgrading. The traikd must be designed 
for motorized use, that is: hardened, regraded and recontoured to prevent soil 
erosion. Dedicated State funds are available for this purpose. 

Resnonse: We do not plan to separate motorized or non-motorized trail use 
in all areas. Wilderness, proposed wilderness, areas managed for a 
non-motorized recreation experience and other areas closed in the Forest 
Travel Plan are closed to motorized vehicles. A few trails are being 
constructed or upgraded for motorized use with state funds. However, most 
trails are general purpose trails open to all uses. Trail maintenance 
funds are not large enough for trail hardening. 

Public Conment: The statement that all roads will be closed for which there is 
no "present or foreseeable use" is clearly inadequate. It provides no 
specificity that can be measured or evaluated. 

Resnonse: See revision in Plan Iv-29, c, 4. 

Public Comment: Instead of reviewing management alternatives, including 
closure, if roads fall below the lowest acceptable level of maintenance, such 
road in disrepair should be closed first and then alternatives reviewed which 
could include reopening the road under acceptable standards. 

Resronse: Road closure decisions are made as a result of a number of 
management concerns, including disrepair. 

Public Conment: Certain roads should be maintained exclusively for logging as 
suggested by IDFM;. This provides secure areas for wildlife, reduced erosion 
from traffic and also does not allow the expansive road system to be justified 
by tourist use when there is no need for this activity. 

Fbxmnse: A decision to build new roads is based on the management 
objectives for a given area. In most cases this results in a "single use" 
road such as for timber or minerals. In other instances, the road is 
needed for a variety of uses in combination such as minerals, tinber and 
firewood gathering. Tourist use is a legitimate road use. 
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Public Cornkent: Road closures should be better enforced. 

Response: Stronger Standards and Guidelines have been included in the Plan 
which are intended to provide better enforcement of road closures and 
off-road use violations. 

Public Comment: Semiprimitrve motorized designation offers the best balance 
for all concerned. 

Response: The Plan provides for a mix that best meets the needs of the 
public. 

Public Comment: Challis National Forest needs a stronger corsnitment to road 
management. 

Resronse: The Plan carries a stronger cosmitment to road management than 
has been practiced in the past. This includes higher budget requests for 
road maintenance and a comnitment to a program for road closures. 

Public Comment: Challis National Forest should consider Roadless Management as 
this will ensure recreation growth and hold down deficit timber sales. 

Reswnse: In several management areas, the direction is to maintain the 
unroaded and undeveloped character of the area. 

Public Conment: If roads must be built, listen to the recommendations of the 
Fish and Game Department and propose reference to their suggestions in the 
Plan. 

Response: Part of the Environmental Analysis process for evaluation of 
proposals for new road construction is solicitation of public issues and 
wncerns to the proposal. The concerns of the Fish and Game will be 
considered, along with any other concerns of the public or other agencies. 

Public Connnent: The best goal for access management on the Challis National 
Forest should be no increase in open-road density as proposed by Idaho Dept. of 
Fish and Game. 

Response: This goal would be inconsistent with other management goals in 
the Plan. 

Public Comment: Add to Plan IV-4, goal 6 which states "Develop and implement a 
cooperative road management program to protect and/or improve fish and wildlife 
habitat and to maintain non-motorized WFUD opportunity". Maybe this should be 
in Plan, N-10-11, Facilities, Goal 4. 

Response: The wncern is covered under Plan, Iv-10 Goal 2, Objective 6. 

Public Comment: Idaho Dept. of Fish and Game strongly supports, and will 
actively woperate in implementing Plan, IV-29, c., 6 on road closures. 

Resnonse: Coanient noted. 
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Public Consent: Idaho Dept. of Fish and Game recommends Challis National 
Forest specify how they will resolve vehicle/wildlife conflicts. The Plan 
Iv-169 states more access will be created for fuelwood gathering. Will there 
be seasonal restrictions? Access management as it relates to big game harvest 
is a major wncern of Idaho Dept. of Fish and Came. 

Reswnse: The design criteria and environmental constraints for new roads 
for fuelwood access will be developed through the E.A. process. 

Public Conment: Best Management Practices for high hazard lands require very 
expensive road construction in order to reduce mass failure risks. There is a 
wncern that in the past many Forest Service roads have not been built to 
appropriate standards. If during period of budget restrictions, poor roads are 
constructed on unstable soils, the mass failure risk will be greatly 
increased. 

Response: We agree. 

Public Cormrent: Budget enough money to hire enough enforcement officers to 
police road closures. 

Response: A more aggressive policing of road closures is planned through a 
more thorough training program for present employees involved in other 
activities. 

Public Connnent: Budget enough money to implement a public education program to 
explain the reasons for road closures, and to announce their locations and time 
periods. 

Resoonse: See Plan, Iv-29, c., 6. 

Public Comment: Establish a system that assumes that all roads are closed, 
unless they are posted "open". This system discourages vandalism of closure 
signs, and is much more enforceable than the posting of "closed" signs. It has 
proved effective in eastern Oregon. 

Resronse: The Challis National Forest is not heavily roaded; therefore, we 
have few road closures. Signing open roads would greatly increase our 
signing cost. Our present policy is compatible with the four adjacent 
Forests. 

Public Conment: Build roads for single purpose use and never open it for 
general public use unless a need is demonstrated. 

Response: Some roads are built for a single purpose use and not open to 
the public. Examples are some mining roads, some timber roads, and some 
special use roads. The determination of what a road is to be used for, is 
the result of a project environmental analysis. 

Public Connnent: Institute area closures where necessary and make them 
year-around and permanent. 

Response: See Plan, IV-29, c., 4. 
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Public Conment: Enploy seasonal closures during times of soft roadbeds, elk 
calving, hunting season, etc., to provide security for big game. 

Resnonse: see Plan, IV-29, C., 4. 

public Connnent: ORVs not staying on designated trails are the ones who spoil 
the sport for their colleagues and create the demand or wish to ban vehicles 
from pristine lands. Flagrant disregard for signs posted "No Motorized 
Vehicles Beyond This Point" has been observed. 

Resnonse: The Plan provides direction to enforce ORV closures. 

Public Comment: The Plan fails to analyze adequately the potential impacts of 
dirt bike use on wildlife populations, soil and fisheries in the Pioneer 
Nountain area and elsewhere. In general, motorized vehicles create adverse 
impacts includrng damage of resources, degradation of ecosystems, damage to 
watershed, fish habitat, trails and disturbance of wildlife. They are noisy 
and smelly, they ravage and roar , impact other users, and detract from 
solitude. They leave oil traces, deep tracks in wet areas, cause erosion and 
visual impacts. If xore roads are made into the challis National Forest, more 
and more bikes, etc., will bs ruining these roads and scaring wildlife. Give 
more importance to riparian guality than to motorized use. Motorized use is 
incongruous with wilderness character. 

Response: ORV use is a valid use of Forest lands. The Forest has 
developed standards and guidelines for ORV use, Road Closures, and Riparian 
areas. See Chapter IV of the Forest Plan. 

Public Comment: "The most damage is expected under Alternative 2 since it 
makes the most area available for ORV use". What facts is this statement based 
on? 

Resncnse: This alternative maximizes commodity resources, and developed 
(motorized) recreation over dispersed recreation resulting in more 
potential roading and subsequent resource damage. 

Public Comment: We question the DEIS assumption that if you make more land 
available to ORV use, you will have an increase in ORV use. Good areas for 
motorized users are becoming hard to find. 

Response: ORV use depends more on the quality of the land and trails than 
the acreage. ORV trail users seem to want the same type of back country 
experience as backpackers and horsepackers. Where the Forest has trails 
into quality back country, they are heavily used. 

Public Comment: What are the RvDs due to OPVs since enactment of the 1964 
Wilderness Act? 

Resnonse: This information is not available. 

Public Comment: Mgmt. Area 16 - filanagement directions AOl, A02 and BOl need to 
be implemented soon, as a number of wheel tracks are beginning to appear on the 
open slope faces of the Lost River Range. In late September, I noticed this 
was beginning to be a particular problem near the earthquake scarp. 
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Resnonse: Conmentnoted. 

Public Comment: For Dry Creek and Long Lost Creek, we strongly support AU. 
The trailhead should be at the old Dry Creek dam. However, closing the Dry 
Creek jeep road to Orbs also means closing the Long host Creek jeep road too, 
doesn't it? 

Response: The Long Lost and Dry Creek jeep trail will be closed to 
motorized vehicles. Roth drainages are within the proposed wilderness. 

Public Comment: Land designations vs. user percentages do not reflect an 
equitable balance (31% of public lands have been set apart for the exclusive 
use of only 6% of the users; only about 39% of the trails in the Challis 
National Forest are open to OR%). 

Response: The mix of wilderness vs. non-wilderness areas, and open vs. 
closed areas, is appropriate to meet present demand. 

Public Comnent: ORVs require far more miles of trail on a per capita basis. 

Resnonse: Comment noted. Large areas have been designated open to ORV 
travel in the Forest Travel Plan. 

Public Comment: Portions of the proposed Pioneer Wilderness would prohibit 
loop access for several of the fine trails which have been built using Idaho 
State ORV funds on your Mackay District in the Copper Basin Area. 

Resnonse: No Idaho State ORV funds have been spent on trails within the 
proposed Pioneer Wilderness. We recognize that this Wilderness proposal 
will limit Where these funds can be spent in the future. 

Public Conm~&: fcadless protection is inferior to wilderness as it fails to 
protect from ORv intrusions. There are very many mre miles of dirt road open 
to motorcycles in the Challis National FOKeSt than there are trails for 
non-motorized travel. 

Response: Wilderness designation does eliminate OIN use; roadless 
management does not. Roads do not meet the needs and desires of many trail 
bike users. 

Public Comment: ORv trails are substantially more expansive to COnStKUd and 
maintain than horsepacking OK hiking trails. OIiv trails are more damaging to 
other resources than horsepacking OK hiking trails. Motorized vehicles create 
adverse impacts including dust and degradation, particularly from early season 
use in wet meadows. 

Response: Cements noted. 

Public Comment: Bellas Gulch, Broad Canyon and Bear Canyon Trails are already 
built. They should be nonmotorized to provide easy access for wilderness users 
who only day hike. 
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Response: Bellas Canyon, Broad Canyon and Bear Canyon Trails are all 
within the Pioneer Iiountaln Proposed Wilderness and will be closed to 
motorized vehicles. 

Public Comment: Protect Arrowhead, Angel, Coat, Sellas, Boulder, Iron Bog, 
Golden, Big, Rough and Long Lakes. 

Response: Arrowhead, Angel, Coat, Bellas and the Boulder Lakes are within 
the Pioneer Ymn. Proposed Wilderness and will be closed to motorized 
vehicles. Iron Bog Lake is not in the proposed wilderness, but the trail 
to the lake is quite primitive and is presently closed to OPY use. Golden, 
Big, Rough and Long Lakes are within the Lake Creek drainage. The trail to 
Lake Creek has been totally reconstructed for trailbike use, and will be 
managed for their use. 

Public Comment: Within the Boulder/White Cloud area protect Herd Peak, Jerry 
Peak, Eowery Peak, Hunter Creek Summit, Meridian Peak, Sheep Nountain, Pass 
Creek, Herd Creek and Lakes Basin. 

Response: All of these areas except Lakes Basin are within the 
Boulder/White Cloud Proposed Wilderness or are within areas closed to 
motorized vehicles. 
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G. FIRE MARAGEMJNJY 

Public Comment: Fighting fires in essentially roadless areas with no tinber 
values is not cost-beneficial and cannot be justified. 

Response: Timber is not the only value at stake when fighting wildfires. 
Life, property, watershed values, wildlife values and the threat of the 
fire becoming a major conflagration are all major concerns for any 
wildfire. A fire may be: allowed to burn where natural barriers would 
contain it: confined to a general area with minimal suppression and 
monitored; or controlled. It may also be allowed to burn within 
prescription if It is in an area covered by a Fire Nanagement Action Plan. 

Public Comkmnt: Past fire suppression policies have led to the present insect 
and disease infestations, by not letting fire remove susceptible and diseased 
stands. 

Response: There is a relationship between fires and insect and disease, 
but allowing all wildfires to burn would not eliminate insects or disease. 

Public Comment: The Forest needs to burn lo-20 thousand acres a year instead 
of the planned 1000 acres to correct past abuses created by suppression 
activities. Hence the need to elimxmte some livestock grazing and plan for a 
reduction in AIJJG. 

Reswnse: AS fire area management planning continues, more areas will be 
designated to receive limited suppression action for wildfires. One of the 
issues to be considered in fire area management planning will be range 
conditions and fuel conditions. 

Public Comment: The Forest should explain in detail how they plan to manage 
wildfires and escaped controlled burns with methods of supresslon. 

Response: This is based on escaped fire analysis for each fire. 

Public Coxmnent: When rehabilitating burned areas, seeding mixtures should 
benefit wildlife. 

Reswnse: This is one of the goals the rehabilitation planning team 
considers. 

PubllC Comment: We support the FOKeSt'S intention to develop plans for the 
use of naturally prescribed fire in the Frank Church-River Of No Return 
Wilderness. We strongly urge the Forest to provide for the use of "man-ignited 
prescribed fire" where necessary to maintain ecosystems. 

Reswnse: The Fire Management Plan for the Frank Church--River of No 
Return Wilderness has been completed and approved. It contains these 
provisions. 

Public Comment: We support the FOKeSt program t0 implant "let burn" 
policies and agree that natural processes will play the most important roles in 
affecting forest diversity over time. 
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Response: The Forest Service does not have a "let burn" policy per se; all 
fires receive an appropriate response. However, this could be monitoring 
the fire to verify that it is bUKning within the planned prescription, 
established in the Area Fire Management Action Plan. Currently the only 
action plan that has been developed is for the Frank Church-River of No 
Return Wilderness. 

public Conment: Forest fires are handled in a casual manner in the DEIS. The 
potential for a very large and costly fire exists. we submit that fire 
suppression costs, and the loss of the timber resources to fire, is completely 
unacceptable, when a strong timber management program can drastically reduce 
the risk of fire while providing our nation with its demand for wood products. 

Response: The preferred alternative does not have what is considered a 
strong timber management program. The most significant issue here is that 
the merchantable timber on this Forest is located in areas of very law 
historic fire occurrences. Therefore, fuels reduction is not a legitimate 
reason for intensive timber management on this Forest. 

Public Conurtent: The claims shown in the DEIS, of fire control, should be 
substantiated. 

Response: Estimates of fire effects, fire control and suppression costs 
are based on "Level II Fire Planning" 
the Forest Service for making these projections. 

, which is a program used throughout 

Public Comment: The DEIS does not provide for fire policies tailored for the 
individual alternatives. The concept that four very general plans can cover 
all the alternatives is not realistic. In each case, the plan is to put out 
all fires as quickly as possible, regardless of whether the cause is by man OK 
of natural origin. 

A fire policy which merely seeks to minimize the size of the burned area is no 
policy at all. It will only meet the objective of utilizing the funds 
available for fire suppression. 

Reswnse: The Plan does not require all fires to be put out as quickly as 
possible. It requires a suppression action which is cost effective and 
PKOtetiS life and property. The suppression action could include any one 
of a number of responses (confinement, containment, control or 
monitoring). See Plan Iv-8, Coal 2. As far as the policies are concerned, 
they are the same for all alternatives. The cost effectiveness and ability 
to detect and respond are the variables. 



H.MDGRALSMAR?GEMENl' 

Public Conmkznt: The draft EIS favors the minerals industry over wilderness 
and/or other non-coreuodity resources. 

Response: By law, exploration and developrent of minerals is a 
"StatUtOry right" rather than an OppKtUIity such as grazing OK ti&eK 
harvest, and so it is treated differently than other resource values. It 
is not the intent of the Challis National Forest to "favor" minerals over 
Other resources. 

Public Comment: Anadromous fish, wildlife and freshwater habitat (riparian 
areas) must be protected and given priority over mineral activity. 

Response: See Plan, IV-7, Minerals, Coal 2. 

Public Comment: RSqUiKe complete bonding and reclamation. Take action to stop 
noncompliance. Require removal and safe disposal of hazardous wastes resulting 
from mineral activity. 

Reswnse: Wording in the Plan has been changed. Plan, Iv-7, Coal 2, 
Oblective 3 addresses this issue. 

PubllC comment: Mining operations are generally short-term eCOnomic ventures 
OK outright get-rich-quick schemes that seldom benefit fUtUKe generations or 
the long term economic potential of the state OK nation. Tourism and 
recreation, which depends on unspoiled wildlands and wildlife habitat, will 
ultimately provide economic stability for Idaho. 

Reswnse: Conment noted. 

PubllC comment: Ban all mineral activity on all current proposed and/or 
potential wilderness areas; ban all forms of mineral activities on the Forest, 
and ban extensive oil and gas exploration activities in areas with marginal or 
low potential capabilities. Keep mineral activities at current levels. 

Reswnse: Banning mineKalS activities OK COntKOlllng the level Of mineKa1 
activities is outside the authority of the FOKeSt Service. Only Congress 
can ban mineral activity since it is a right granted by the 1872 Mining 
Law. The Forest will recommend that the BLM not issue new leases within 
the proposed wilderness areas. 

PubllC connnent: There is no apparent conflict between mineral exploration 
activities and establishing designated Wilderness or managing an area as 
wilderness. In a national emergency, Congress could allow developrent of 
strategic minerals in pKOpXed OK established Wilderness. 

Response: Conment noted. 

Public Conunent: The DEIS provides no rationale for not conducting coordination 
efforts between proposed mining activities and other resources, especially 
fisheries, wildlife, soil and water. 
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Resnonse: Coordination of mining activities with other resource concerns 
is done through the NEPA (Rnvironmsntal Analysis) process, on every 
proposal. 

Public Comment: Contradiction exists between maintaining water quality, 
fishery habitat and riparian habitat and allowing proposed or potential mineral 
activities. 

Resnonse: These are not mutually exclusive activities and goals. We can 
have both. Minerals are to be developed in environmentally acceptable ways 
and in concert with other resources. (see Plan, IV-6, 7 Minerals.) 

PubllC comment: The DEIS also suggests that these resources are to be 
sacrificed in favor of minerals in Star Hope and Wildhorse Creeks. 

Resronse: Plan, IV-111 states that because of the mineral values in these 
areas the potential exists that investments made in surface resources may 
be lost or the value of the investment may be reduced if mineral 
development occurs. This is intended as a caution that investments may be 
more cost effective in other locations. 

Public Comment: There is a concern that sediment production and potential 
impacts to spawning gravels result from minerals activities. The DEIS needs to 
explain how enadromous fisheries and minerals benefits could both increase 
together when past history has shown the opposite. 

Resnonse: The Forest shares this concern. The most significant issue for 
any Rnvironmental Assessment process in response to mineral activity 
proposals in anadromous fishery watersheds is water quality. Approval of 
such proposals is contingent on mitigation and/or prevention of siltation 
of spawning gravels. The mineral regulations (36 CFR 228, published in 
1974) provide a framework for the Forest Service to ensure better 
protection of surface resources from degradation by mining activities that 
was not available before. The Standards and Guidelines in the Plan were 
developed to safeguard anadromous fish. (see Standards and Guidelines, 
Chapter IV, Ninerals, Soil and Water, and Wildlife). 

Public Conment: Scars from mining activities (open-pit mines, dumps, 
exploration roads, etc.) are not recreationally or visually pleasing. Access 
roads to pristine areas are overused by the mining interests which contribute 
to unsafe conditions. 

Resnonse: The Forest Service is also sensitive to visual scars left from 
mining activities. Every reasonable effort is made to minimize and 
mitigate these impacts in any new proposed mining activities (See Plan, 
Iv-22, 6 minerals, d, l-5). The Forest is not aware of situations where 
excessive mining traffic is creating a safety problem. 

Public Conment: Political and industry pressures force the Forest Service to 
sell off entire ecosystems to mineral interests. 
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Response: The Forest Service, by law, responds to industry proposals to 
explore for and extract minerals on National Forest System Lands. Through 
the interdisciplinary Environmental Analysis process, the surface resources 
are protected as much as possible. 

Public Comment: DEIS intentionally attempts to eliminate or reduce conusbdity 
(minerals) outputs and lobs by (1) proposing additional wilderness, and (2), by 
proposing more restrictions and costly mitigation measures. 

Response: The areas proposed for new wilderness designation have very few 
acres with high mineral potential. There was no attempt to reduce mineral 
outputs and jobs. The Forest Service is comnitted to a Multiple Use 
management. There are no proposed restrictions and mitigation measures in 
the Plan that are any more restrictive than are currently being used. The 
restriction and mitigation measures the Forest will impose on a given 
mining activity are for the protection of the environment, and in keeping 
with the minerals laws and regulations. 

Public Conment: Minerals, oil and gas exploration and development activities 
are needed to promote industry and jobs in Idaho. 

Resnonse: Comnent noted. 

Public Cixmnent: Naps are needed shaving known locatable resources with acres 
of high, medium and low potential available under various management criteria. 
The Plan also lacks tables and specificity on acreage with potential and 
possible operating restrictions. Stmmmrize recent and on-gomng mineral 
projects, including any past "accidents" on the Forest. This sunmary should 
include: 1) a brief synopsis of mining history, 2) an economic breakdown of 
mining activities, and 3), a list of presently exploited minerals. 

Resrxonse: Claim maps showing the locations of all recorded mining claims 
on the Forest and mineral potential maps are available for viewing in the 
Forest Supervisor's Office in Challis. A general map and table showing 
locatable mineral potential have been added (EIS, 111-31-32 and Plan, 
11-29-30). FEIS, IV-23, Table IV-10 shows general levels of restriction by 
potential for oil and gas. Specific operating restrictions are determined 
at the time a Notice Of Intent for a mining activity is submitted. 
Restrictions for small rmning activities are contained in the Forest-wide 
Small Mining Environmental Assessment which is on file in any Challis 
Forest Office. The current situation is included in Chapter II of the 
Plan. 1) A brief synopsis of mining history is shown in Plan II-26 and 27. 
2) The Forest Service does not keep track of the economics of mining. The 
U.S. Bureau of Mines does have some production records for mining 
activities. 3) A list of minerals that are being mined or have been mined 
on the Forest is on page II-26 of the Plan. 

Public Comment: Industry approves of the Forest's effort to include energy and 
minerals in the planning process; however, the method used is misguided and 
inaccurate, thereby constraining possible mineral activities. Industry also 
supports intention to coordinate transportation needs (roads) for both minerals 
and timber to minimize road construction related impacts. 
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Response: The comment about the method used refers to the $ 1.00 per acre 
value for oil and gas leasing, which is the current amount returned to the 
treasury for lands leased for oil snd gas exploration. This is the best 
value available under the current conditions. To date, there has been no 
drilling activity on any lands leased on the Challis National Forest for 
oil and gas exploration. For the foreseeable future, it must be assumed 
that the only value of the leases is the $ 1.00 per acre per year. If, by 
the next round of planning, there is activity on these leases, then the 
values will be modified to reflect the activities taking place at that 
time. These values are used in estimating the Pi-W (present net value) for 
each of the alternatives considered in the Plan. The PNV was not the basis 
for selection of the preferred alternative but a conaon base to compare 
alternatives. 

Public Comment: The DEIS does not adequately address overall or cumulative 
impacts of all the land disturbing activities within the Columbia River Basin, 
especially as those impacts relate to anadromous fisheries habitat and 
production. 

Resnonse: This is outside the scope of the Challis National Forest Plan. 

Public Comment: FORKAN does not allow for trade-off analysis, in terms of 
minerals, as required by NRPA and NFEIA. 

Response: The Draft Rnvironmental Impact Statement process is a "trade-off 
analysis". FORPLAN is one of the tools used in the process. 

Public Comment: The Forest must assess the unpacts of prescriptions on 
subsurface resources and associated activities, as well as determining what the 
best and highest use of an area is , and should consider waiving certain 
stipulations if it is demonstrated that certain mineral operations can be 
conducted in such a way which would eliminate the need for such restrictions. 

ResWnse: This is accomplished through site specific Environmental 
Analysis at the time that activity is proposed on a given lease. However, 
when a lease is applied for, there is no way of telling what kind of 
operation will be proposed, if any. Therefore, the Forest will recommend 
the stipulations that fit the conditions that are apparent at that time. 

PubllC conurtent: The plan goes into detail outlining the mandates of the 1872 
mining law, but does not outline the mandates of the Clean Air Act, the Clean 
Water Act, the Endangered Species Act, NEPA, and other laws which mandate 
environmental protection. 

Resrxnse: When compared to other resource discussions in the EIS, Chapter 
III, we do not believe that one sentence on the 1872 Mining Law is a 
detailed statement. The intent of the plan is not to restate all the rules 
and regulations governing the operations of the Forest. However, mrnerals 
is a special issue in that certain "Rights" are guaranteed to miners and 
prospectors, hence the reference to the mining laws and regulations. 

Public Conment: The Forest cannot relegate responsibility for environmental 
problems caused by mining to other agencies. 
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Resnonse: The Forest does not relegate its responsibility to other 
agencies. However, there are other agencies that have overlapping charges 
for protecting the environment such as EPA, the Idaho State Department of 
Water Quality, etc. Where these overlaps occur, the agencies work together 
to ensure compliance. Ry cooperative agreement one agency may assume the 
"Lead" role, but the other agencies do not give up their responsibilities 
and authorities in the process. 

Public Comaent: Without a definition of "conservative use of overly 
restrictive surface use stipulations and management direction" (Plan N-7) Goal 
1 and Goal 2 appear to present a conflict in terms. Delete Goal 1. 

Response: These goals are not in conflxt, but are both goals that guide 
the Forest in responding to minerals applications to lease or explore for 
oil and gas or prospect for, develop and mine locatable minerals. 

PubllC comment: Mineral withdrawals should be made in order to protect soil, 
recreation, wildlife, fish, scenic values and watersheds. 

Resnonse: Some areas on the Forest have been withdrawn from mineral entry 
(EIS, III-24 and Plan, II-231 to protect developed recreation sites. Other 
types of withdrawals that were suggested would require special 
legislation. Surface resources in other areas can be adeguately protected 
within the plan of operations or lease stipulations and permits. 
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I. RN+GE MANAGRMEWI', PLAWS AND HRPBICIDE USE 

Ranqe Pkinaqement 

Public Comment: Overgrazing is a concern especially in Squaw Creek and Morgan 
Creek. 

Response: This concern is noted. The Plan sets firm direction to improve 
the administration of these allotments and to insure that management plans 
are followed. Refer to Range Goal 2 and Riparian Standards and Guides, 
Chapter IV of Forest Plan. 

Public Comment: Range policy is striking a poor bargain for the Government 
which charges an AUM fee one-third that charged on the open market. It is 
noted that the permittee can even afford paying the penalty for overgrazing. 

Reswnse: The method of calculation (formula) for grazing fees is set by 
legislation. The fee is derived from that calculation. 

Public Cormnent: Two conments stated that helping the ranchers is important, 
but shouldn't be the dominant consideration. 

Response: The public issue the Plan is responding to is maintaining the 
locally dependent ranching cormunity, which includes economic diversity and 
stab111ty. Maintaining the ranching economy is not the dominant 
consideratxx. 

Public Comment: Why was $14.06 used for the value of an AUM when the treasury 
usually gets less than $1.40 per AUM? Do not increase fees but increase 
protection of the resource. 

Resnonse: The economic data used in the Forest Plan is based on the 
estimated value of the use and not the amount collected or returned to the 
Treasury. Uses such as wildlife and wilderness were assigned high values, 
although in these cases no money returns directly to the Treasury. The 
Plan directs an increase in administration of grazing allotments. 

Public Coimnent: Trade-offs between incremental increases in AUM's (with 
associated management efforts and range improvements) and loss of wildlife and 
fish production were not adeguately presented. 

Response: There are no planned increases in livestock during the ten-year 
planning period. Based on current Idaho Dept. of Fish and Game population 
projections, wildlife and fish needs will be met. 

PubllC comment: Protect streams to benefit fish habitat, reduce sedimentation 
and maintain water guality. Rank sloughing a concern also. How will State 
water guality standards be maintained when cattle produce sediment and bacteria 
loads in streams? Are municipal water sources protected from this type of 
activity? 
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Response: The Forest Plan states that all water will met State water 
guality standards (See Forest Plan, page IV-20, 5, a). Maximum allowable 
sediment standards have been set in the Plan. These sediment standards 
will guide the Forest in meeting State water guality standards. 
The Garden Creek Municipal Watershed is currently being evaluated to see if 
it can be grazed. 

Public Comment: Areas threatened by livestock are a major concern. Does 
emphasis given to protection of riparian types in V-shaped drainages imply more 
frequent inspection, different forage removal standards, lower AUM's, reduced 
use, etc? Could water trough location without fencing aid in impr0vir.g 
distribution of cattle and prevent ripsrian damage? 

Resmnse: E2nphasi.s to riparisn area could he one or more of the item 
mentioned. The exact needs will be determined on a case-by-case basis and 
included in the Allotment Management Plans. 

Water troughs could aid livestock distribution; however, cattle prefer 
riparian areas because of lush forage, water, shade, higher humidity and 
moderated temperatures. 

Public Cement: Increased livestock use adversely affects anadromous fish 
habitat and reduces a food source for bald eagles. 

Response: Bald eagles are very infrequent users of the Forest. Only one 
or two sightings are known in the past several years. They are primarily 
winter residents along the Salmon River. There may be some roosting on the 
Forest during winter, but none have been observed. The Fish and Wildlife 
Service biological opinion states that the proposed plan will not affect 
the bald eagle. 

Publrc Convssnt: Maintain non-use of vacant allotments adjacent to wolf habitat 
areas as possible. 

Resmnse: Conment noted. 

Public Come&: Identify alternate allotments to transfer use in case of 
conflicts in key wolf habitat when possible. 

Response: Presently, there are no open allotments near the wolf recovery 
area. 

Public Comnent: Consult informally with Fish and Wildlife Service on allotment 
management plan update, livestock class changes (e.g., sheep to cattle), or 
grazing period extensions. 

Resconse: This is normal operating procedure when dealing with an area 
within a Recovery Plan. 

Public Commnt: Inform permittees and their riders or herders of the possible 
presence of wolves and their endangered status. -hasize that it is illegal 
to kill wolves in Idaho. 
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Response: This information will be incorporated into the Allotment 
Management Plan. 

Public Coimnent: Recormaend weekly monitoring of the distribution of cattle. 

Resnonse: Monitoring frequency of cattle distribution is dependent on the 
complexity or sensitivity of the allotment; past pernuttee cooperation and 
performance. 

Public Comment: &courage perrmttees to follow husbandry programs that do not 
result in cows calving or sheep lambing during summer grazing period. Very 
young calves or cows calving may invite wolf predation losses. 

Resnonse: Comment noted. 

Public Connnent: Remove or destroy livestock carcasses to avoid potential 
habituation of wolves to livestock as food. 

Resronse: Comment noted. 

Public Comment: There needs to be better cattle - range msnagement 
("regulation and enforcement equal management") and monitoring, etc. 

Response: The Plan provides management direction for improving range 
management. An additional item has been added to the monitoring section 
(Plan, V-10). 

Public Comment: Need to implement cattle rotation to reduce impact to any one 
area. 

Resoonse: The Plan directs that rest-rotation or deferred grazing systems 
be used wherever possible (see IV-14, 3, d). 

Public Comnent: 
phi. 

Specify forage ratios for wildlife and livestock in range 

Response: The Plan directs that allowances for wUllife forage, water, and 
breeding or reproduction needs, will be made (see IV-15, 3, y). 

Public Consent: Provide clear classification of the followmng: 

- stream types 
- present state of range bordering these streams 
- past levels of ACM's 
- efforts made to improve range 
- present prescriptions and anticipated benefits (from this examination 

upard trends can be determined to be either slow or fast) 

Reswnse: Some of this information is contained in the Analysis of the 
Management Situation on file in the Challis National Forest offices. 
Stream data and vegetation condition along all streams is not available. 
The Plan provides direction to obtain this information. 
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Public Comment: Range activity should be maintained at current levels. 

Resoonse: Plan allows for grazing to continue at present level during the 
ten year planning period. 

Public Comment: Issue grazing permits that are of shorter duration where 
resource conflicts exist (such as near spawning areas). 

Response: Specifics for dealing with resource conflicts and seasons of use 
will be determined on a case-by-case basis by an interdisciplinary team and 
will be included in the allotment management plan. 

Public Comment: List the mayor ranching operations and AU?4 use by each. 

ResWnse: This information is available at the Forest Supervisor's 
Office. This information is not necessary to evaluate the effects of the 
proposed action, or alternatives. 

Public Comment: Include maps of AUM distribution on watersheds and 
distribution of deer and elk during cattle grazing seasons and after cattle are 
withdrawn. 

Reswnse: AUM's for each management area have been added to the management 
area description. Estimated number of deer and elk per management area are 
shown in Plan, Appendix C, and the AUM's in local forest offices. 
Livestock use generally occurs from 6/15 to 10/15. Deer and elk are on the 
allotments for much longer periods of time. For elk it may be year long. 

PubllC comment: Provide a breakdown of the present condition of range 
resources. How does Challis National Forest intend to allocate AUM numbers and 
address condition in areas of poor, good, fair range condition? 

Response: Present range condition is shown in the Plan (11-20). 
Distribution of AUM's by allotment is shown in Plan, Appendix B. 

Allocations are based on carrying capacity of an allotment, not on the 
basis of range condition. Allotment management plans set the management 
directlon for the allotment, including specific areas of concern such as 
those in poor condition. 

Publrc Conmlent: Provide site specific plans for rehabilitation of range lands 
which are not in good or better condition. 

Resnonse: Site specifics are included in the allotment management plans. 

PubllC corrment: ForestvJide management direction, standards and guidelines are 
difficult to mnterpret. Suggest having the Standards and Guidelines summarized 
in one place and perhaps duplicated elsewhere because of the relation between 
wildlife/fishery topics to grazing and timber. 

Response: Standards and guidelines apply Forestivide and across all 
resource uses and activities. We believe it is not necessary to group by 
resource. 
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Public Connnent: EIS should indicate total grazing fee receipts for each 
alternative together with a breakdown of all associated costs. Public and 
permuttee need to be advised of true grazing costs and benefits. 

Response: Grazing fees may vary from year to year and are determined from 
a formula set by legislation. It would only be appropriate to show 
collections vs. administrative cost if it was done for all uses. 

Public Comment: Environmental conseguences of converting a sagebrush-dominated 
community to a grass-dominated community need to be discussed more fully. What 
habitat will be lost? What will be the effect on species that use the habitat 
that will be lost? What replacement grasses will be used? What will be the 
effect of these grasses? 

Response: There are little, if any, adverse environmental consequences 
when changing a sagebrush-dominated conamnity to a grass/forb-dominated 
community. Sagebrush is not eliminated from the site. The amount of 
sagebrush removed is based on the objectives of the area determined in the 
Environmental Analysis process. 

FlJbllC cormnent: Can any coordination with ~324 and private owners be achieved 
in range management? 

Response: Yes. See Goal 4, Objective 1, page IV-5 of the Forest Plan. 

Public Comment: If any range improvements are made, will any benefit wildlife 
also or will additional production be consumed by cattle? 

Resnonse: The management direction in the Plan provides for wildlife needs 
in range improvements. 

Public Comment: Considering the value of Herd Cr. to anadromous fish runs, why 
is grazing so intensive here and why is a 60% riparian forage level set as a 
standard? 

Response: The Herd Creek Allotment has unproved under the present 
management system and stocking rates. However, riparian areas need more 
attention. Present emphasis is to improve the condition of these areas. 
Maximum use levels of 40% are allowed for riparian areas in this management 
area. 

Public Comment: Are cattle removed soon enough from ranges for significant 
prewinter regrowth to occur? 

Response: No. The cool season bunch grasses of our ranges grow primarily 
in the spring and early summer while there is ample soil moisture. Very 
little, if any, regrowth occurs in the fall. 

Public Comment: What is implied by the statement that there will be an 
esphasis on allotments with grazing plans ? How many allotments have plans? Has 
range inventory been done on other plans so that proper levels of grazing are 
established? Does money for improvement go only to allotments with plans? How 
many allotments require cost-sharing for improvements? 
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Response: Some allotments have had management plans developed and 
intensive mnagement system initiated. Money has been expended on the 
development of these allotments and specific mnagement objectives and 
monitoring requirements established. Our emphasis on these allotments is 
to ensure that the mnagement plans are being followed and management 
objectives are met. Rauge inventory has been done on all allotments; 
management plans have been completed on 45 allotments. The remaining 31 
are scheduled to be completed by 1995. Raoge irrprovement money is spent 
primarily on allotments with magement plans. Range improvements on all 
allotments require cost sharing by the permittee. 

Public Conm-ent: What is the range FRES strategy and how does intensive vs. 
extensive range management work? 

Reswnse: See Glossary for definition. 

Public Comment: What is the difference between range and watershed 
improvement? 

Resmnse: Range and watershed improvement are synonymous when the project 
improves vegetative cover. However, some range improvements are structures 
like fences, water developments, etc. Watershed structural iqorovements 
are terraces, waterbars, riprapping stresmbanks, etc. 

Public Cormrent: Decreasing range funding while AIM's increase appears to be a 
contradiction. An increase in funding should be needed for allotment 
administration to assure proper levels of grazing. Decreased use would result 
in improved range condition. 

Resconse: There is no increase in AIJM's during the ten year planning 
period. The 50-year projections shown in the EIS were in error. See 
Corrections on II-129 of the EIS. 

Public Cement: Grazing livestock on public laud is a privilege, not a right. 
The Plan inappropriately gives existing allotments priority and absolute 
viability in violation of NEPA and NE'MA. 

Response: Neither the DEIS or Plan suggests that a grazing permit is a 
right. Livestock grazing on National Forest System lands is a privilege 
issued by permit. 

PubllC -t: All other resource areas (watershed, riparian and water 
guality needs) have suffered funding shortages except range. 

Resrmnse: Appropriations for range administration and management have 
undergone funding reductions comparable to other resources. 

Public Cement: There is a need for more intensive livestock management to 
protect other resources. 

Reswnse: We agree. Allotment Nanagement Plans are being written or 
updated by Interdisciplinary teams to improve management, reduce conflicts 
and adverse impacts on other resources. 
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Public Comment: The rate of improvement-rather than trend should be specified. 

Reswnse: The 'trend' concept has long been established as commonly used 
principle in range management. 

Public Comment: It is questionable whether enough mitigation measures can be 
used to overcome wide spread watershed disturbance. 

Reswnse: Where management and mitigation practices are unable to correct 
watershed problems caused by a physical activity, the physical activity 
causing the watershed problem will be curtailed. 

Public Comment: EstablArrent of an upward trend as a guideline for range 
conditions is questionable, in that if range conditions are already severely 
degenerated, a slow upard trend may delay essential relief to dependent 
fisheries and wildlife. 

Resnonse: Our goal is to improve rangeland to fair or better condition. 
After establishing and initiating a grazing system, trend of the soils and 
vegetative conununity IS used to determine effectiveness of our management 
actions. Trend is not a guideline for range condition. The values are 
independent of one another. 

Public Comment: Do not use range improvements requiring mechanical equipment 
in unroaded areas. 

Resuonse: Range will not make roads into unroaded areas for purpose of 
range unprovement work. There may be situations, however, such as 
installing pipelines, digging ponds and airlifting supplies where 
mechanical equipment may be used, provided the effects on other resources 
from getting the equipment to and from the site is minor. 

Public Comment: The management direction for East Fork stresses the range 
resource. This is major anadromous fish habitat. 

ResWnse: It also stresses protection of wildlife and fish habitat. 
Please refer to Plan, IV-82-84 and Forest-wide standards and guidelines for 
Fisheries and Riparian Areas. 

PubllC connnent: Range values are threatened by allowing minmng. 

Reswnse: Mining is a legitimate use of the National Forest just as other 
multiple use activities. Mining activities to date have not removed 
substantial acreage from range. Our policy directs the rehabilitation of 
mning sites upon termination of the mining activity. 

Public Comnent: In respect to range, Alternative 3 is essentially identical 
to Alternative 8. Comparatively speaking, there is relatively little 
difference between the alternatives. This suggests alternative grazing levels 
were not seriously considered. 
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Reswnse: The major differences between Range in Alternative 3 and 8 are: 
(1) range administration dollars drops to $236,000 in Alternative 3 and 
$277,000 in Alternative 8, (2) Range improvement dollars in Alternative 3 ' 
is $73,000 and Alternative 8, $40,000, and (3) permitted AUM's start out at 
112 M in first decade for both alternatives, then drops to 106,000 in 
Alternative 3 and to 96,000 in Alternative 8. Refer to page II-130-131 of 
the EIS. 

Plants 

Public Comment: There is a need to protect the ecosystems of the Boulder/White 
Clouds area. 

The Challis National Forest has done a commendable job in recognizing the 
~rtance of status surveys in rare plant conservation. 

Acknowledge in the Plan that future research and study is needed to ensure 
protection of viable populations of sensitive plants. 

Does the Forest plan for the future of the plant quality? 

What are the range habitat maintenance effects on native plants? 

What is being done to protect sensitive plants from grazing? 

Wildlife habitat can, in some cases, be improved by prescribed burning on 
non-endangered plants. 

The east side of the King Mountain roadless area is unique for its plant 
coranunities. 

Reswnse: We believe that the standards and guidelines contained in the 
Forest Plan, the monitoring and evaluation program, establishment of 
several research natural areas and mandated management of Federally 
classified plant species adequately addresses these concerns. 

Herbicides 

Public Comment: It is not economically sensible to implement herbicide use as 
people's health and long term conseguences to the environment outweigh its 
monetary value. 

Herbicide spraying presents long term environmental consequences and this 
practice should be discontinued. 

If water quality is of high priority to the Forest, then herbicide use should 
be discontinued. 

Herbicide or pesticide use requires more extensive environmental analysis which 
would warrant a separate EIS. 
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The final plan should provide specific information as to what types of 
herbicides will be used and in which locations. 

The Forest is not carefully handling and correctly labeling its herbicides. 

The DEIS and Plan do not evaluate the impacts of potential herbicide use in the 
noxious weed control program. Will such use be evaluated with site specific EA 
or EIS? 

Challis National Forest needs to address the effect of herbicide use on native 
plants. 

Resocnse: The Intermountain Region is currently preparing an EIS, which 
will address the issues raised through our public involvement process. 
Management direction for herbicide use identified in the EIS, will be 
incorporated into our Forest Plan direction. Site specific Environmental 
Analysis will be done for Forest projects. 

Public Comment: The Forest Plan should contain an integrated pest management 
program. As outlined in 36 CFR S219.27(a) (31, this requires the utilization of 
principles of integrated pest management in all management prescriptions in 
Forest Plans. The regulation provides, "Under this approach all aspects of a 
pest-host system should be weighed to determine the situation-specific 
prescriptions which may utilize a combination of techniques including, as 
appropriate, natural controls, harvesting, use of resistant species, 
maintenance of diversity, removal of damaged trees, and judicious use of 
pesticides. The basic principle in the choice of strategy is that in the long 
term, it be ecologically acceptable and compatible with the forest ecosystem 
and the multiple use objectives of the Plan". The proposed Forest Plan and the 
DEIS do not adeguately set forth such a pest control plan. 

Response: We use integrated pest management on a continuing basis at the 
project level to prevent, minimize and monitor pest activities. 
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J. DEIS AND FOREXS! PLAN: DOCUMENP CDNl'ENJ! AND GENESAL cXMMEXVS, - 
DIRECTIONANDC0NI!KJRII?3,AIZERNATIVF.3 

Document Content and General Comments 

Public Conmient: Mitigation measures assinaed or identified in the DEIS and 
Forest Plan should be analyzed to determine their effectiveness in neutralizing 
the problem. 

Resoonse: Mitigation measures identified in the Forest Plan will be 
monitored to insure that they are meeting their intent. 

Public Count: We are skeptical of "vague promises of best management 
practices and the implementation of the Standards and Guidelines". 

Resnonse: The Forest Plan will be the working document for the management 
of the Challis National Forest. All other Plans will be modified to 
conform to it. The Management Direction, Standards and Guidelines are the 
most essential part of the Plan. 

Public Comment: The Forest Service should manage to "protect" instead of 
managing to “hanrest”. 

Reswnse: The laws pertaining to National Forests require the Forest 
Service to manage for multiple use, which includes both protection and wise 
use of our natural resources. 

Public Comment: The DEIS should consider and evaluate that tinber harvest will 
result in irreversible resource damage. 

Reswnse: Properly managed timber harvest will not result in irreversible 
resource damage: in fact, it may benefit other resources. 

Public Comment: The DEIS is not specific enough to determine environmental 
consequences and affected envirorrment. 

Resnonse: The EIS evaluates alternatives which are Forest-wide in scope 
and have cumulative Forest-wide effects. MDre specific information will be 
evaluated in specific project analyses as the plan is implemented. 

Public Conxnent: The Plan should track the changes in roadless acres throughout 
the planning period. 

Response: Appendix C, table C for each roadless area shows the acres to be 
affected by alternative. 

Public Comment: The DEIS and Plan are too complex for reviewers to capture 
everything. 
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Resnonse: We agree that the documents are complex. During the public 
review period we were available to assist reviewers in understanding the 
Plan. We will continue to work with the public in this regard. 

Public Comment: There is not a broad range of alternatives/outputs. 

Resnonse: The range of alternatives is adequate considering resource 
capabilities and the range of options available. This range includes all 
reasonable alternatives which were rigorously explored and objectively 
evaluated, as well as other alternatives which were eliminated from 
detailed study with a brief discussion of the reasons for eliminating them. 
The range of alternatives is reasonable, based on the nature of the 
proposed action. 

Alternatives were developed to adequately address the issues identified 
during the analysis, and are relevant to the decision being made. 
Alternatives considered in detail were developed and discussed fully and 
impartially. The range of alternatives does not foreclose prematurely any 
option that might protect, restore and enhance the environment (FSH 
1909.15, 23.2). 

For some proposals the possible number of reasonable alternatives is very 
large, or even infinite. For example, the proposal to designate wilderness 
areas within the National Forest involves an infinite nu&er of 
alternatives, ranging from 0 to 100 percent of the Forest's roadless 
acreage. When the possible number of alternatives is very large, only a 
reasonable sample covering the full spectrum of alternatives must be 
presented in an EIS. For the above proposal a reason&&e range of 
alternatives included allocating an additional 0, 3, 9, 12, 14, 18, 56, 75, 
or 100 percent of the Forest's roadless acreage to wilderness. With 
currently designated wilderness areas these alternatives included 31, 33, 
36, 38, 39, 41, 62, 73 and 86 percent of the total Forest as wilderness. 

The range of alternatives and outputs associated with dispersed recreation, 
wildlife and fisheries were controlled by influences independent of Forest 
Service activities. Primarily, recreation is influenced by disposable 
income and free time, while game populations, season length and licenses to 
hunt and fish are controlled exclusively by the state. Secondarily, habitat 
capability is considerably higher than current fish and game populations, 
and most of this habitat is located in areas of unsuitable range and areas 
that are unsuitable or unscheduled for timher harvest. Increases in 
wildlife populations during the next decade will occur independently of 
other Forest activities. 

Public Comment: Plan and DEIS do not comply with NEPA and NFMA. 

Reswnse: The Plan and EIS both comply with NEPA, NFWL and Forest Service 
planning regulations. 

Public Gmment: Best nvanagement practices do not necessarily mean conpliance 
with water quality standards. 

snonse: 
E=z met. 

The Forest Plan states that State water quality standards will 
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Public Comment: The DEIS does not analyze the mitigative measures in detail. 

Resnonse: The Forest Plan provides management direction, standards and 
guidelines for establishing mitigation. The details for site specific 
activities will be included in environmental analysis and project plans. 

Public Cozarient: The DEIS does not address the cumulative impacts in detail. 

Resoonse: The DEIS addresses cumulative impacts on a Forest-wide basis; it 
is not intended to evaluate site-specific details except for roadless 
areas. The Plan is broad in scope. Details are addressed at the project 
level. 

Public Comment: The DEIS does not address catastrophic failures or events. 

Resronse: This was not a specific issue as such and therefore was not 
evaluated. 

Public Conment: Action schedule for construction/reconstruction of roads is 
not clear. 

Response: The action schedule on Plan, IV-221 shows the miles of roads to 
be constructed and reconstructed with each tinber sale for the first five 
years and estimates the miles for the second five years. Plan, IV-222 
shows the schedule for reconstruction of the arterial and collector roads 
during the ten year period. This is as specific as presently possible. 

Public Comment: Because specific data is not displayed for range management, 
it is difficult to decide if the preferred alternative is the same as the 
current situation. 

Response: The level of grazing for the ten-year planning period is the 
same as the current situation. However, the direction for managing the 
rangelands has been strengthened. 

public The EIS and Plan should discuss the need for deferring or 
eliminating livestock grazing on particular allotments for other resource 
reasons. 

Resnonse: These decisions are made in individual allotment plans. 

Public Comment: Values or benefits assigned to range are unrealistic. 

Resoonse: The values assigned to livestock grazing were developed by the 
Agriculture Research Service for the Challis area. 

Public Comment: Identify rangelands in poor condition and address 
rehabilitation plans. 

Resmnse: Acres of range in unsatisfactory condition are shown in Plan, 
II-20. There are no specific rehabilitation plans for any area. It is 
anticipated that improvement can b-s obtained through mgement. Site 
specifics are addressed in allotment management plans. 
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Public Coxnnent: The DEIS does not make an adequate review of roadless areas. 

R SDO A detailed review of each roadless area is contained in Appendix 
Ceto :g:EIS. 

Public Comment: Factors which could affect roadless acres such as small 
hydroelectric developnent, mining, and other forest land uses need to receive 
more discussion in the EIS. 

Reswnse: Table C in Appendix C for each roadless area shows the estimated 
impacts to each roadless area during the ten-year planning period. 

Public Corment: Management areas are too large in size to identify 
implications of specific management direction. 

Resronse: The size of the management areas were selected because of broad 
level data base and to simplify the Version II FORPLAN model. 

Public Comnent: The DEIS does not display the existing situation. More 
narration is needed. 

Resoonse: The existing situation is sununarized in Plan, Chapter II and 
EIS, Chapter III. A more detailed description is contained in the Analysis 
of the Management Situation, a several hundred page docent, available for 
review at the Forest Supervisor's Office. 

Public Conment: Existing land inventory information should be sunmarized in 
the Final EIS. 

Reswnse: Sunmmries of existing land inventory information are not 
required or appropriate for the EIS. 

Public Conment: Final EIS and Plan should identify and manage potential mass 
failure areas. 

Reswnse: Mass failure hazards mapping has not been completed for the 
Forest. The mapping will be completed and used in evaluation of project 
level activities. 

Public Conment: Exploitation of cosnmxlity outputs wastes the taxpayer's money 
and does not contribute to the long-term stability of the surrounding 
community. 

ReSWnSe: The Plan does not exploit comncdity outputs. It provides for 
multiple use of resources, as required by law. The long-term sustained 
yield of the resources provides for long term stability of the surrounding 
comaunities. 

Public Coaaaent: Dispersed recreation should not be broken out between 
motorized and nonmtorized use. 

Reswnse: Evaluations in the EIS have been based on the total dispersed 
recreation. In an attempt to reduce use conflicts, portions of the North 
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and South Lemhi management areas have been identified for non-motorized 
recreation. Nest other areas outside of Wilderness or proposed Wilderness 
are open to all types of dispersed recreation. 

Public Comment: The Challis National Forest Plan is a "plan to planR, rather 
than a "plan to act". 

Response: The Plan is a plan to act that provides management direction, 
standards and guidelines. Where information was lacking, the Plan provides 
direction and a schedule to obtain it. 

Public Comment: The preferred alternative overwhelmingly favors grazing, 
tinber, and mining at the expense of wildlife, fisheries, and amenities. 

Resronse: The preferred alternative provides for increases in wildlife, 
fish, recreation and wilderness, and for the present levels of grazing and 
timber harvest. It also provides for improved management of timber and 
range to reduce impacts on other resources. It allows for mineral 
exploration and development. 

Public Cosunent: The Plan should specifically adopt and describe The Area 
Analysis Process and consider: 3rd Order Drainages, period of time between 
projects, all activities producing sediment and multiple ownership drainages. 

Restmse: The area analysis process is in the development stage. When it 
is fully developed, it will not be described in the Forest Plan. This 
process is more appropriately covered in separate handbwks that provide 
guidance. 

Public Connnent: Much of the information required in the EIS exists, and can be 
reasonably included in the final documents. 

Reswnse: It is neither possible nor required to include all available 
information in the EIS. The EIS is supposed to be analytical rather than 
encyclopedic (40 CFR 1500.4). 

Public Cozment: Management prescriptions that provide compliance with the 
Interim Primarv Drinkina Standards should be specified in the final Plan. 

Response: See Plan, N-10, 11. Facilities, Goal 3 objective 4. 

Public Conment: The rationale for increasing commodity outputs should be 
documented or justified in the EIS. 

Resnonse: No conmrodity outputs are increased in the ten-year period 
covered by the Forest Plan. At the end of the first planning period, 
output levels will be reevaluated and may change when the Plan is revised. 
It is possible that mineral production (including oil and gas), which is 
beyond the direct control of the Forest Service, may increase depending on 
mineral discoveries and market conditions. Output projections for five 
decades were used to compare long-term trends of alternatives. They show 
increases in timber and range in some alternatives. The FORPLAN model 
shows the Forest has the capability of increasing conmwdity outputs and 
still allows for increases in recreation, wildlife, fish and wilderness. 
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Public Comment: In coqliance with the Federal Land Policy and Management Act 
of 1976, the EIS and Plan must address existing future utility and 
transportation corridors and long range corridor windows. 

Reswnse: See EIS, III-42 and Appendix D. 

Public Comment: The Plan should identify mgement direction for 
conununication facilities. 

Response: See Plan, IV-28, 10. Facilities, b. Communications. 

Public Conment: The appendix document needs a master table of contents. 

Response: Table of contents has been added. 

Public Comment: The cooperative USFS-BLM-IDFG Elk Study is worth mentioning 
under research needs. 

Resnonse: The section on research needs only identifies the need for new 
research. 

Public Cornnent: Calculation of JXB for Alternative 10 is incorrect. 

Resoonse: It has been corrected. 

Public Comment: Current budget trends may constrain the Forest from achieving 
the stated goals and objectives. 

Response: Reduced budgets will at least delay achieving the goals and 
objectives. 

Public Comment: On Plan, IV-11, C, 3, you should delete "mitigation". 

Resnonse: We disagree. 

Public Comment: The Challis National Forest Plan should be coordinated with 
the Bureau of Land Management and their Banagement Framework Plans. 

ResWnse: This has been done. 

Public Comment: Criteria for selecting the preferred alternative should be 
identified in the EIS. How was the preferred alternative selected? Protection 
of ecological systems, Amenity vs. commodity emphasis, Recreation emphasis, 
Economics, Wilderness values, Future demands for wilderness, Proportion of 
wilderness to nonrilderness, Wildlife, fish, and T&E species, Water quality, 
Current use and demand for use of Forest System Lands, Tribal rights, EVRPLAN, 
Multiple Use, RARB II and/or Politics should be used as decision criteria. 

Resnonse: The preferred alternative (Alt. 11) was selected using the 
Trade-off Evaluation Process (TEP). The criteria used in that process were 
derived from the 14 issues which were generated from 800 public consrants at 
the beginning of our planning process. 
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The rationale used in selecting Alternative 11 as the preferred alternative 
was stated in the Rewrd of Decision in the EIS. 

Public Comnent: To what extent will the Forest address tribal treaty rights? 
The United States Federal Court interpreted tribal rights to include not only 
fishing, but also the right to have the envirormgnt upon which the fish depend 
protected from degradation. 

Reswnse: The Forest Plan provides for maintenance of the environment, and 
recognizes the right of the Shoshone-Rannock Tribe to fish and hunt on 
their usual and accustomed places on the Forest. It also provides for 
maintenance or enhancement of anadromous fish habitat that supports the 
Columbia Tribes fisheries. 

Public Comment: To what level will treaty rights be managed for: 

a. 
b. 
C. 

d. 

e. 

Wildlife enhancement/protection? 
Anadromous fisheries enhancement/protection? 
Trout and other fresh-water fish enhancement/protection? 

Resmmse: The goal of the Challis Wational Forest is to manage fish and 
wildlife habitat to meet the Idaho Department of Fish and Game's population 
goals. This will meet Treaty Right needs. 

Non-game species, such as eagles? 

Resronse: The Forest does not presently manage any habitat specifically 
for eagles. Bald eagles are rarely seen on the Forest, and we are not 
aware of any problems 

gathering rights? 

Resnonse: The Forest 
to gather traditional 

with Golden eagle habitat (condition or amount). 

recognizes the right of the Shoshone-Rannock Tribes 
items such as plants, roots, and small animals. 

a need for formal consultation between the Challis Public Cormrent: There is 
National Forest and the Tribes on the effects of the Plan and other activities 
on tribal needs. 

Response: We have consulted with the Indian Tribes potentially affected by 
our Forest Plan. 

Public Comment: Forest needs to upgrade natural resource data base as much as 
possible during the next decade. 

Resmnse: We agree. 

Public Cormnent: What method was used to evaluate mineral resources and was a 
trade-off analysis used to determine how energy and mineral resources are 
affected by surface resource allocations and prescriptions? 

psmnse: Geologic reports and maps, reports of present and past mineral 
activities, industry interest, claim and lease locations and other 
information were used to evaluate mineral resources. Table IV-10 (EIS, 
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N-23) shows the results of the trade-off analysis for oil and gas leasing 
actions. Locatable mineral activity may occur in any area that is not 
withdrawn from mineral entry. Wilderness designation is the primary type 
of withdrawal which precludes many types of mineral activities to protect 
surface resource. Other than in withdrawals (legislative and 
administrative), mineral entry may occur anywhere on the Forest. A final 
trade-off analysis must be made at the time a specific mineral activity is 
proposed. These trade-offs are a function of location, size and type of 
the operation and are evaluated as part of the project Environmental 
Analysis process. The minerals trade-off analysis was conducted outside of 
FORPLAN. 

Public Conmmnt: Why was a wnstant number of total recreation visitor days 
(RVD) used for all alternatives? 

Response: The RVU increase on the Forest was predicted using information 
from local, State and Federal agencies. Because of limits placed on 
certain types of recreation, such as river floating permits and some 
hunting licenses as well as a lack of new major recreation developments, we 
assumed that the total number of RVU'S would remain constant between 
alternatives. As the emphasis shifts among alternatives the total number 
of RVD's is unchanged but shift among developed, dispersed and wilderness 
recreation. Use levels are a result of peoples' free time and available 
money, not as a result of change in our management direction. Present 
recreation opprtunities far exceed present use levels. 

Public Conment: You need to prepare a worst-case analysis where data is 
inwmplete or where there is scientific uncertainty. Worst-case analyses 
should be prepared to evaluate effects of: sediment in water on resident fish 
populations, roads and cattle on elk populations, or lack of available funds on 
funding of certain programs. 

Resnonse: We feel that the scientific data we had to base the decisions 
on was adequate and that the evaluation conducted in preparing the EIS on 
the Forest Plan did not require preparation of a worst-case analysis as 
defined in 40 CFR 1502.22. It will be done on a project-by-project basis, 
where needed before implementing a project. 

Public Connnent: The roadless area analysis needs to show exactly what the 
impacts are to fish numbers and habitat under each alternative. 

Response: Table C for each roadless area in Appendix C provides this 
information. 

Public Comment: Trade-off between increases in AUM's and loss of wildlife and 
fish production is not adequately shawn. 

Resnonse: The Maximum Range Benchmark adquately shows this effect when 
compared with the alternatives. 

Public Comment: Throughout your analysis of roadless areas, you discuss the 
position of interest groups, the Governor, Senator McClure, etc. Why don't you 
discuss the &ody-Kostmayer Bill that is currently in Congress? 
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Response: The Moody-Kostnmyer Bill represents the same position as the 
environmental interest groups. 

Public Comment: The Forest failed to provide the public with a Section 6K 
analysis under NFMA. You have not identified uneconomic timber lands and 
removed them from the timber base. 

Response: They are included in those acres that are not available, capable 
and suitable. 

Public Comment: The Forest makes no attempt to describe PNV of managing each 
roadless area for either wilderness or development. This makes it impossible 
for the public to make an informed analysis of and decision on how the Forest 
should be managed. 

Resnonse: We are only required to determine PNV for each alternative. It 
is not necessary to describe PBV for each roadless area as there will be 
very little development occurring in them. 

Public Comment: The Plan should contain a detailed analysis of the guiding and 
outfitting industry. 

Response: The Forest recognizes the importance of the guiding and 
outfitting industry to the local and state economies; however, this was not 
an issue identified during the planning process. The Plan will not 
adversely affect outfitting and guiding. A detailed analysis is not needed 
for an understanding of the Plan. 

public Comment: Economic efficiency analysis cannot be completed because of 
lack of ability to assign values to certain outputs. 

Response: PNV was used to compare alternatives. The EIS discusses some 
outputs as being nonpriced and recognizes that they are qualitative and are 
considered outside of ewnomic analyses. 

Public Corerent: There is confusion about the category for some outputs ie. 
wilderness is valued because of relation to enhanced recreation or fish and 
wildlife. 

Response: We agree that some of the outputs are related. An attempt was 
made to separate these influences. 

Public Comment: How non-priced or semi-quantitative rationales for management 
affected the selection process or mixes of imputs to a FORPLAN run is not 
clear. 

Response: Won-priced outputs of alternatives were not included in FORPLAW 
runs. They were considered in the trade-off evaluation used to select the 
preferred alternative. 

Public Comment: Expenditures during the first decade for later possible 
increased timber harvest are not justified. 

Resnonse: The Plan does not provide for large expenditures during the 
first decade for possible increases in timber production in later decades. 
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Public Cement: Agriculture is cutting back so investing considerable time and 
money in intensively managing range to increase AUMs is not justified. 

Response: Investing to intensively manage range is for improvad rangelaud 
condition and benefit to other resources. 

Public Conment: 16 USC 1604(g) (3) (E) (IV) and (F) requires that ewncmic 
inpacts on each advertised sale area be assessed - the plan decision for 
even-age management was made without doing this assessment. 

Resuonse: Economic impact analyses of individual sales will be done before 
the sale is advertised. 

Public Comeut: Congress intended for determination of tinber land suitability 
to identify lands where managing for tier production was economically unwise, 
these lands are to be desiguated as not suited for timber production until the 
next Plan is developed at which time the designation can be reconsidered. 

Resuonse: This was done in determining timber lands as available, capable 
and suitable. 

Public Comment: Provide a map that identifies: lands which are not cost 
effective also lands where direct cost as identified in 219.14(b)(2) exceeds 
direct benefits [219.14(b)(l)] but which will be harvested under the Plan (this 
will show the public which lands do not meet economic tests but will be managed 
for tixber production). 

Reswnse: These lauds have not been mapped in detail at present. 

Manaaement Direction and Monitoring 

Public Commeut: Management direction in the Plan is not clear enough. 

Reswnse: Some clarification has been made, however, the purpose of the 
Plan is to give broad level direction across the Forest. This is refined 
for managerkent areas and in standards and guidelines which apply to site 
specific situations. 

Public Comment: Standards and Guidelines sound good, but no real direction or 
wmnitment is made. 

Resoonse: The Management Direction, Standards and Guidelines, are the 
Forest wmnitment for management of the Challis National Forest. 

Public Cement: There should be Regioual and Inter-Regional guidelines to 
resolve differences and inconsistencies between Forests with riparian standards 
and guidelines. 
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Resnonse: We have added Management Direction to the Plan that provides for 
developmark of more specific Riparian Habitat Standards and Guidelines 
which will be coordinated with adjacent Forests. 

Public Comment: Adjoining Forests should coordinate management direction in 
wnmon drainages. 

Response: Coordination of management with adjacent Forests is an on-going 
process. 

Public Comment: Goals in Appendix B should be referred to as prescriptions. 

Response: This portion of Appendix B discusses technical information about 
the FGRPLAN model. The goal statements (Appendix B-23 and B-24) are 
general narrative statements that apply to FORPLAN Coordinated Allocation 
Choices. In this case the name goal is consistent with the usage in 
FORPIAN. 

Public Connnent: objectives should be more specific. 

Response: A number of the objectives have been rewritten to be more 
specific. 

Public Comment: There IS no management direction for RNA%. 

Resw Standards and Guidelines for existing Research Natural Areas are 
wntagd in direction for the Management Area where they are located. 

public Comment: Management direction is often too vague to understand what 
sort of protection is to be given. 

Response: Activities occurring within a Management Area must follow the 
appropriate management direction standards and Guidelines as outlined in 
the Forest Plan. Further requirements may be applied when a particular 
project is proposed depending on its complexity and the potential 
environmental consequences. 

Public Comment: Management direction for tin-doer in Management Area 20 is 
unacceptable. 

Resnonse: During the ten-year planning period, no scheduling of sawtinber 
sales and subsequent road construction will occur. Post and poles will be 
harvested from existing roads. 

Public Commant: Management direction for ti&er in Management Area 22 is 
unacceptable. 

Resnonse: We disagree. Management Area 22 is one of the most productive 
timber areas on the Forest. Timber harvest can occur in harmony with other 
resources and objectives. 

public: We support management direction of Management Area 25. 

~eswnse: Conrnent noted. 
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Public Ccmkent: We generally support the rest of your management directions, 
although there are a lot of details about grazing with which we are unfamiliar. 

Resw: Cement noted. 

Public Come&: Expaud Standard 11 f to read: "Discourage livestock 
concentration in riparian areas and within 100 feet of lakes aud perennial 
streams; restrict or prohibit livestock grazing in identified problem areas and 
near critical aquatic resources (such as anadromus fish spawning or rearing 
areas and domestic water supplies)". 

Resuonse: See revised statement Plan, IV-32, 11, f. 

Public Co-t: The rationale for the sediment standard of 2% and 30% for fine 
sediment (Plan, IV-21, 5, f) should be explained further. 

Resmnsq: The Guide for Predicting Salmnid Response to Sediment Yields in 
Idaho Batholith Watersheds, (Aug. 1983), indicates that auadromous fish fry 
emergence is greatly reduced if fine sediment within the redd exceeds 20%. 
Redd construction cleans the spawning gravels and reduces fine sediment 
within the gravel by niore than 50%. Redd design keeps the gravel clean 
until the fry merges. The 30% standard applies to fine sediment in 
spawning gravels at the tail of pools before a redd is constructed. Redd 
wnstruction will reduce the fine sediment to an acceptable level. For 
activities proposed on the Forest, expected sediment yield is calculated. 
If the projected sediment yield from the activity would exceed 2%, 
modification of the proposed activity or mitigation will be required to 
reduce the projection to less than 2%. The 2% standard is intended to 
limit the rate of fine sediment increase, while the 30% standard is a total 
fine sediment limit. A sediment producing activity that could not be 
totally mitigated would not be allowed where sediment levels are at or 
above 30%. 

Public Coaxrent: The Plan should emphasize modifying standards as warranted by 
better information. Many streams in near-pristine condition (20% sediment 
inbeddedness) may be allawed to deteriorate to 30%, if the S&G is implemented. 

Resnonse: See preceding response. As Forest-wide inventories, monitoring, 
and best mauagemaut practices are developed and tested on the Forest (along 
with further research findings) standards and guidelines will be modified 
to better reflect these findings. A stream will not be allowed to 
deteriorate more than 2% from new activities. 

Public Consent: Plan, N-9, Goal 3, objective 1, delete Qnphasize" and change 
to read, "Enforce compliance in the administration of special use permitsg. 

Resuonse: Emphasizing administration of special use permits includes 
enforcement. 

Public Conment: Change sentence f3, Plan, IV-23, f., in General Program 
Guidelines to end " . . . , in the Plan and EIS if the applicant has provided 
an adequate site-specific environmental support document". 
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Resuonse: We disagree. At the time of leasing, a site-specific proposal 
has not been made. Stipulations can be identified for individual leases 
and geophysical exploration permits using this EIS as guidance. An 
Environmental Analysis will be conducted and documented as appropriate on 
any earth-disturbing proposals when they are received. Site-specific 
requirements will be determined at that time. 

Public Cement: The most important resource value of the Challis is perhaps 
watershed, followed by fisheries, wildlife, and recreation. 

Resrxmse: All resources are important, however some receive greater 
en-phasis in specific areas. 

Public Comment: Many of the Wanagement Areas discussions do not address 
cultural resources. The fact that the total Forest lies within Aboriginal 
Indian lauds, makes this not acceptable. 

Response: See Plan, IV-3, Coal 7, Objectives l-4, and Plan, IV-& c. 
Cultural Resource guidance pertains to all mnagement areas and will be 
adhered to. 

Public Comment: Describe how results of monitoring will be made knmm to the 
public. 

Response: If monitoring results are outside of acceptable variability that 
will require a plan amendment the public will be notified as part of the 
normal public involvement process. 

Public Comment: Reporting periods are too long. 

Resconse: We believe the reporting periods are adequate. 

Public Conment: Add a variation criteria of 25% for budgets to the monitoring 
and evaluation program on page V-6 of the Plan. 

Response: Monitoring of resource activities and outputs will determine if 
budgets are adeguate to meet Forest mnagement direction. 

Public Comnent: Periodic monitoring should be identified for potable water 
that is provided for public use. 

Resmnse: State law and Forest Service regulations require that water 
supplies must be periodically tested if they are made available for human 
wnsumption. 

Public Comient: Monitoring will require monies which have not been 
forthcoming in the past. 

Reco Monitoring will receive additional emphasis under the Plan to 
en~ur?%at the program is implemented. 

Public Comnent: Because of crude monitoring methods and lack of funds for 
frequent mnitoring a stream with 20% i&sdded fine sediment could degrade to 
40% before you knew it. 
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Response: We believe that the monitoring technique is adequate. The Plan 
makes the wnnnittment to conduct monitoring. Areas where activities may 
produce sediment will receive nxxe frequent monitoring than other areas. 

Alternative 3 

Public Cozment: Alternative 3 will still sacrifice 66% of remaining wilderness 
to save some. 

Resuonse: During the ten-year period covered by the Plan very few of the 
areas currently eligible for Wilderness designation will be affected by 
management activities. Roadless areas not currently proposed for 
wilderness designation are not being sacrificed. They will be reconsidered 
for wilderness designation in future planning cycles. 

Public Comment: Not selecting Alternative 3 maintains grazing at expense of 
Indian and non-Indian fishermen. 

Reswnse: Better management and more range, water, and fishery 
improvement, as is emphasized in the selected alternative (Alternative 111, 
will reduce impacts to the streambanks and aquatic environment. This will 
result in improved fish habitat. 

Public Conment: Why so nnrch road construction in Alternative 3? 

Response: Much of the road construction and reconstruction in this 
alternative results from improving access to meet the needs of recreation 
users. 

Public Coresent: Fish outputs appear to have been deliberately adjusted so 
Alternative 3 would not look too good. 

Response: No outputs were adjusted to benefit any alternative. 

Public Connnent: It is strange that Alternative 3 was not selected, given the 
overwhelming importance of non-comnodity outputs. 

Resnonse: If non -unmnodity outputs were the only issues considered, 
Alternative 3 may have been selected. However, in considering all outputs, 
commodity and non-ccemod ity, as well as the way each alternative addresses 
issues, concerns and opportunities, Alternative 11 was selected. 

Public Conment: How can riparian conditions deteriorate under Alternative 3? 

Resoonse: They don't (See EIS, N-35). 

Public Comment: Why is the increase in game so very modest in Alternative 31 

Reswnse: Same populations are controlled by Idaho Dept. Fish and Came 
administration. Although the Forest conducts activities that improve 
habitat quality, this does not significantly affect population numbers in 
any of the alternatives presented in the EIS. 
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Public Conment: In Alternative 3 bighorn sheep should have priority over 
domestic stock. 

Reswnse: Alternative 3 does not give priority to either livestock or 
Bighorn Sheep. This alternative allows for increases of Bighorn Sheep and 
contains a slight reduction in domestic livestock AUM's. 

Public Coiment: Add Banson Lakes to the Wilderness proposal in Alternative 3. 

Response: The portion of the Banson Lake roadless area on the Challis 
National Forest has relatively low wilderness values and was not included 
in the wilderness propxal.. 

public Conmieut: Change Alternative 3 to greater emphasis on recreation similar 
to the Sawtooth Natioual Forest's Public Use @hasis. 

Resconse: We feel that the range of alternatives is adeguate. 

Public Comment: It appears that the emphasis placed on recreation in 
Alternative 3 is not consistent with the recreation outputs listed in Table 
11-7. 

Response: The nmber of recreation visitor days of use is not a result of 
our management emphasis but the amount of free time and money people have 
to spend on leisure activities. The total RVD's of develops& dispersed 
and wilderness use is the same for each alternative. Based on FORPLAN 
modeling, the alternative with mre wilderness or emphasis on dispersed 
recreation show increased RVD's in those areas and reduced RVD's in 
developed sites. 

Public Commut: Alternative 3 is fiuancially realistic. 

Response: Comment noted. 

Public Comnent: It does not seem reasonable that bighorn sheep and elk habitat 
needs would not be met with lower levels of livestock grazing in Alternative 3. 

Resbwse: Table II-11 (EIS, II-1391 has been chahged to correct this error. 

Public Comment: If grazing and timber were maintained in Alternative 3, 
wnnnodity resources would be de-emphasized. 

Response: We feel that this concern can be considered as a possible 
modification of the selected alternative. 

Public Cement: Why are administrative and road costs so high in Alternative 3? 

Reswnse: Errors in EIS, Table II-7 have been wrrected. 

Public Comment: Alternative 3 has minimal costs, is economically important, 
best for growth of business and the ewnomic future of Idaho. 
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Response: This is not consistent with the Social and Economic Impact 
Analysis conducted in the EIS Appendices, B-44, relative to the 
non-conmodity values listed in B-49. 

Public Comment: Alternative 3 is the only alternative that would adequately 
protect wildlife and anadromous fish, benefit wildlife the most, and provide 
the greatest increase in wildlife and fish habitat capability. 

Response: The preferred alternative along with others adequately protect 
wildlife and fish. Alternative 3 does provide the greatest increase in 
habitat capability. 

Public Comment: Adopt Alternative 3, except delete wilderness proposal for 
Diamond Peak, Pahsimeroi and King Mountain and change to the number of acres 
proposed for Wilderness designation in the North Lemhis to those shown in PARE 
II. 

Resoonse: %his is not consistent with the objectives of Alternative 3. 
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K. RIPARIAN MANAGKME3?T 

Public Connnent: Allow grazing where it doesn't affect riparian areas. 

Response: Most riparian areas can be managed to allow for grazing and 
other uses. Where the management objectives cannot be met they will be 
given protection. 

Public Conment: Can Challis National Forest clarify how increased forage 
production would be attained to offset the impacts on riperian zones? 

Resconse: Increase in forage production (HIM's) will be attained through 
vegetative manipulation practices such as burning or herbicide application, 
structural improvements (fencing, water development) to make unused or 
light use areas more available and general improvement of range forage 
condition. 

Public Conment: Install permanent fencing or other range improvements to 
protect riparian areas. 

Resconse: It is not feasible to fence all riparian areas. Both temporary 
or permanent fencing will be used to protect sensitive areas. Also some 
riparian pastures will be fenced to better regulate use. Other 
improvements such as water developments will be used to reduce impacts on 
ripe&an areas. 

Public Comment: Stock driveways should be closed in riparian areas, not as 
stated "if possible". 

Reswnse: Mountainous areas are highly intersected by riparian areas, 
especially streams. There are situations where it is impractical or 
impossible to avoid some riparian areas. This is not a serious problem on 
the Challis National Forest since we only have two sheep stock driveways. 

Public Comment: There is a need to mention riparian improvements in allotment 
management plans. Grazing on public lands must be balanced with careful 
stewardship of a critically important riparian habitat. 

Reswnee: Allotment management plans are developed on an individual 
allotment basis. They are developed within the scope, direction and 
guidelines of the Forest Management Plan. Riparian areas will be 
specifically addressed. An interdisciplinary team consisting of wildlife, 
fisheries, range, watershed, soil, visuals, recreation and archaeology 
discipline (or w&&rations thereof) are used to formulate alternatives and 
trade-offs associated with each alternative and reccamend specific 
management objectives for the allotment. 

Public Conmhant: The final plan should include a comnitment to exclude grazing 
in riparian areas which host trout and anadromus fish. 

Reswnse : With proper management, these resource activities can be 
compatible. 
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Public Comnent: There should be specific goals and objectives regarding 
riparian area management to protect the fragile riparian areas. 

Resnon 8ee page N-l, 1 General, Goal 3 and KanagemMt Direction 
Star&% and Guidelines on page N-31, 11 Riparian, in the Forest Plan. 

Public Coxsrant: There are numerous examples of streambank erosion along Broad 
Creek and degradation due to grazing in Broad Canyon (Betty and Goat Lakes), 
Iron Bog Creek and Lake area. 

Reswnse: Additional Management Direction and standards and Guidelines 
have been added to management areas to improve these conditions. 

Public Coinrent: The income from timber sales should help to repair the past 
degradation of salmonid streams. 

Response: Special K-V funds collected from tin&+r sale receipts can be 
used for resource improvement within the sale area. 

Public Conment: Special consideration should be given to erosion control in 
areas where tin&r sales are in close proximity to ripe&an areas. 

Reswnse: We agree. Our policy is to exclude timber harvest from riparian 
areas (Plan, N-32, 11, j). 

Public Coxuimnt: The Challis National Forest should ensure that tin&r will be 
harvested only where protection is provided for wetlands and other bodies of 
water in which a myriad of detrimental events could happen, i.e., water 
temperature changes, temperature blockages, water course blockages and sediment 
deposits. 

SD0 Wetlands management is adequately covered in Management 
%ec?% Standards and Guidelines (Plan, N-11-32). 

Public Comment: Use of buffer zones around riparian areas should be standard. 

Reswnee: See Plan, N-31, 11 Riparian. 

Public Comment: It is necessary to select an indicator species to reflect 
habitat changes in riparian areas. 

Resronse: This is a complex issue with a great variety of vegetation and 
ecosystems involved. Selection of indicator species to fit all conrnunity 
types is not practical. We believe that the current management indicator 
species are adeguate. 

Public Coxnent: Protection of riplrian areas needs to be emphasized. 

Resronse: Refer to chapter N, page 1, 31 & 32 of the Forest Plan. 

Public Coannent: Rate of improvement rather than trend should be specified. 
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Resronse: The 'trend' concept has long been established as cormnonly used 
principle in range management. 

Public Comment: There should be more baseline riparian data collected on 
condition and then compared by Alternatives. 

Resoonse: This information is not presently available. The Plan provides 
direction to inventory, monitor and evaluate physical and biological 
conditions within these communities. The collected information can be used 
in future planning processes. 

Public Cormient: Development in wetlands or flood plains should not be allowed. 

Response: We disagree. Refer to chapter IV, page 30, 11 f, of the Forest 
Plan. 

Public Comment: There is a need to be nmre specific about improvements of 
riparian areas. 

Response: Site specific management direction will be developed by an 
interdisciplinary team as individual range allotment plans are updated or 
developed. 

Public Comment: In the management prescriptions for the various Management 
Areas, you say you will emphasize riparian habitat, but are not specific on how 
you will accomplish this management direction. 

Reswnse: In Chapter III of the Forest Plan under Issue 2 the Forest has 
cormitted itself to conducting "an intensive effort to inventory, monitor, 
and evaluate physical and biological conditions within these vegetative 
conmunities. Following the evaluation process, specific direction 
concerning riparian management would be developed. In the interim, 
riparian Standards and Guidelines have been developed and will be 
implemented within Allotment Managersant Plans. 

Public Comment: There appears to be a lack of significant long-term 
improvements in the riparian areas. Damage to these areas, including stream 
banks, has greatly accelerated. 

Response: In the last 50 years there has been significant overall 
improvement on our rangelands, primarily due to improved management. The 
riparian areas have also benefited. The new plan direction will result in 
continued improvements of riparian areas. 

Public Comment: The f-1 plan should consolidate and establish management 
direction that will be taken regarding riparian zones. 

Response: See standard and guideline outlined in IV-31 of the Plan. 

Public Comment: It is suggested that jointly funded projects to improve 
riparian areas in upper Salmon drainage (Marsh Creekear Valley) would be 
beneficial. 
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Reswnse: We agree. We are presently attempting to identify co-op 
projects with the Bonneville Power Administration, Idaho Department of Fish 
and Game and Shoshone-Rannock Indian Tribe. 

Public Cormrent: What are the consequences of damage that is occurring within 
riparian zones? The DEIS does not adequately discuss this. 

Response: Forestqide data is not available, so effect cannot be 
discussed. The evaluations will h-s handled on a case-by-case basis. 

Public Corment: You should allow no more than 20%30% use of new leader 
production. 

Reswnse: Research has determined that browse plants can sustain a maximum 
of 50% use and maintain proper vigor and reproductive potential. Specific 
allowable use rates will be set by an interdisciplinary team in the 
Allotment Management Plan based on objectives of each allotment. 
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Public Conmient: The Northwest Power Planning Council, Proposed Work Plan 
Pacific Northwest Hydro Assessment Study (Aug.l, 1984)... will be published in 
1986 and will be used to identify areas and stream reaches that, due to their 
value to fish, should be protected from hydroelectric development. 

Reswnse: Comment noted. 

Public Comment: It is the Forest Service's duty to impose terms and conditions 
that will assure adeguate protection for National Forest lands from harm 
resulting from hydroelectric developrant. Consideration of necessary terms and 
conditions should be a part of each Forest's planning process. 

Resronse: The statement regarding the duty of the Forest Service in 
responding to applications for hydroelectric projects on the Forest is 
correct. Iiydroelectric projects are handled through the special use permit 
process. Terms and considerations for these permits are contained in the 
Forest Service Manuals. Special considerations such as minimum instream 
flow requirements are resolved in response to a project specific proposal 
through an interdisciplinary Rnvironmantal Analysis. 

Public C~J: Plan N-25, Lands, a. special Uses, 1, change to read "Give 
priority to permits needed to protect public health, safety and provide 
cormunity service." Delete the phrase "...and are energy related". Members of 
the Northwest Planning Council stated "the region will not need new 
hydroelectric power projects until well into the 21st century." Based on this, 
placing hydropower permits in a "priority" status would be difficult, if not 
impossible, to justify. 

Response: The statement will remain unchanged. The Forest Service has 60 
days to respond to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission for application 
for Hydroelectric Uevelopnent, so priority must be given to the related 
special use permit applications. The Forest Service does not evaluate the 
need for additional hydropower projects, this is one of the functions of 
the Federal Energy Regulatory Conmission. The Forest Service is only 
concerned with the effect of the proposal on the forest environment. 

Public Comment: Are seasonal flushing or bankfull flows required by the 
Forest Service in special use permits for hydropower projects ? 

Resronse: Yes, see Plan, N-21, 5, e. 
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2. Letters From Government Acencies and Elected Off icials With Forest Service 
RespOnses 

This section of Chapter VI contains copies of letters received from other 
government agencies and elected officials. Each letter is accompanied by a 
response. 

The following letters are printed in this section: 

Covemu@& Acencies Page 

hvironmental Protection Agency VI-123 
U.S. Dept. of Transportation VI-134 
U.S. Dept. of the Interior, Bureau of Land Management VI-135 
U.S. Dept. of the Interior, Office of the Secretary VI-136 
U.S. Dept. of the Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service VI-142 
U.S. Dept. of Ccmnerce, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admin. VI-149 
U.S. Dept. of Energy, Bonneville Power Administration VI-152 
State of Idaho Department of Health and Welfare VI-154 
Idaho Department of Fish and Came VI-160 

Tribes 

Shoshone-Bannock Tribe 
Nez Perce Tribe 

Elected Officials 

Governor John Evans 
Congressman Richard Stallings 
State Senator Ann Rydalch 

Cormissions 

Colunbia River Inter-Tribal Fish Conunission 

VI-187 
VI-189 

VI-193 
VI-196 
VI-199 

VI-200 

VI-122 
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of sou+he(u+ Idaho, mludmg pr+,ons of the Chohs Na+mnol Forest. of sou+he(u+ Idaho, mludmg pr+,ons of the Chohs Na+mnol Forest. 

The above referenced paragraph states thof, “Perronol contacts were mode wth the Fort The above referenced paragraph states thof, “Perronol contacts were mode wth the Fort 
no,, Reserva+lo” to eoht +lw,r ,npm ‘or tile plan on.3 cmlform to sondltlonr Stated I” no,, Reserva+lo” to eoht +lw,r ,npm ‘or tile plan on.3 cml‘orm to sondltlonr Stated I” 
the +reof,es.” The “ntted Stores Federal Covrt ,nte,p,e+ed the trL.4 ,,gh+s to melude the +,eof,es.” The Untted Stores Federal Covrt ,nte,p,e+ed the trL.4 ,,gh+s to melude 
“no+ only f,sh,“g but also the right +a have the enwranment upon whch the f,sh depnd “no+ only f,sh,“g but also the right +a have the enwranment upon whch the f,sh depnd 
proreaed from degradotm”, tU”,ted Sta+e* v. Warh~nqton - Phase II, Cw,l No. 9213, proreaed from degradotm”, (U”,ted Sta+e* v. Warh,nq+on - Phase II, Cw,, No. 9213, 
W.O., ,‘,a. deeded September 23, 1980) W.O., ,‘,a. deeded September 23, 1980) The fnshmg rights of the Nez Perce Trbes, as The fnshmg rights of the Nez Perce Trbes, as 
we,, as the rlghtr Of *Iwee other +rhe;tn the Columbia River were a“m”ed I” gg& we,, as the rlghtr Of *Iwee other +rhe;tn the Columbia River were a“m”ed I” gg& 
StoteJ v. e - C,“‘, NO. b&S,3 StoteJ v. e - C,“‘, NO. b&S,3 snce the Forest Servvse’r propored DCtlO” may s,nce the Forest Servvse’r propored DCtlO” may 

2 affect f,*hmg sub,& to there +,,bal rrghts, I+ must be evoluoted ,elotwe to the Fedeml 2 affect f,*hmg sub,& to there +,,bal rrghts, I+ must be evoluoted ,elotwe to the Fedeml 
trust res~whhty for the p,o+ectm of the lndmn f,shtng whts. Smce the Solmo” trust res~whhty for the p,o+ectm of the lndmn f,shtng whts. Smce the Solmo” 
Fhver Sam, IS one of the pnmory spownmg und *no!+ productm” area ‘or the Columb,a Fhver Sam, IS one of the pnmory spownmg und *no!+ productm” area ‘or the Columb,a 
River ‘,rhertes and the Nez Peree Tnk of Idaho wa no+ consulted d,,ectly, I+ can only River ‘,rhertes and the Nez Peree Tnk of Idaho wa no+ consulted d,,ectly, I+ can only 
be construed that the Federal twst ,uwon*bthty has no+ been fully exerwsed be construed that the Federal twst ,uwon*bthty has no+ been fully exerwsed As stated As stated 
in NANCE Y. EN”lRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY, “5 Court of Appdr, Nmth in NANCE Y. EN”lRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY, “.S Court of Appdr, Nmth 
CIIEU,,, deded f.,oy IO, ,981, 7. lnd,ons-6, “Twst oblwhon awed by the United States CIIEU,,, deded f.,oy IO, ,981, 7. lnd,ons-6, “Twst oblwhon awed by the United States 
to ,nd,ans “l”S, be exercised occord,ng to the *+nC+e*t ‘ld”clory standoh.“, and 8. to ,nd,ans “l”S, be exercised occord,ng to the *+nC+e*t ‘ld”clory standoh.“, and 8. 
,ndt.mr-2, “Any ‘e&m, government ectmn IS suh,ec+ to the UnIted States’ ‘ldUCPxY ,ndt.mr-2, “Any ‘e&m, government ectmn IS suh,ec+ to the UnIted States’ ‘ldUCPxY 
rerpomhhty toward the lnd,on trber” The Propased Land Resource Monogement Plm rerpomhhty toward the lnd,on trber” The Propased Land Resource Monogement Plm 
for the Cholh Nat,onal Forest I* such on octm”. for the Cholh Nat,onal Forest I* such on octm”. 

7 hoe IV-Y, ‘cd 3, Ob,ecme I) delete “E,“phasm”, cimnge to reed, “Enforce co”@ance 
I” the adml”,strotlo” Of JpeClDl “Se pmm+* ” 

8 Pow N-9, I I. Fae,,,+,es, too, 2, Ob,ec+,“e I, change to read ,,..., I” order to emwe 
so‘ety. prow& a momtamoble road system and protect v&e, quohty.” 
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Jack C Griswold, Forest SUpe~iSor 
Challis National Forest 
PO BOX 404 
Challis. Idaho 83226 

2 
DearMr Griswold 

I 

L 
We have reviewed the Proposed Land and Resource Management Plan for the 

* Challis National Forest and the draft EIS and have the fOlIOwIng Comments 
i In relation to State water and air quality standards We have examined the 

draft Plan in relation to the impacts of Umber harvesting, mining, and 
grazing on beneficial uses 

WATEROUALlT” & FISHERIES INFORMATION 

The Idaho Water Quality Standards and Wasb?Wat=?r Treatment 
Requrements (1985) require pmtectlon of exlstlng beneficial uses of 
State waterS The beneficial use which has the highest potential to be 

2 impacted by Forest actlvltles Is cold water blota and salmanld spawnmg 
Therefore, we have examined the draft Plan closely from the StandpoInt of 
protectlon of fishenes habltat 

Forest-wide goals and standards for fish and wildlife are described I” 
Chapter IV In addition, Management DIrectIon and Standards and Gwdes are 
listed for each management area There are a number of general 
statements regarding water quality and flsherles habitat These 

3 Statements generally mdlcate a” increase I” the population Of indicator 
spec,es and an ,mpro”eme”t I” habitat Unfortunately there IS 
,nsuff,c,ent mformatlo” presented ,n the Plan and El5 to understand how 
the Forest arrwed at these conclusions 



Jack C Griswold 
October 29, I985 
Page 2 

To evaluate the Plan In relation to protection of flsherles as a beneficial 
, “se of water, addltlonal Information needs to be Included In the final Plan 

and EIS 

To understand the effect of the proposed Plan on fisheries habltat the 
ewstmg stream habitat quahty needs to be displayed Wlthout this 

2 mfonatlon It is Impossible tO Understand what effect the Plan Will have 

4 
on fisheries as a beneficial “se Thls should Include 

H 
I I ldentiflcatlon of specific watersheds or stream segments in each 

E management area This would correspond to the planning unit 5128 used 
VI in the Forest model, probably third to fourth order dralnages 

2 Deslgnatmn of the indicator species for the WaterShed 

3 The exlstlng watershed condltlon of these “nit waterShedS SInCe the 
Forest standard refers to percent fine sediment, this pammeter should 
be llsted for each watershed or stream segment The quality and 
completeness of this data or other habltat measures should be 
dlsplayed 

3 

Given this Informatlon, the effect (either Improvement or degradation) of 
the pmposed Plan and other alternatIveS should be clearly displayed In 
the present draft this mfanatlon is scattered throughout the EIS and is 
Incomplete The dlscusslon on Page II-135 of the EIS regarding the effect 
of alternatives on sediment and water quality Is extremely vague There 
is no way to understand the magnitude of potential Impacts or 
lmpmvements based on the EIS The requested InformatIon could be easily 
dlsplayed I” table form In the Plan With detalled lnformatlan shown In an 
appendix or made available to mterested parties by request 

m QUALITY -FISHERIES STANDARDS 

Standards for water quahty and f!sherles are listed in Chapter IV The 
standard which relates to sediment and water quality IS 
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October 29, I985 
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c prohlblt or mltlgate activities that will, or have the potential to, 
Increase sediment In spawning gravels 2 percent over existing 
levels or to a maximum of 30 percent 

This Is an important standard since It relates directly to fnterpretatlon Of 
State Water Quality Standards with respect to preventlon of serious inJury 

i to a beneflclal “se The ratlonale for developlng the speclflc percentages 
In the standard and and the way that It will be used should be fully 

2 
explamed I” the Plan as discussed below 

I 

rl 

The RI-R4. Guide for Predicting Salmonid Responses To Sediment Yields 
In Idaho Batholith Watersheds’ shows curves for Percent Fry Emergence 

m versus Percent Fine Sediment lnspectlon of these curves lndlcates the 
threshold IeVel fOP steelhead trout occurs at approXlmately 20 Percent 

2 fines At 30 percent fines the curve shows a drastic reductmn in fry 
emergence The curve for chinook salmon IS less dlstlnct, but also shows 
a threshold at 20 to 25 percent fines If the Forest has collected data 
which modlfles these ewes it should be discussed and referenced 
Without a” explanation, selectmg the 30 percent level appean t0 be 
arbitrary and without basis 

From the brief narratwe standard It 1s not clear what IS meant by exlstmg 
level and how the 2 percent llmlt wll be used Does exlstlng level refer 
to the baseline at the time of the Plan (1 e, 1985). or to the existing level, 

9 before an actlvlty Is evaluated? It appeaw that the standard would allOW 
streams that are now below the 30 percent level to rise to 30 Percent 
fines as each actlvlty Is evaluated Thls should not be the Intent, and 
should be clarlfled In the final Plan 

Special regard for interpretation of this standard should be @en to 
anadromous fishery streams The goal and Intent of the Forest should be 

4 to ass&t efforts at restoratIon and enhancement of this Important 
resource, rather than to allow f”rthePdegradatlon down to some llmlt 
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There should also be an ,“dlcat,on in the Plan to re”iSe the standard 85 
warranted by better mfonatlon As more research IS completed on this 

f subject and better monltormg tools are devised a different standard may 
be appropriate 

To summarize, we find the approach to deflnmg the standard Is reasonable. 
2 however, we have some concern over the specific numerical standard and 

feel It needs to be better justlfled and documented m the final Plan 

pO”EST,C WATER SUPPLY 

The nsk of lmpactlng domestlc water supplles from Forest management 
3 actlvitles has not bee” addressed m the draft Forest Plan Although the 

number of systems which depend on surface water fmm the Challis 
National Forest may be small. this issue should be addressed 

Sediment IS the primary pollutant of concern associated with Forest 
management activities Excess sediment in raw water decreases the 

4 effectiveness of treatment which may result in an unnecessary eCOnOmlC 
burden on the commumty and mcreased risk to public health increased 
emphasis has been placed on achwment and enfomement of minimum 
standards for pubilc water supply systems in Idaho due to the federal Safe 
Drmkmg Water Act 

The final Forest Plan should list public water Supply watersheds 0” the 
Forest and identify management goals and standards Which are in 

5 COmpilanCe wth the Idaho Reguiatlons for Public Drinking Water Systems 
(1985) We will be happy to work With you In identifying these public 
water supplies prior to drafting the final Plan 

Management drectlon far minerals 1s llsted m each Management we.3 in 
addltmn to addressmg speclf,c areas we belleve there IS a need to address 
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the overall Impacts of mining In the flnal Forest Plan and describe the 
procedure which the Forest uses to protect water suallty We am 
concerned that thepresentpmcedure Is fragmented anddoesnot address 

i the cwnu,at,ve impacts of mlnlng In a watershed Thl~ should include a 
complete Inventory of abandoned and active mlneS which pose an 
envlmnmental Impact and a list of needs for reclamation 

nONlTORlNE 

Monltorlng and evaluation are brlefly summarized m Chapter V of the daft 
Plan The brief treatment of water quality monltorlng In the table 

2 lndlcates that llttle detail on this Important aspect of th; Plan has been 
put together 

The table refers to an approved Forest Water Qualltv Monltorlna Plan Is 
3 thls document avallable for review as part of the Plan? If so, we would 

llke to mvlew the document and pmvlde InPUt 

The monltorlng plan should be approved as part of the Forest Plan The 
monltarlng system should pmvlde data With sufficient precision and 

,+ accuracy to allow the manager and the public to determine If the Forest 
standards as well as State Water Quality Standards are being met 
thmughout the life of the Forest Plan 

Exlstlng and past Natlonal Forest monltorlng that we are famlllar wlth has 
been tncomplete tn documenting If Forest management activltles are 
lmpactlng or pmtectlng water quality This has been documented In a US 

5 Forest %-Ace report for the Northern Region, 5ummarv Reoort-Watershed 
eplcv and Pmamm Revlew. January 1984 We bElleVe that this eValUatlon 
applies equally to the IntermountaIn Region This report contains 
rrcommenddtlons which should be ConSIdered In deVeloplng a mOnltOrlng 
plan 

The Forest planning process Provides an excellent opportunity to CrItically 
examine the Forest’s water quality manltarlng pmgram and associated 
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budget Monitoring needs to be considered an Integral part of the 
manaaement program and funded accordlnqlv The mOnitorlng Plan should 
add&s the water quality Impacts from mining, timber ha&t. and 
grazing, and Include evaluation of Impacts on flsherles habltat and 
domestic water supply 

The sentence on Page V-4 In the draft Plan regardmg preclslOn confuses 
the meanmg of precision and accuracy Prec,slor, and accuracy are 
separate descriptors of data quality It 1s unportant that the Forest 
describe the datorsuallty of envlronmentol measures that will be sampled, 
including specfflc procedures which will be used to measure precision and 
accuracy It IS this type Of ambiguity which cau5eS the public to doubt 
that standards and guldelmes will be met during lmplementlon of the Plan 
A well planned and funded monltormg program will help alleviate these 
problems 

AIR QUALITY 

The draft Plan and EIS meet the requirements of the Rules and Reoulatlons 
for the Control of Air Pollution In Idaho (March 12. 1985) and the Idaho 
State lmplementatlon Plan However, we recommend that the flnal Plan 
address the followmg additlonal air quality issues 

I The air quality Impacts from prescribed bumlng actlVltleS resulting 
from unplanned Ignitions should be dIscussed 

2 To reflect current Air Quality Bureau regulations. the PINEIS Should 
State that the Forest will coordinate with the Air Quality Bureau on the 
development of a ‘Smoke Management Plan for Prescribed Burning In 
Idaho’ and will ablde by the Plan when It IS implemented 

3 The protection of air quality values, mcludmg vlsiblllty, m Class I 
areasshould beaddressed 

We appreciate the opportunity to review the proposed Forest Plan and 
draft EIS Our lntentlon is to provide constructwe comments which will 
assist you In developing the fmal Plan In flnallzmg the Plan, please 
contact Steve Bauer, 334-4250, regardmg the issues ldentlfled above 
which will require coordination between our agencies 

Lee W Stokes, Ph D 
Admmlstrator 



In genera,, re th,"!i CNF did an eXcellen+ Job 0‘ ldentifylng the ma,Jor 
15S"B5 and pu++,ng together a RMP B"d DEIS that addrssssd +ho** 
155"BS. Pie*** take cur conmen+* a* betng con*+r"c+l"e I" nature end 
be ***Yred that 1s a*Precla+s +h1* opportunity, and pre",o"* 01185 a* 
**II, to Pro"Me Input IntO your plann!ng px.ce**. We i?e,,eve the 
Cl.358 working rela+lon*hlp between IOFG S"d CNF p*r*o""eI I" the past 
IS a ma.,or r~~5.m why we can generally *"pPw+ +b* W, "lth *me 
modlflca+lon*. 

Your pre*e"t*+l.a" I* generally Clear and "nder*t*ndable. I" 
part,cu,ar. we sppreclated ths tact that you lncludsd a *"bs+a"tla, 
**C+,o" on standards and g"tdslines, a detatled SChedUIs Of ac+l",tle* 
an.3 wmltorlng req"lremsn+*. l"CI"510" 0‘ grsphs. *"mar" tables B"d 
a" Index was a *lgnlflcan+ aId to our r*",*X*r*. The "summary" *** 
very useful to ancillary re"I.Yer* B"d for qvlck r*f*r*"C* +.a **,,*n+ 
points. 

lOFG revlened th* S"mary, DEIS. Appendices and RW In that ord*r; but 
we cO"c*ntratsd 0" the RIP. 
+h,* same order belcav. 

O"r. "Speclflc Cment*" ars presented I" 
Gsnerally. IfI tried to avoId d"pllca+lon I" OUT 

COrma"+* by msntlonlng a po,n+ the t,r*+ +,I"* lie enco"n+ered. oi- 
noticed, It and not repeating that PO,"+ when *ub**qu*n+,y 
encountered. The exceptlo" to +b,* ,* the S,,,mary rhlch w mad f,r*+ 
pr,mar,,y fc$ Informatlo". Thl* means that ma"" of our Speclflc 
Ca"""s"+* a" the DE15 *I*0 *Pply to the appraprlate ssctlon of +h* 
Appendlcas ador Rlw where there 15 repet,+,on b*+weQ" docmsnts. we 
did not cross-refsrence tile** Cam*"+*. 

IWO recog"lzes the cmplextt" Of the +*a lnvolvsd I" developing +hB** 
~CC""IS"+S and ""d~s+mds +ha+ they m"*+ be re,*+l"ely g*"*ra, In 
nature. We hops CNF recognlres that lDFG 15, th*refOr*, ""sble to 
respond I" detail r*g*rdl"g habltat sondltlons and propo**d +re*+men+s 
or "se* lhkh InfluenCe these habitats. Thus. ,OFG must r**er"e m.*+ 
Of our co-n+* on *p*clf15 impacts 0" fish and *,,d,lf* ""+!I *p*c,t,c 
propo**l*, In the form of proJ*c+ EA*. LIP* developed by CNF. 

-I- 



Third. the range ma”agemen+ ,mr+tons of the DE,* and RMP *r* n?OS+ 
notable for “hat they do not say. There ,* no breakdown of the v*s*“+ 
cond,+,oo of the range r*so*rc** on CNF and no dlrectlon on ho” AUMs 
“I,, be dlstrlbuted betveen domestIc Ilvestock sod “lIdlife. Without 
the mlsslng ,nforma+lon, we can learn ,1t+,e Of how cw Intends to 

7 alloCate the range r**o”rc* and ,hS condltlon at +h* range. The 
dlrectlon 1s to l”cr*a*e AU”5 0‘ livestock “5B a* ,ntorma+b3n In*lC.+** 
ranges Improve. What part Of tile ,“cr***e I” A”M* “III go to YildllfB 
and “hat part to II”**toCkl There are no SGS for livestock us* on key 
“lldlife “Inter rang**. There 1s no map *howIng *“l+*bl* and 
“nsultable mnges. 

8 Fourth. de+* *re n~+lC**bly absent throughout +he dm”m*“+*. 

-*- 
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, Thld, you “58 * value for ‘“el*aod that 15 about +x,ce the co*+ Of a 
pm,+ but *14.06/A”” when yw get 1855 than IIAl,A”M (factor Of 10,. 





. . 

sense to us to have dltferent goals for strem bank stability (for 
examples In the same dralnage Just bemdse two dIfferen+ natlanal 
fore*+* *re ,““OIYed. 

1DFF be,,e”e* CNF ShO”ld adopt * stream and rlparla” classlficstl?, 
system to protect the lmpmtant fish and wlldllfe resources associated 
“Ith +l\esa systms. csrt*,n s+resms we “are lmportati than others and 
should be treated accordingly. nItho”+ * c,as*,flca+lo” system. It 1s 
lmposslble for IDFG to m*,,y understand ho” well Yaw RW “111 meet 
the needs 0‘ tnese system*. AlSO, It 15 lmposslble ‘or CNF or Km to 
determlne lf n*erlou* InJurytr “III occur r,+ho”+ * cla**,fk.*+,o” 
system. Thus, your statement that ‘Water quality wmld meet State 
*+a”dard* ““der .,I .,+er”.s+lYe*. ” (II-135. DE,51 c.snno+ be s”a,“a+ed 
an.%r SUpported. 
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Rawa* 0‘ O”+P”+* 

You state that CNF Is required. under “. . .Washlng+on Ottlse 
G”lde,I”**. . .” (II-3. DE!51 to develop “. . .a,+er”a+l”s* that. . 
.ret,ec+ * broad range Of re*o”rce O”+p”+*. . .” (II-41. HO”e”er., tile 
range Of c.“+p”+* arong e,+er”a+l”e* for soms re*o”rce* 1s defl”l+.sly 
not bmed. For example. there IS only an 8 PerCent dlfferencs betvee” 
the high and IOIl OY+p”+* for WFUDS. I” contrast, Al,. 2 proposes 20 
+,me* the +,mber h*rYe*+ 0‘ A,,. 7, c,e*rly s broad range. 

SPEClFlC MMHENrS 

m  

9: We suggest you include the aliocated and actual “58 A”” ““mb*r* I” 
this dlscusslo”. 

3 
14. The Y*,“e* grven on tile ,a*+ two II”85 Of this table *re the 
actual ‘lgures, not +hB d,‘fere”ce* tram A,+. 1 85 the heading states. 

Draft En”,ro”nre”+a, ImPact s+*+emen+ LOEIS) 

I I-1: YOU have a conflict between *+a+ems”+* I” the next to ,a*+ 
8 pingraph. The t,r*+ **“+e”Ce s+*+e* that won-priced comp0”e”+s. . 

.co”+rlb”+e to WB. “. HO*eYer, 
c~~p~nen+s do no+ eon+&& +O NPB. , .n. 

*en+ence 13 states “These 

I,-4. wily were "Resource benchmarks * developed ‘or only 3 O"+P"+* 
9 lthber, graz,ng, "Ilderness~ but not ‘Or others (‘lSh. "lIdlIfe. 

resre.+lon~l 

I l-7. I" the ,a*+ *s"+*nce Of lg., ym II*"* reversed the order 0‘ 
,(J re‘ere"Ce to WC and PNY from the previous comparisons. Such 

lncon*1*+encle* unnscesssrlly complicate the revle*er@* Jab. 

,I 11-16: Your !‘,,d!#-"*** rscormle"da+lo"* **em lo* conslderlng the high 
PN" 0‘ this benchmark. 

-9- 



5 I,-32 I” the ,a*+ paragraph, ho” can ““IS. . .be ma,“+a,“ed. . .I, 
*he” “. . .*lldllte ilab!+*+ CapabiIity WD”,d d*crea*a. . .“? 

I,-79. “lth an “““constrained budget” thy co”‘+ YOU SISO lntensl‘y 
‘0 “lldlite h&l+*+ nl*n*gemsn+ tpwagraph 8111 

Nvge 10, paragraph 91 actual use was used m the analysts of the 
Alternatives. There 1s lzttle difference between the two altercatlves. In 
permtted RUM's there 2s a two thousand Am! difference. 



I I-128. It IS noted that range adml"ls+ra+,on ‘""ding would d*cre**e 
under the Preferred Alternative at the *me time increases In A!JM* ~111 
OCCUr. won*+ an increase I" ‘"ndlng be needed for allotment 
adml"ls+ra+lo" to **sure proper us* ,ws,* under increased grarlngl 

10 Why XIII range condltlo” be malntalned or decrease under A,,. 3 If A”M* 
we reduced? It seem more Ilk,” that decreased “58 YOUId m*“l+ I” 
hprwed range condltlo” 5hO”ld paragraph 6 re.d “. . .e*+lma+ed 
aC+“sl “58. . .” rather than ” . .e*+lma+ed perlnltted “58. . .“1 

IPage 11, paragraph 3) camat noted. 



I I I-10: Habitat dE.nge* are very Ilbl” to occur I” 
*agsbr”sh,b”“chgras* ***0C,*+,0”* beCa”*e Of “Impro”ew”+” proJec+*. 
A” lndtcator *pec,e* dependent on these habIta+* (e.g. sage sparrw, 
sage grouses should be selected. FlIrther, you felled +o Select an 
I”dls*+or *pec,es that Right reflect habIta+ changes I” rlparlan zones, 
despite concerns over these valuable and highly v!slble areas. what 1s 

3 *et *agebr”sh/gra**f l‘s+ sagebrush usually means dead sagebrush. The 
red *q”IrreI cccc”r* I” a *r*e ver,e+y Of habIta+* an* 1s not 
nece**art,y dependent on c,,m.x Corm”nl+les. Under ltd.. you should 
a150 nc.+e that btghorn sheep we .**cc1a+e* *,+il IOXW e,eva+,on, 
y&ras* en* b”“chgra**/ma”ntal” mahogs”” types espsslally *urtng 

. see *,*o page Ill-,1 at C.,k,. 

111-11~ Km *“ppOr+* your Chose” aquatfc MIS. Dolly vsr*en +roLl+ are 
4 no* called km,, trout. YOU should either change ths name ox- ,,*+ both, 

one paren+he+lsel ly. 

Ill-11. we applaud the l”CI”S10” Of plants I” the MIS I,*+ pr,m*r,,y 
beC*“*e effects upon them *m often e**,*r to monitor than are effects 
upon vertebrates. yew; re wonder why you did no+ tnclude B”” 
“forest” plants. , If not a,, csses, sagebrush IS not 

5 lndtcatlve Of *em, range con*,+,on*. There 1s a” *bundance Of 
Il+era+“re to support the Co”+e”+,on that *agebr”*h 1s a CIlmax *pec,es 
mubenmlre ,968. 1978; Himnaka et a,. 1983; *,**a,e an* Htronaka 
1981, HalI 1973; an* otthers~. we we not *y*re Of any gw* eYl*e”Ce to 
support the notlo” that sagebrush 1s a *em, *pCI**. 

I I I-12: The lmpllcatlo” under ma) an* bl that Clhax conlferour 

6 
forest 1s not deer or *,k habltot 1s ““,T”B. ThlS type provides 
hportant thermal cover and 1s often heavily used as bedding was, 
especially *ur,ng July-September. 

Ill-13. The table lndlcates *ha+ red *qu,rre, pop”la+l.an* *re not 
tracked. but on page 111-10 you *a,* that populatla” ob,sc+l”e* an* 

7 wu~~~‘““’ can be e*+*D,,*h** an* tracked far b”agem*“+ lndlcator 
. Th1S lnco”*l*+ency should be corrected. Although we Ilaw 

restricted hunting on *me “mY”+a,” goat pop”,a+,o”*, we dmbt that 
the” are below MYP levels on a forest-*,*e tm*,*. 
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(Page 15, paragraph 1) we agree. paragraph MS deleted. 

(Page 16. Paragraph 2, correctlonwae “ad*. 

(Page 16, paragraph 3) See respmx to page 15, paragraph 9 of ywr letter. 

@We 16, paragraph 4) Rmster Table of Content has been added. 

Cage 16, paragraph 5) change was mde. 

(Page 16, paragraph 6) Change was made. 



, G-0. This cw*r page dnes no+ mention the *olt althmgh Part s cw*r* 
the “df. 

2 II-35s Under research needs you might mentlan the ongo,lng coo~eratlve 
"sFs-sLM-IoFG elk study I" Herd Creek. 



I v-5 Goa, 16 should be reworded so that *dsq”a+* forag*,*pace 15 
2 malntalnsd for *lk. The object!“* ShOUld b* to provide forage and 

*“l+sble dlsplecemen+ areas for elk. 
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,2 v-10: see “-6 and “-9 ~hmedla+ely aDo”*, re tile t,r*+ entry. 

13 Y-IO* See V-9 r* 436 end EO2. 
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IV-13 

IV-16 

I Y-22 

IV-26 

IV-39 

IV-39 

IV-119 

IV-135 

IV-217 

IV-218 

Y-8 

“-9 

“-9 
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Impact statement and the Prnnnred Forest Mana 
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Plan. 



supervmx 
Chsllrs National Forest 
Box 247 
ChSlllS, Idaho 83226 

--Other Areas 
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COLUMBIA RlVER INTER-TRIBAL FISH COMMISSION 
2105 Em BumsI& SIreeL stilt I Id Ponhd 0reg.m 97114 Tdqbn (503,23&c&6, 
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